
CHAPTER 4 

Analysis of the data of Ibn al-Wan concerning Land Tenures in 
Egypt during the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban 

4.1 Igta 

4.1.1. The named ranking amirs478 

The expression used by Ibn al -Ji`an to indicate that the village was assigned in 

the form of iqta is as follows: "It was in the name of fulan (Kanat bi ism al -amir 

fulan...)". Dates of death are provided when they are available in the sources. 

(A) Ibra of 80,000 to 200,000 dinar jayshi 

1. Aidamur al- Shamsi al- Nasiri (d.733/1381)479 

He was already an amir of one hundred in 762/1360.480 The total estimation of 

the yearly yield of his iqta was equal to 124,950 dinar jayshi. 

The available sources do not mention any post for this amir; but they consider 

him as one of the great amirs during the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban481. 

478 The system of Turkish names followed in this chapter is primarily based on the versions 

given by Halm. 

479 al- Maqrizi, al- Suluk, pp.68, 215, 272. cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, (d. 851/1448), Tarikh Ibn 

Qadi Shuhba, (781 -800/1379- 1394), ed. Darwish, Damascus, 1977 p.71. cf. also Ibn Taghri 

Birdi, al- Manhal, vol.3, pp.177 -178. 

480 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3/vol.1, p.68. cf.also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.71. 

481 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vol 1, p.68, 215, 272. cf. Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.71. cf. also Ibn 

Qadi Shuhba, pp.177-8. 
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Total number of 
villages 

Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total Naga 
/ Faddans 

Total 
Khirs l 
Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

11 44,013 8,013 14,917 124,950 

This excludes the area measurement of a village in al- Fayyum province called 

Sinnawris /taris which was not mentioned by either Ibn al-Nan or Ibn 

Duqmaq. The total estimation of the yearly yield from the villages was 121,950 

dinar jayshi. 

The figure given for the village of Abu Dukhan in al- Bahnasa province by Ibn 

al -Ji`an does not reflect the value in al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. It merely talks 

about a value being "recently settled ". So the figure provided by Ibn Duqmaq 

for the period of al -Zahir Barquq is the one used here because it reflects the 

right figure more accurately. 

2. Al- Tunbugha al `Uthmani- Tatag482 

According to al- Maqrizi, who mentioned this ranking amir in his discussion of 

the events of the year 775/1371, he was appointed as amir silah483. Ibn al -Ji`an 

also mentions that he was amir silah.484 

According to al- Maqrizi, Altunbugha al- Uthmani became amir of one 

hundred in 775/1375485. 

482 Halm is wrong to call him Altunbugha al- Uthmani al- Zahiri, because this refers to one 

of the mamluks of al -Zahir Barquq who died in 826/1442. cf. H. Halm, Agypten 

Lehensregistern, vol.I, p.107. For the biography of Altunbugha al- Uthmani al- Zahiri, cf. 

Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal, vol. 3, pp.51 -3. On the other hand, al- Maqrizi mentions the 

name of a ranking amir of one hundred in the period of al- Ashraf Sha `ban called 

Altunbugha al- 'Uthmani Tataq. cf. Al- Maqrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3, vol. 1, p.221. 

483 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol. 1, p.221 

484 Ibn al- Ji'an, A1- tuhfa, Ms. Bodleian Library, Oxford, Hunt No. 2, fols. 5A, 107B. 
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The total estimation of the yearly yield from his iqta was equal to 105,290 dinar 

jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga ;` 

/ Faddans 

Total ` 

Khirs / 
Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

15 21,900 - - 105,290 

The total area measurement excludes the figures of area measurement of a 

village in the province of al -Jiza called al- Manashi wa'al-Akhsas and of 

another village in al- Sharqiyya province called Biltan. 

3. Arghunshah al- Ashrafi al- Jamali al- Khassiki (d. 778/1376)486. 

This amir was amir majlis in 771/1369487, ra's nawba later in 771/1369488 and 

it seems that he remained in this post until the end of the period of al- Ashraf 

Sha`ban489_ 

According to Ibn Duqmaq, Arghunshah al- Ashrafi was appointed to the rank 

of one hundred in 771/1369.49° 

485 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt .3, vol. 1, p.221. 

486 Ibn Duqmaq, al-lawhar, pp.425-6, 428. Cf. also al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vol.1, pp.177, 

181, 183, 274, 300. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.2, p.313, Idem,al-Nujum, 

vol.11, p.147. 

487 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, p.181. 

488 Itiid, p.183. 

489 Ibn al-li'an, A1-tuhfa, Ms. Bodleian Library,Oxford, No.Hunt 2.fol. 11A. 

490 Ibn Dugmaq, al-lawhar, pp.425-6. 
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The total estimation of the yearly yield from the villages was 170,500 dinar 

jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement T 

Faddans 

Total Naga: 

/'Faddans 

Total 

Khirs ! 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

17 30,893 - - 170,500 

The total area measurement of the villages excludes the figure of area 

measurement of the village Jaza'ir al- Khayyar in al -Jiza province and another 

one called Amyaih( ?) in al- Sharqiyya province which were not mentioned by 

either Ibn Duqmaq or Ibn al- Ji`an. The village Rashid in Nistarwa province 

was probably a fishing village or small port which had no agricultural land. 

4. Aqtamur `Abd al -Ghani al- Nasiri (d. 783/1381)491 

He was governor of Damascus (na'ib al- Sham)492 and grand chamberlain 

(hajib al- hujjab) in 769/1367.493 He was na'ib al- sultana early in 775/1373, but 

was dismissed in Jumada I 775/ October 1373 and sent to Syria as the 

governor of Karak494. He was the governor of Tripoli 775/1373495 and 

491 Al- Maqrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3 /vol. 1, pp.127, 154, 217, 219, 220, 224, 239, 268, 271 -2. Cf. also, 

idem, pt.3 /vol.1, p.462. Cf. Ibn Qadi Shuhba, pp.69 -70. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- 

Manhal vol.2, p.493. 

492 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, p.127. 

493 Ibid, p.154. 

494 Ibid, pp?17, 220. 

495 Ibid, p.224. 
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governor of Safad in 776/1374496. In 778/1376, according to al- Maqrizi, this 

ranking amir acquired the rank of amir of one hundred in Egypt497 and in 

778/1376 he became Grand Chamberlain498. 

All the above posts which are mentioned by al- Maqrizi surely indicate that he 

had acquired the rank of one hundred. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 91,900 dinar jayshi. His iqta was 

located in Egypt and its annual yield amounted to the average for a ranking 

amir of one hundred. 

Total number of 

villages ' . 

Total area 

measurement l 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

I Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/. 

dinar jayshi 

12 28,829 - - 91,900 

For a village called Darut Sarban in Manfalut province, it has been assumed 

that half of the village belonged to Aqtamur 'Abd al -Ghani since he shared it 

with another ranking amir, although there is no indication to specify the 

precise share of each ranking amir. 

The total area measurement of the villages including one half of the area 

measurement of Darut Sarban was 28,829 faddans. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield of the assigned villages was 91,900 

dinar jayshi, including one half of the estimation for Darut Sarban, taking into 

496 lliid, p.239. 

497 Ibid, p.268. 

498 Ibid, p.271. 
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account the fact that no estimation was stated for Tall al- Ruba`i by Ibn al -Ji`an 

and that Ibn Duqmaq's figure which was equal to 1,000 dinar jayshi is used to 

cover the gap. 

5. Aqtamur al- Sahibi al- Hanbali (d. 779/1377)499 

His posts include the second chief of the corps of Mamluks (ra's nawba thani) 

in 775/1373500. He was na'ib al- saltana in 777/1375, but was dismissed from 

this post in 778/1376501. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Aqtamur al- Hanbali was appointed to the rank of one 

hundred in 775/1373.502 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 96,500 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

9 19,726 96,500 

For the village Aqwaz Bani Bahr in Atfih province, Ibn al -Ji`an mentions that it 

belonged to a ranking amir called Aqtamur al- Salihi503. The question is 

whether the title al- Salihi and al- Sahibi belong to the same ranking amir or not. 

499 Al-Maqrizi, al-Su1uk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp.216, 224, 252, 271-2. Cf. Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, 

vol.2, pp.492-3. 

500 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vol.I, p.224. 

501 Ibid, pp.252,271. 

502 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, p.224. 

503 Ibn al-ji'an, Al-tuhfa, fol.206A. Ms. Bodleian Library, Oxford, No. Hunt 2. 
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The answer to this question appears to be positive since the titles are similar. 

Three factors should be borne in mind. First of all, there appears to have been 

no ranking amir called Aqtamur al- Salihi in the available sources. Secondly, 

Ibn al -Ji`an seems to have been copying from different registers in which the 

name of the ranking amir is written in different ways. It could be written in 

full or sometimes with a kunya or in a shorter form with the first name and 

nisba. Perhaps al- Salihi was a title given to this amir, like al- Sahibi al- Hanbali, 

by a clerk who had first written the register that was copied by Ibn al- Ji`an504. 

A final consideration is that this ranking amir was famous for the extremes to 

which he went in his ablution practices (wudu`) and the nisba of al- Salihi (the 

pious) might have come about because of this505. 

The figure of area measurement of the village Aqwaz Bani Bahr in Atfih 

province is not mentioned by Ibn al- Ji`an. The figure used is the one cited by 

Ibn Duqmaq. 

The figure for the estimation of the village Shanasha in al- Daqahliyya province 

is not mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an and the figure provided by Ibn Duqmaq has 

therefore been used. 

504 For examples of Ibn al- Ji`an's attitude towards writing the names of the amirs cf. Ibn al- 

Ji`an, Al- tuhfa, (Ms Bodleian Library,Oxford No.Hunt) 2, fols. 20B, 21A, 10A, 55A, 40B, 

41B. 

505 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, p.326. 
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6. Bahadur al-Jamali (d. 786/1384)5°6 

His posts included ustadar in 770/1368507 and amir akhur in 771/13695°8. 

According to both al- Maqrizi and Ibn Qadi Shuhba, Bahadar al- Jamali was 

appointed to the rank of one hundred in 770/1368509. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was equal to 97,700 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

I Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 
Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

10 19,871 97,700 

The figures of the area measurement of the villages Abusir Quridis in al- 

Bahnasa, Atfih al- Madina in Atfih, and Masjid Musa in Atfih were not 

mentioned by Ibn al- Ji`an. The figures cited by Ibn Duqmaq for the area 

measurement of Atfih al- Madina and Masjid Musa in Atfih have therefore 

been used. 

In addition to that, there were unspecified numbers of faddans or khirs and 

mustabhir categories of agricultural land in Shuna village in the province of 

Ibyar. 

506 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vol.I, pp. 144, 154, 177, 181, 242, 274. Cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, 

p.141. 

507 Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.141. 

508 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, p.181. cf also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.141. 

509 A1 Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, p.177. cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p. 141. 
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7. Baibugha al-Sabiqi al-Khassiki al-Ashrafi (d. 778/1376)51°, 

According to Ibn al-Fan, this amir was an amir majlis, although there is no 

information to support this in any other available sources511. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 143,000 dinar jayshi 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total' 

Khirs 1 

Faddans 

TotalIbra/ 

dinar jayshi 

14 36,591 143,000 

It should be noted that, for the village Shibin al- Qasr512 in Qalyub province, 

Ibn al-Fan mentions the following phrases: "Kanat bi ism al -Amir Baibugha 

al- Ashrafi`an al- mamalik wa'l-halqa", which can be translated as "The village 

was in the name of amir Baibugha al- Ashrafi (iqta) on behalf of or instead of 

al- mamalik and al- halga ". This either means that Baibugha al- Ashrafi had this 

village as an iqta for himself instead of al- mamalik and al -halga or that he had 

the responsibility for the village and for collecting the revenue on behalf of al- 

mamalik and al- halqa. It seems more likely that this amir was given the 

authority by the state to collect the revenue on behalf of these troops, because 

Ibn al-Fan, while mentioning the iqta of al- mamalik al- Sultaniyya and al- 

halqa, mentions explicitly that this or that village was in the name of al- 

mamalik and al -halqa and similarly with the iqta of the amirs. He rarely 

510 al- Magrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3,vol. I, pp.225, 237, 274, 300. 

511 Ibn al- Ji`an, A1- tuhfa, fols. 28B, 161B. 

512 Ibn al- Ji'an, Al- tuhfa, p.11, or Ms. Bodleian Library, Oxford, No. Hunt. 2, fol. 11B. 
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declares the previous form of land tenure of the village before the period of al- 

Ashraf Sha`ban. Therefore, the village Shibin al -Qasr in Qalyub province will 

be omitted from the list of villages assigned to the above ranking amir. 

8. Bashtak min `Abd al -Karim al- Ashrafi al- Khassiki (d. 778/1376)513. 

No information is available about the posts of this ranking amir. All sources 

agree that he was one of the ranking amirs of one hundred, although they 

have not mentioned the exact date of this appointment514. The total estimation 

of the yearly yield was 196,550 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement/ 

Faddans . 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs I 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

11 28301 - - 196,550 

The total area measurement excludes the area measurement figure of a village 

in Asyut province called al- Khusus which is not mentioned by either Ibn 

Duqmaq or Ibn al- Ji`an, and of another village in al- Iskandariyya province 

called Itku because it was a port or a fishing village with no agricultural land. 

513 Ihn Dugrnaq, al-Jawhar, p.434. cf. also al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vol.I, pp.266, 274, 300. 

Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.3, pp.373-4. 

514 Ibid. 
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9. Qutluqtamur al- Alai al-Tawil al-Khassiki (d. 779/1377)515 

Ibn al -Ji`an mentions the name of Qutluqtamur al -Ala`i in four forms: 

Qutluqtamur al- Ala`i516 Qutluqtamur al -Ala`i Shad al- Sharab Khana,517 

Qutluqtamur al- Ala`i al- Khassiki518, and Qutluqtamur al- Khassiki.519 

The similarities between these names are likely to indicate that they belong to 

the same high ranking amir from al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. The only name 

encountered in the sources is Qutluqtamur al -Ala`i al -Tawil who was, 

according to al- Magrizi, an amir of one hundred in 778/1346520 and was a 

mamluk of al- Ashraf Sha`ban521. Because of his high rank, he was likely to be a 

Khassiki. 

In spite of all this, no information about the amir's posts is mentioned in the 

available sources. Ibn al -Ji`an mentions, in the context of al -Lahun village in al- 

Bahnasa province, that this village was an iqta of Qutluqtamur al -Ala`i Shad 

al- Sharab Khana522. 

515 Ibn Duqmaq, al- Jawhar, pp.442 -3. Cf. also Al- Maqrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3 /vol.I, pp.274, 313 -4. 

Cf also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal, vol. 5, Ms. Dar al- Kutub, Cairo, No. 13810, fols. 186B, 

187A. 

516 Ibn al- Ji`an, Al- tuhfa, Ms. Bodleian Library, Oxford, No. Hunt.2, fols. 93A, 97A, 104B, 

108A, 157A, 191B, 241B, 242A, 244A, 248B, 255B, 259A. 

517 Ibid, fol. 225A. 

518 Ibid, fols. 9B, 187A, 221B, 252B. 

519 Ibid, fol. 56B. 

520 A1- Magrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3 /vol.I, p.274. 

521 Ihn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal, vol.5, Ms. Dar al- Kutub, Cairo, No. 13819, fols. 186B. 187A. 

522 Ihn al- Ji'an, Al- tuhfa, fol. 225A. 
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According to al- Magrizi, Qutluqtamur al -Ala`i was one of the ranking amirs of 

one hundred, who accompanied al- Ashraf Sha`ban on his pilgrimage in 

778/1376.523 The total estimation of the yearly yield was 171,100 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total ` 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total rbra/ 

dinar jayshi 

21 63,704 8,394 18,390 171,100 

The figure of area measurement of a village in Qalyub province called Jazirat 

al- Quraytiyyin and another village in Fuwa province called Burunbara is not 

mentioned by either Ibn Duqmaq or Ibn al- Ji`an. The area measurement of a 

village in al- Gharbiyya province called Buhut did not belong totally to this 

ranking amir, but was being shared with other ranking amirs. The share of 

each is not specified by Ibn al-Wan, but the estimated figure for Buhut, a 

village in al- Gharbiyya, was included in the share of other ranking amirs. 

10. Saraitamur al- Muhammadi al- Khassiki (d. 782/1380)524 

Ibn al -Ji`an mentions Saraitamur al- Muhammadi as an iqta holder of a village 

in al- Bahnasa province called Biba al- Kubra. He also mentions that this amir 

shared a village in Qus province called Isna with other ranking amirs, 

although his share in the village is not specified525. Ibn al -Ji`an also mentions 

Saraitamur al- Muhammadi al- Khassiki as an iqta holder of two villages in al- 

523 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3/vo1.I, p. 274. 

524 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp. 251, 274. Cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.45. 

525 Ihn al-Ji'an, Al-tuhfa, Ms. Bodlei-._Z Library, Oxford, No. Hunt.2, fols. 226A, 259A. 
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Bahnasa province called Baha and Dandi1526. Moreover, Ibn al -Ji`an mentions 

Saraitamur Ra's Nawba as an iqta holder of another village called Armant527 

in Qus province. 

According to al- Maqrizi, a ranking amir called Saraitamur al- Khassiki became 

amir of one hundred in 777/1375528. The same author has also mentioned 

among the events of the year 778/1376 that Saraitamur al- Muhammadi was 

one of the ranking amirs of one hundred who accompanied al- Ashraf Sha`ban 

on his pilgrimage529. 

Therefore, it seems certain from the above discussion that Saraytamur al- 

Muhammadi and Saraitamur al- Muhammadi al- Khassiki were the names of 

the same person. In addition to that, it is likely that Saraytamur Ra's Nawba is 

the same person as Saraytamur al- Muhammadi al- Khassiki, because if 

Saraytamur Ras Nawba was a different ranking amir, he would have been the 

holder of more than one village, which he was not. On the other hand, no 

other ranking amir with the name of Saraytamur except the above one seems 

to have been mentioned in the sources. 

There is no available information about his posts mentioned by the Mamluk 

sources; but Ibn al Ji`an cites an iqta holder of a village called Armant in Qus 

province and called him Saraytamur Ras Nawba, which is probably the same 

as Saraytamur al- Muhammadi as we have tried to prove. Therefore, the above 

ranking amir held the post of Ra's Nawba. 

526 Ibid, fols. 226A, 230A. 

527 Ibid, fol. 259A. 

528 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vol I, p.251. 

529 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vol. I, p.274. 
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According to al- Maqrizi, Saraytamur al- Muhammadi al- Khassiki became amir 

of one hundred in 777/1375, which he kept until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's 

period530. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 100,600 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

I Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 
Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar :jayshi... 

6 42,154 5,146 14,642 100,600 

This table takes into account that the whole area measurement of Isna village 

in Qus province did not belong to this ranking amir and that he shared the 

village with other ranking amirs and that the share of each of them was not 

specified. 

The table also takes into account the estimation of the share of this ranking 

amir from the revenue of Isna village in Qus province which was not specified 

by Ibn al-Wan. 

11. Sarghatmish al- Ashrafi al- Khassiki (d. 778/1377)531 

He held the post of amir silah in 775/1373 and he remained in this post 

probably until the end of the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban, considering that 

530 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp.251, 274. 

531 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp.15, 274, 280, 287. Cf also, Ibn Taghri. Birdi, al-Manhal, 

vol.6, pp.341-2. 
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there is no mention in the available sources about his dismissal from this post 

or his transfer to another post532. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Sarghatmish al- Ashrafi was one among the ranking 

amirs of one hundred who accompanied al- Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban on the 

hajj in 778/1376533. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 222,574 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

13 43,095 4,000 3,770 222,574 

For the village of Minyat Bani Khasib in al- Ushmunayn province no area 

measurement figure is mentioned by either Ibn Duqmaq or Ibn al- ji`an. In the 

case of Qay, a village in al- Bahnasa province, only the main agricultural land 

of the village (al- nahiya) belonged to this ranking amir, but its area 

measurement is not specified. Also in the case of Babshay, a village in Asyut 

province, other iqta holders are included in the iqta (wa man ma`hu), 

probably the holder's own mamluks or those which were attached to him. 

For the village Ramsis in al- Buhayra province, there are two readings for the 

area measurement figure. The published version of Al -tuhfa mentions that the 

total area measurement except those faddans which belonged to rizaq was 

equal to 7,700 faddans. This included cultivated faddans (muzdara) 

532 al Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol. I, p215. 

533 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, p.3, vol. I, pp.215, 274. 
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equivalent to 4000 faddans and non -irrigated faddans (sharaqi) equal to 3,770 

faddans. The estimation of the yearly yield from the village is given in the 

printed text as 1,035 dinar jayshi, but it is mentioned in a variety of manuscript 

copies and put in the footnote as being 3,200 dinar jayshi534. On the other 

hand, the figure cited in the Bodleian manuscript of Al -tuhfa does not differ 

from this. The area measurement is equal to 4,000 faddans, including faddans 

sharaqi and the estimation of the yearly yield is equal to 85,000 dinar jayshi535. 

Now, the figure mentioned by the Bodleian manuscript for the area 

measurement, 4,000 faddans, presents problems because most of the area was 

not irrigated and what was left for irrigation and cultivation amounted to only 

30 faddans. This was not enough to obtain 85,000 dinar jayshi as an estimated 

yearly yield, even if the whole population of the village were not Muslims and 

jawali tax was collected from them on behalf of this ranking amir. 

Another explanation for this was that the word "cultivated" (muzdara) is 

missing from the Bodleian copy, which should have come before "4,000 

faddans ". Such a gap is confirmed by all the manuscripts used in the 

published text of Al -tuhfa as well as the Cambridge University manuscript 

copy536. 

The question which arises here is whether 1,035 or 3,500 dinar jayshi is the 

right estimation for the area measurement of cultivated land (muzdara) of 

4,000 faddans or not. To answer this question, we must bear in mind that 

there was no single figure which was accepted by all or most of the copies of 

534 Ibn al- Ji`an, Al- tuhfa, p.127. 

535 Ibid, fol. 177B. 

536 Ibn al- Jian, Al- tuhfa, Ms. Cambridge University Library, Cambridge, No. Q. 65 (9), fol. 

62B. 
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Al- tuhfa. The most authoritative copy is that of the Bodleian Library which 

was written for the collection of the great ranking amir when Ibn al -Ji`an was 

still alive. 

On the other hand, the 1,035 or 3,500 dinar jayshi cannot be accepted to be the 

estimation of yearly yield from 4,000 cultivated faddans. This can easily be 

seen while comparing with other villages in the same province. 

Therefore, one is more likely to accept that the area measurement of this 

village is 7,700 faddans, including the cultivated part which is equal to 4,000 

faddans, the non -irrigated part which is equal to 3,770 faddans and a yearly 

yield equal to 85,000 dinar jayshi. However, this estimation cannot be achieved 

from the revenue of cultivated land alone and other forms of revenue such as 

jawali tax or hilali tax must be included in the yearly yield. Without other 

forms of revenue from taxes, the yearly yield could not reach 85,000 dinar 

jayshi. 

As for the estimation of the village of Minyat Bani Khasib in al- Ushmunayn 

province, the figure provided by Ibn Duqmaq is used because it reflects more 

the ibra figures in the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban, due to the closeness in time 

between the above period and the period of al -Zahir Barquq which was 

mentioned by Ibn Duqmaq. Ibn al- Ji`an, on the other hand, mentions the latest 

figure of estimation of the village Minyat Bani Khasib (ibratuha akhiran) 

which is likely to be closer to his own time. 

12. Sudun Jarkas al- Manjaki (d. 781/1379)537 

Al- Maqrizi writes that in 769/1367 Sudun Jarkas who was amir akhur became 

the amir of the tablakhana538. This meagre information may mean that Sudun 

537 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp.161, 219, 366. 
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Jarkas held this post for a long period but he also might have held another 

post or posts. Al- Magrizi's reference here does not mean that he was 

appointed to this post on the date given above but we can assume, according 

to al- Magrizi's indication, that this probably was the case. No further 

information is mentioned by al- Maqrizi or other Mamluk historians 

concerning the posts of this ranking amir. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Sudun Jarkas became amir of one hundred in 

775 /1373539. 

The total estimation of his yearly yield was 89,500 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement l 

Faddans 

Total Naqa 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

11 40,755 9,292 7,647 89,500 

13. Tashtamur al- Ala`i al-Dawadar (d. 786/1384)54o 

According to Ibn Qadi Shuhba, Tashtamur al-Ala ̀ i al- Dawadar became the 

second dawadar in 772/1370 with the rank of tablakhana. One also learns 

from his biography written by Ibn Qadi Shuhba that this ranking amir 

probably acquired the rank of one hundred after the year 772/1370 which 

538 mid, p.161. 

539 Ibid., p.219. 

540 Ibn Duqmaq, al- Jawhar, p.437. Cf also mit Qadi Shuhba, pp.143 -4. Cf also Ibn Taghri 

Birdi, al- Manhal, vol. 6, pp.395 -6. 
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enabled him to be promoted dawadar, a post which he continued to hold until 

the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period541. 

There is no mention of the exact date when this ranking amir gained the rank 

of one hundred, but one can assume that it might have happened after 

772/1370, a year when he first acquired his rank of tablakhana possibly before 

or in 775/1373, the date to which the data belong542. 

Ibn al -Ji`an mentions Tashtamur al- Ala`i as an iqta holder of fifteen villages543 

and he also cites Tashtamur al -Ala`i al- Sultani as an iqta holder of two 

villages544. The question here is whether both the names refer to one and the 

same amir or not. It seems possible to accept that both the names refer to one 

ranking amir called Tashtamur al- Alai al- Dawadar for two reasons. First of 

all, there does not appear to be any information about Tashtamur al-Ala ̀ i al- 

Sultani in the available sources. Secondly, there is no mention of this name in 

the published copy of Al -tuhfa or an iqta holder of a village in Qalyub 

province called Tukh Mujul and a village in al- Gharbiyya called Hurin Tataya 

as the Bodleian manuscript suggests, or any other villages545. The same 

situation applies to the Cambridge University Library manuscript546. 

541 Al- Maqrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, pp.199, 213,215,240,274. 

542 Ibn Qadi Shuhba, pp.143 -4. 

543 Ibn al- Ji'an, Al- tuhfa, Ms. Bodleian Library, Oxford, Hunt. No. 2, 16B, 31A, 37A, 39A, 

44B, 60B, 99A, 103B, 131A, 164B, 178A, 216B, 224A, 251B, 255A. 

544 Ibid, fols. 12B, 138B. 

545 Ibn al- Ji'an, A1- tuhfa, pp.12, 99. 

546 Ibn al- Ji'an, Al- tuhfa, Ms Cambridge University Library, Cambridge, no. Q9, 65, fol. 7A. 
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It seems that Ibn al -Ji`an has quoted from registers written by different clerks 

whose knowledge of the ranking amirs and their names varied from one clerk 

to another. Therefore, the name of a single ranking amir came to be written in 

different forms in these registers. For this reason it is more likely that both the 

names mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an in the Bodleian manuscript belonged to the 

ranking amir of one hundred called Tashtamur al- Alai al- Dawadar. 

Total number of 

villages ` 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans . 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans ` 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

17 41,844 - - 125,925 

Two of these villages did not belong totally to this ranking amir and he had to 

share them with other categories of iqta holders. He had to share a village 

called Darut Sarbam in Manfalut province with another ranking amir called 

Aqtamur 'Abd al- Ghani. He also shared with Bedouin (al- Urban) another 

village called Duwayda in al- Sharqiyya province. In both cases the share of 

each party is not specified. As two parties were involved in the share of these 

two villages, it seems acceptable to assume that each of them had 

approximately half of the area measurement and half of the estimated yearly 

yield, although there is no evidence to support this. 

14. Taz al- ̀ Uthmani al- Ashrafi al- Khassiki (d. 778/1376)547 

According to Ibn Taghri Birdi, this ranking amir was a mamluk of al- Ashraf 

Sha`ban. He might also have been a khassiki because of this rank548. There is 

547 Al Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I,p.297. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.6, p.365. 

548 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vo:. 6, p.365. 
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no information in the sources about his posts. Ibn Taghri Birdi states that Taz 

al- ̀ Uthmani was one of the ranking amirs of one hundred549. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 87,900 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of. 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total . 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

11 28,580 - - 87,900 

(B) Ibra of 30,000 to 79,000 dinar jayshi 

1. `Abd al-Rahim b. Mankalibugha al-Shamsi550 

There is no mention about his posts according to available sources. According 

to al- Maqrizi, 'Abd al -Rahim was appointed to the rank of tablakhana in 

771/1369551. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 40,500 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga_ 

/ Faddans : 

Total 

Khirs I 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/- 

dinar jayshi 

5 13,296 2,439 3,561 40,500 

549 Ihn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.6, p.365. 

550 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, p.185. Cf. also Ibid, pt.3, vol.2, 624, 626, 644. 

551 Ibid, pt.3, vo1.I, p.185. 
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2. 'Abd Allah b. Baktamur al -Hajib (d. 786/1384)552 

He was amir shakar in 768/1366, but was dismissed in the month of Rabi' I 

768 /November 1368553. He also became second or third chamberlain (hajib), 

but Ibn Qadi Shuhba and Ibn Taghri Birdi do not mention the period during 

which this ranking amir held the post554. According to al- Maqrizi, 'Abdallah 

b. Baktamur was one of the ranking amirs of forty who accompanied al- Ashraf 

Sha`ban on his pilgrimage in 778/1376555. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 31,125 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages - 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans`.. :. 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

4 8,782 " " 31,125 

3 Aidamur min Siddiq al- Khita`i (d. 785/1383)556 

According to Ibn Qadi Shuhba, Aidamur min Siddiq al- Khita`i was appointed 

as the third ra's nawba after the death of Iljay al- Yusufi, which took place in 

775/1373557. 

552 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp.138, 274, 526. cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, pp.144-5. 

Cf.also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.7, pp.82-3. Idem, al-Nujum, vol.11, p.301. 

553 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, p.138. 

554 Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.145. Cf Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.7,p.83. 

555 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, p.274. Cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.144. 

556 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.', pp.143, 153-4, 161, 216, 274. Cf. also idem, pt.3, vol.2, 

p.761. cf also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, pp.119-20. Ibn Taghri Birdi., al-Manhal, vol.3, pp.171-2. 
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According to al- Maqrizi, Aidamur al- Khita`i was already amir tablakhana 

when he was captured and imprisoned in 768/1366. He was released by the 

Sultan in 769/1367558. He remained in this rank until the end of al- Ashraf 

Sha`ban's period559. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 30,500 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total.Ibral 

dinar jayshi 

6 9,737 - - 30,500 

The area measurement of two villages called al -Hayy al- Saghir and Hulwan in 

Atfih province is not mentioned. Ibn Duqmaq's figures for the above villages 

have been used instead. Also there was an unspecified number of faddans of 

khirs in Shansif, a village in Ikhmim province. 

4. `Alamdar al- Muhammadi al- Nasiri (d. 791/1388)560 

`Alamdar al- Muhammadi became ustadar in 771/1369, and governor of Safad 

in 772/1370, but was dismissed from the latter post in 773/1371. In 774/1371 

he was appointed again as governor of Safad, but was dismissed in 775/1373. 

He probably remained unemployed until 778/1376 when the Sultan sent for 

557 Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.120. 

558 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, pp.141,143. 

559 Ibid, p.274. 

560 Al- Magrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3, voll, pp.35, 183, 191, 271, 277. cf. Ibn Duqmaq, al- lawhar, 

p.426. cf also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.312. 
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him from Damascus and appointed him as second chamberlain (hajib thani) 

with a rank of one hundred.561 

According to Ibn Duqmaq, Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban appointed the above amir 

at a rank of one hundred in 771/1369.562 

The total estimation of the yearly yield from his iqta was equal to 72,500 dinar 

jayshi. 

Although the yearly yield of the iqta of `Alamdar al- Muhammadi fell below 

the average yield for the rank of an amir of one hundred, he was, according to 

Ibn Duqmaq and based on the posts he held until Safar 775/1373, at the level 

of amir of one hundred. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement 

Faddans. 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

ÌCüirs /: 

Faddans _- 

Total'Ibra7 

dinar jayshi 

10 21,285 871 2,478 72,500 

The naqa faddans in Tamalaha village in Ibyar province are not specified. 

Also the area measurement figure for the village of Shatanuf in Minuf 

province is not stated by either Ibn Duqmaq or Ibn al- Ji`an. 

561 Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.312. 

562 Ibn Dugmaq, al- Jawhar, pp.425 -6. 
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5. Aljibugha563 or Aljunbugha564 al-Muhammadi 

There is no mention about his posts in the available sources. According to al- 

Magrizi, Aljunbugha al- Muhammadi was appointed to the rank of tablakhana 

in 775/1373565. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement/ 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total , 

Khirs I 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

4 13,875 2,321 4,452 32,000 

The village of Dishna in Qus province did not fully belong to this ranking amir 

and he might have shared it with another iqta holder, probably his own 

mamluks or another person. The share for each party of the area measurement 

and estimation is not specified. 

6. Buri al- Halabi566 

This name may possibly be identified with Buri al- Khassiki who is cited by al- 

Magrizi in the events of the year 777/1375, as a holder of the post of amir al- 

hajj, but there is no concrete information found to support such a 

proposition567. 

563 Cf. Ibn al- Ji`an, Al- tuhfa, Ms. Bodleian Library, Oxford, no. Hunt. 2, 261 A, 65A, 189A. 

564 Both al- Maqrizi and the published form of Al -tuhfa agree on this name. Cf. al- Maqrizi, 

al- Suluk, pt.3,vol.I, p.216. Ibn al -Ji an, Al- tuhfa, pp.193 -4. 

565 Al- Maqrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3,vol.I, p.216. 

566 There is no mention of this ranking amir in the available sources. 

567 Al- Maqrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3, vol.l, p.257. 
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According to the available sources, there is no mention about his rank. The 

total estimation of the yearly yield was 36,800 dinar jayshi. 

In spite of the absence of any information about his rank, the annual yield of 

his iqta indicates that he was one of the higher strata of ranking amirs of 

tablakhana. Therefore we can consider him as an amir of tablakhana. 

Total number of 

villages measurement / 

Faddans. 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs ! 

Faddans 

Total Ibral 

dinar jayshi 

8 10,582 36,800 

This table takes into account that the area measurement figure of Qay /Kufur 

which was equal to 12,542 faddans belonged to the whole village while the 

hamlets (kufur) were only assigned to the above ranking amir. Therefore, in 

order to obtain an approximate area measurement of these hamlets, we have 

to first get the approximate revenue in dinar jayshi for each faddan through 

dividing the total estimation of Qay /Kufur which was equal to 40,000 with the 

total area measurement of the same village which was equal to 12,542. The 

result is 3.189284 dinar jayshi per faddan. 

Now the estimated figure of the hamlets (kufur) themselves was equal to 6800 

dinar jayshi, so by dividing the figure 6,800 by the average of dinar jayshi per 

faddan which was equal to 3.189284 we get the approximate number of 

faddans for the area measurement of the hamlets which was equal to 2,132.14 

faddans. 

Since the area measurement for the villages in Atfih province called Jazirat Abi 

Ali and Jazirat al -Qitt al- Qibliyya is not mentioned by Ibn al- Ji`an, the figures 

given by Ibn Duqmaq have been used instead. 
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7. Hajj or Amir Hajj b. Mughultay (d. 801/1398)568 

No mention about his posts during this period is found in the available 

sources. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Amir Hajj b. Mughultay was among the ranking 

amirs of tablakhana who accompanied al- Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban on the 

pilgrimage in 778/1376569. The total estimation of the yearly yield was 34,500 

dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans - 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

6 9,018 1,596 387 34,500 

measurement excludes the area measurement of a village in al- 

Sharqiyya province, called Wadi al -Sadir which is not mentioned by either Ibn 

al-Wan or Ibn Duqmaq. 

8. Inbak al -Badri (d. 780/1378)50 

There is no mention in the available sources about his posts for the period 

under discussion. 

568 A1- Magrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3, vol. I, p.274. Cf. also idem, al- Suluk, pt.3, vol. 3, p.974. Cf. also 

Ibn Hajar, Inba , vol. 4, p.50. Cf. also al- Sakhawi, al -Daw`, vol. 2, p.322. Ibn Taghri Birdi, 

al- Munhal, vol. 3, p.99 -100. 

569 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol. I, p.274. 

570 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.114, 117,135, 139, 140-1, 155, 327. Cf. also Ibn Taghri 

Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.3, pp.221-2. 
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According to al- Magrizi, Inbak al -Badri became amir of tablakhana in 

767/1365. He remained in this rank until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's 

period571. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 34,500 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

4 11,723 4,759 254 34,500 

9. Khalil b. Muhammad b Arram (d. 782/1380)572 

He was governor of Alexandria in 766/1364, but was dismissed in 767/1365 

and transferred to the post of governor of al- Fayyum573. He became Shad al- 

Dawawin in 768/1366574. He became na`ib of Alexandria in Shawwal 768/ 

May 1366 and was again dismissed in 769/1367575. In 769/1367576, he became 

chamberlain in Alexandria. After that, although he was given the post of na ̀ ib 

571 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, p.139, 155,327. Cf.also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.3, 

pp.221-2. 

572 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp.100.105, 107, 114-5, 140, 144, 156, 159, 171, 191, 206, 

216-7, 254-6, 408, Cf also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal. vol.5, pp.263-7. 

573 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp.105, 114. 

574 Ibid, p.140. 

575 Ibid, p.144, 156. 

576 lbid, p.159 
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of Alexandria in 770/1368, he was dismissed in 772/1370577. Once again he 

was appointed to the same post in 774/1372, but was dismissed in 

775/1373578. 

In 777/1395579, he was again made na ̀ ib of Alexandria. In 778/1376, Sultan 

al- Ashraf Sha`ban confiscated his wealth and took 1,000,000 dirhams from him, 

but he remained in the same post580. 

A1- Magrizi mentioned that after the dismissal of Ibn Arram from his post of 

na`ib of Alexandria in 772/1370, he was appointed amir tablakhana in 

Cairo581. The post of na`ib of Alexandria was usually held by the upper 

stratum of ranking amirs of tablakhana (akabir umara` al- tablakhana)582. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was more than 52000 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area . s: 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

I Faddans 

Total 

Khirs I 

Faddans 

Total Ibral 

dinar jayshi 

8 23,816 739 9,461 52,000 

577 Ibid, p.171, 191. 

578 Ibid, p.206, 216. 

579 Ibid, p.2.54. 

580 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.5, p.264. 

581 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, p.191. 

582 A1-(?algashandi, Subh, vol. 4, p.24. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.5, p.264, 

footnote no. I. 
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The total area measurement excludes a village in Nistarawa province called 

Sinjar which was a coastal village with no agricultural land. The estimated 

figure of a village in al- Sharqiyya province called Bani Hital is not mentioned 

by Ibn al- Ji`an, so, Ibn Duqmaq's figure has been used to cover this gap. This 

figure also includes the taxes in Alexandria which were assigned to this 

ranking amir. 

These taxes were as follows: 

al -zakat bi- burqa, al -zakat al- ulwiyya min al -aqiba al- kubra, Al- ̀ idad, al- 

maraghi, al- ma`shar, al- mara`i. 

These taxes remain unexplained in the sources 

10. Maliktamur `Abd Allah al- Safawi583 

There is no mention of the posts or rank of the above ranking amir in the 

available sources. In spite of this, one can conclude from the annual yield from 

his iqta which was equal to 54,000 dinar jayshi, that he was probably one of the 

upper stratum of ranking amirs of tablakhana. 

The above ranking amir was assigned a district called al -Wahat in Bahnasa 

province consisting of three villages called al- Dakhila, al- Khass, and al- 

Kharija584. 

583 It seems that there is a word, either bin or min between Maliktamur and `Abd Allah al- 

Safawi missing from Ibn al- Ji`an's work. 

There is no mention of Maliktamur 'Abd Allah in the available sources . 

584 Ihn Duqmaq, Al- intisar, vo1.5, p.11 -4. 
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The area measurement figure of al -Wahat province is not mentioned by either 
Ibn Duqmaq or Ibn al- Ji`an. The total estimation of the yearly yield of this 
district was 54,000 dinar jayshi. 

11. Mubarak al -Tazi (d. 780/1378)585 

No information about his posts has been mentioned by the available sources. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Mubarak al -Tazi was appointed to the rank of one 

hundred in 775/1373586. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 58,200 dinar jayshi. 

The yearly yield of iqta as shown above does not reflect the usual figure for a 

ranking amir of one hundred. As no mention about his dismissal or decrease 

in his rank could be found in the available sources, the only possibility which 

remains could be that he was assigned tax or taxes in the form of iqta as an 

extra income, additional to the agricultural land. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans _ 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

7 18,169 - - 58,200 

The total area measurement excludes the figure of the area measurement of a 

village in Atfih province called Ghammaza which was not mentioned by Ibn 

al- Ji`an. Accordingly, Ibn Dugmaq's figure for this village has been used. 

585 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp.144-5, 219, 274, 335, 366. 

586 Ibid, p.219 
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12. Musa b. Dandar b. Qaraman (d. 785/1383) 587 

According to al- Maqrizi, in 771/1368 Muhammad b. Qaraman al- Husami was 

appointed to the post of amir tibr instead of Musa b. Dandar who resigned 

from his post588. 

No further information is given in the available sources concerning the posts 

of this amir. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Musa b. Dandar was one of the ranking amirs of 

tablakhana who accompanied al- Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban on his pilgrimage in 

778 / 1376589. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 30,715 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

1 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/; Faddans 

Total 

Khirs/: 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

6 12,218 851 1,244 30,715 

587 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.182,274,389, Cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.127. Cf. also 

Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol.11, p.229. 

588 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, p. 182. 

589 Ibid, p. 274. 
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13. Sharkas59° or Jarkas591 al-Rasuli. 

Al- Maqrizi mentions that this ranking amir was Shadd al- ama`ir until he was 

dismissed and exiled to Aleppo in 767/1365592. He was second ustadar in 

771 / 1369593. 

There is no further information about this ranking amir after 771/1369, which 

might suggest that he remained in his post as second ustadar until the end of 

al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 36,700 dinar jayshi. In spite of the 

absence of information, evidences indicate that he was in the upper strata of 

tablakhana amirs. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs a 

Faddans 

Total ibra/` 

dinarjayshi, 

6 9,46 36,700 

The total area measurement excludes the area measurement figure of a village 

in al -Jiza province called Minyat Kardak which was not mentioned by either 

Ibn al -Ji`an or Ibn Duqmaq. 

590 Ibn al- Ji'an, A1- tuhfa, Ms. Bodleian Library, Oxford, No. Hunt. 2, fols. 186B, 205B, 207A, 

219A, 235A. 

591 Al- Magrizi al- Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, pp.120, 183. 

592 Ibid, p.120. 

593 Ibid, p.183. 
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Since the area measurement figure for a village in Atfih province called al- 

Istabl is not mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an Ibn Duqmaq's figure has been used. 

14. Sudun al- Fakhri Shaykhu594 or al- Shaykhuni595 (d. 798/1395)596 

Al- Magrizi mentions for the events of 769/1367 that Sudun al- Shaykhuni was 

dismissed from the post of Lala al- Sultan597. No further information about the 

posts of the above ranking amir was mentioned by al- Maqrizi or other 

Mamluk historians. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Sudun al- Fakhri was appointed to the rank of 

tablakhana in 768/1366598. 

No other information about his rank is mentioned in the available sources, 

which probably means that he remained in the rank of tablakhana until the 

end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 31,200 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total -" 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 5,349 - - 31,200 

594 Ibn al- Ji`an, Al- tuhfa, Ms. Bodleian Library, Oxford, No. Hunt. 2, fol. 206A. 

595 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.6, pp.104-6. 

596 Al- Magrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, pp.118, 144, 157, 236, 270. Cf also idem, al -Suluk pt.3, 

vol.2, p.865. Cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.596. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal, vol.6, 

pp.104 -6. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Nujum, vol.12, p.101. 

597 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.157-8. 

598 Ibid, p.144. 
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15. Taybugha al-Safawi al-Jamali (d.779/1377)599 

He held a post as the guardian of the brothers of Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban in 

777/1375, which he probably kept until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's 

period600. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Taybugha al- Safawi was appointed amir of 

tablakhana 777/1375.601 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 55,400 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Fach fans . 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

11 16,550 116 114 55,400 

The total area measurement excludes the area measurement figures for a 

village in Qalyub province called Mujul al -Bayda and a village in al- Sharqiyya 

province called al- Salihiyya which are not mentioned by either Ibn Duqmaq or 

Ibn al- Ji`an. 

599 A1 Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, pp.251, 255, 290, 319. 

600 Ibid, p.255. 

601 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pt.3, vo1.I, p.251. 
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16. Tashtamur al-Salihi (d. 778/1376)602 

There is no mention of his posts according to available sources. According to 

al- Maqrizi, Tashtamur al- Salihi was appointed as amir of tablakhana in 

776 /1375603. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 32,000 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area ; 

measurement / 

Faddans, 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total . 

Khirs / 

Faddans _. 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

7 12,047 2,250 1,750 32,000 

The total area measurement excludes the area measurement figure of a village 

in Qalyub province called Kharab Fazara which is not mentioned by either Ibn 

al -Ji`an or Ibn Duqmaq. 

17. Tuqtamur al-Ashraf i604 

There is no mention about his posts according to available sources. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Tuqtamur al- Ashrafi was one of the ranking amirs of 

tablakhana who accompanied Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban on the pilgrimage in 

778 / 1376605. 

602 AI Maqrizi, al Suluk, pt.3, vol.I1, pp.216, 232, 277, 290. 

603 Ibid, p.232. 

604 A1 Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, p.274. Cf. ibid. pt.3, vol.2, p.672. 

605 Ibid., vol.I, p.274. 
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The ibra of his iqta (37,760 dinar jayshi) falls within the limits of the 

minimum average annual yield for an iqta of a ranking amir of tablakhana. 

Total number of 

villages, 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans _ 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 14,570 - - 37,760 

18. Uthman al- Sharafi 606 

This person held the following posts: governor of Ushmunayn in 756/1363607, 

governor of Bahnasa in 766/1364608, Inspector of Lower Egypt (Kashif al -Wajh 

al- Bahri) before 774/1372609, governor of Jiza in 774/1372610, governor of Cairo 

in 775/1373611 and Inspector of Lower Egypt in 776/1374, in which post he 

might have remained until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period612. 

There is no mention about his rank according to available sources. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 34,000 dinar jayshi. 

606 A1 Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.91, 98, 160, 202, 207, 216, 234 

607 Ibid, p.90. 

608 Al Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.1, p.134. 

609 Ibid, p.202. 

610 Ibid, p.207. 

611 Ibid, p.216. 

612 Ibid, p.234. Cf. also Ibn al-Ji'an, Al-tuhfa, Ms. Bodleian Library, Oxford, No. Hunt. 2, 

fols.220B, 255A. 
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Despite the absence of any information about his rank, the annual yield from 

his iqta points to that of a ranking amir of tablakhana. 

Total number of Total area Total Naga Total 

villages measurement/ / Faddans Khirs'/ 
Faddans Faddans 

2 11,160 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

34,000 

(C) Ibra between 10,000 to 29,000 dinar jayshi. 

1. Abu Bakr b. Taz613 

There is no mention about his rank or posts for the period under discussion. 

On the other hand, the annual yield of his iqta falls within the limits of the 

minimum annual yield for a ranking amir of tablakhana. 

Total number of 

villages 
Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans. 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

5 9,279 23,000 

2. Abu Bakr b.Buluktamur 

There is no menton about this ranking amir according to available sources. 

However, the ibra of his iqta as mentioned by Ibn al-Fan falls within the 

boundaries for a ranking amir of ten according to al- Umari. 

613 No mention could be found about this ranking amir in the available sources. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 2,355 - - 11,000 

3. Ahmad b. al -Malik al- Jawkandar (d.793/1390)614 

He was appointed as governor of Gaza with the rank of tablakhana. The 

explanation given by Ibn Qadi Shuhba for this development is that the villages 

which were assigned to the above ranking amir became unirrigated because of 

the low Nile and, therefore, this personage asked the Sultan to send him to 

Jerusalem as an unemployed amir. But Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban appointed 

him as governor of Gaza615. In 775/1373 he was shifted again to become the 

governor of Jerusalem and Hebron616. In Ramadan 775/ February 1371 he was 

asked to go to Egypt and appointed as the second or third chamberlain617. 

According to Ibn Qadi Shuhba, Ahmad b. al -malik was invited in 775/1373 

and appointed as amir of forty618, a post which he continued to hold until the 

end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 23000 dinar jayshi. 

614 Al- Maqrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3,vol.I, p.219, 221, 224. Cf. idem, al- Suluk, pt.3, vol.2, p.754. Cf. 

also Ibn Hajar, al -Durr, vol.I, p.116. Cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.392. Cf. also Ibn Taghri 

Birdi, al- Manhal. vol.I, p.248. 

615 Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.392. 

616 Al Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, p.221. 

617 Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.392. 

618 Ibid. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 
Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans: 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

5 8,689 1,573 1,445 23,000 

The area measurement figure for the village al- Bayda /al -Malis is given despite 

the fact that only al -Bayda belonged to this ranking amir. 

4. Ahmad b. Aqtamur `Abd al- Ghani619 

There is no mention about his posts in the available sources. According to al- 

Magrizi, Ahmad b. Aqtamur `Abd al -Ghani was appointed as amir of 

tablakhana in 770/1368620. 

However, his annual yield falls below the minimum estimated average for the 

rank of tablakhana as mentioned by al- ̀ Umari who gives it as 23,000 dinar 

jayshi. It is also noteworthy that no mention about a decrease in his rank is 

found in the available sources. Therefore, in spite of his low annual yield, we 

have to accept that he was a ranking amir of tablakhana, as we do not have 

any data giving the ibra for each rank in al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. He might 

also have been given extra revenue from the taxes. 

619 A1 Maqrizi, a1-Suluk, pt.3, vol. I, p. 177. 

620 Ibid. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/: 

dinar jayshi 

3 5,398 941 772 19,000 

5. Ahmad b. Yalbugha al- ̀ Umari (d. 802/1399)621 

There is no mention about his posts according to available sources. 

According to al- Magrizi, Ahmad b. Yalbugha was appointed amir of 

tablakhana in 775/1373, a post which he continued to hold until the end of al- 

Ashraf Sha`ban's period622. 

The annual yield from his iqta (23,000 dinar jayshi) falls within the minimum 

limits of ibra for a ranking amir of tablakhana. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area -, 

measurement I 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

1 Faddans Khirs / 

Faddans 

3 6,502 23,000 

6. `Ali b. Muhammad b. Kulbak or Kulfat al-Turkumani (d. 780/1378)623. 

In 768/1366, this ranking amir was dismissed from the post of Shad al- 

dawawin624. In 770/1368 he was a chamberlain, but he was dismissed in 

621 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, pp.216, 274. Cf. ibid, vol.3, p.113. Cf. also Ibn Taghri 

Birch, al-Manhal, vol.2, pp.268-9. Cf. also al-Sakhawi, al-Daw, vol.2, p.246. 

622 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, pp.216, 274. 

623 Ibid., vo1.I, p.140. 
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771/1369 and became Amir al- Hajj625. In 775/1373 he was again appointed as 

chamberlain, but soon after that he was dismissed from his post and forced to 

pay a fixed amount of money before being expelled to Syria626. No further 

mention about his posts after 775/1373 is available in the sources. 

According to al- Maqrizi, `Ali b. Kulfat was appointed in 776/1374 as amir of 

tablakhana627. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 24,000 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

3 

Total area Total Naga;; Total Total Ibra% 

measurement I / Faddans Khirs / .. dinar jayshi 

Faddans Faddans 

10,001 24,000 

Since the estimation of a village in al- Sharqiyya province called 

Sahbara /Jamnash is not mentioned by Ibn al- Ji`an, Ibn Duqmaq's figure has 

been used instead. 

624 Ibid, pp. 173, 183, 185. 

625 Ibid, pp.212, 215, 217. 

626 Ibid, pp.212, 215, 217. 

627 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, p.232. 
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7. 'Ali b. Qushtamur al-Mansuri (d. 783.1381)628 

There is no mention about his posts according to the available sources. 

Amongst the events of the year 767/1365 al- Maqrizi mentions this ranking 

amirs as one of the ranking amirs of tablakhana629, a position in which he 

remained until the end of the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban630. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 23,000 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 6,930 - - 23,000 

8. Aqbugha As al-Shaykhuni (d. 779/1344)631 

There is no mention of his posts in the available sources. 

He was appointed to the rank of tablakhana in 768/1366. In 769 /1367 he was 

jailed and dismissed from his rank632. No further information is cited by al- 

Maqrizi on the return of this ranking amir to his previous rank. However, al- 

628 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, p.118. Cf. ibid., vol. p.463. Cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba p.74, 

Cf. also Ibn Hajar, Inba, vol.2 p.75. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol.11, p.220. 

629 al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3 vo1.I, p.118. 

630 Ibn Hajar, Inba , vol.2, p.75. 

631 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vol.I, pp.144, 151, 311, 315. 

632 Ibid, pp.144, 151. 
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Maqrizi mentions him again as amir of tablakhana633, one year after the death 

of al- Ashraf Sha`ban in 779/1377. This indicates that he might have returned to 

his rank after 769 /1367. This could also be concluded from the yield of his iqta 

which was 27,000 dinar jayshi, falling well within the limitations of the iqta 

yield for ranking amirs of tablakhana. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans '; 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs /, 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

5 9,536 - - 27,000 

9. `Arus al-Mahmudi634 

No information about this ranking amir's posts is mentioned by the available 

sources. This ranking amir is different from Aws al- Mahmudi (Sayf al -Din), 

an amir of hundred who died in 775/1373.635 

`Arus al- Mahmudi who is mentioned here was one of the ranking amirs of 

tablakhana who accompanied al- Ashraf Sha`ban on the pilgrimage in 

778 / 1376.636 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 16,300 dinar jayshi. This figure is 

below the average for the rank of tablakhana. As there is no mention of his 

rank before 778/1376 and bearing in mind the low annual yield for his iqta 

633 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3/vo1.I, pp.313, 315. 

634 Ibid., p.274. 

635 Ibid., p.230 Cf.also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum,vol.11,p.129. 

636 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt 3, vo1.I,p.274. 
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one may suggest because of this that he was still in the rank of ten when the 

data about his iqta were recorded. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area ' 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibral 

dinar jayshi 

7 6,490 - - 16,300 

This takes into account the fact that the estimated figure of a village in al- 

Sharqiyya province called Hawd Sa'ada is not mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an and 

that Ibn Duqmaq's figure has been used instead. 

10. Arghun al- Mu'izzi637 or al -'Izzi al -Afram al- Ashrafi (d. 778/1376)638. 

No mention about the posts of this ranking amir is found in the available 

sources. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Arghun al -`Izzi was one of the ranking amirs of 

tablakhana who accompanied al- Ashraf Sha`ban in 778/1376639. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield of this ranking amir was 29,900 dinar 

jayshi. 

637 Ibn al- Ji`an, A1- tuhfa, Ms. Bodleian Library, Oxford, No. Hunt. 2, fols. 94B, 98A, 174A, 

217A, 228B. 

638 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, pp.207, 274, 280, 300. Cf. Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, 

vol.2, p.314. idem, al-Nujum, vol.11, p.147. 

639 al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, p.207. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

1 Faddans 

Total 

Khirs l 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

6 10,544 - - 29,900 

11. Asandamur al-`Uthmani640 

The name of this ranking amir is mentioned in different ways. In the 

published form of A1- tuhfa, he is called Asrim, but such a form is not found in 

the available sources641. In the Bodleian manuscript of Al- tuhfa, there are two 

different names; Asantamur al- ̀ Uthmani642 and Tamur al- ̀ Uthmani643. As for 

the latter, there is no mention of it in the available sources. However, there is a 

mention of a ranking amir in al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period, whose name 

resembles Asantamur al- Uthmani. According to al- Maqrizi, he was one of the 

ranking amirs of tablakhana who accompanied Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban on 

pilgrimage in 778/1376644. 

The ibra of the iqta of this ranking amir is very close to that usually required 

for a ranking amir of tablakhana, which might mean that he became amir of 

tablakhana in or before 775/1373 or that he was amir of ten. 

640 Ibid., pp.274, 315. 

641 Ibn al- Ji'an, Al- tuhfa, pp.161,164. 

642 Idem, A1- tuhfa, Ms. Bodleian Library, Oxford, No.Hunt.2, fol.227A. 

643 Ibid, fol. 223B. 

644 A1- Magrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, p.274. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 4,185 - - 18,200 

12. Bahadur al-Manjaki (d.790/1388)645 

There is no mention of the post or rank of this ranking amir in the period of 

al- Ashraf Sha`ban and the annual yield of 19,000 dinar jayshi is fit for a 

ranking amir of tablakhana. Therefore, he will be considered as a ranking 

amir of ten. 

Total number of Total area Total Naga Total 

villages / /Faddans: Khirs / 

Faddans Faddans 

2 4,104 19,000 

13. Baktamur al `A1ami646. 

This person was a chamberlain in Alexandria before 775/1373 when he was 

transferred to the post of naqib al- jaysh647. In 776/1374 this ranking amir was 

transferred to the post of inspector of Lower Egypt (kashif al -waih al- bahri) 648. 

645 Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.254. Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.3, pp.435-6. Idem, al-Nujum, 

vol.11, p.316. 

646 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vol.l, pp.144-5, 176, 185, 225, 234, 274. 

647 Ibid, pp. 144-5. 

648 Ibid, p.234. 
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According to al- Maqrizi, Baktamur al- ̀ Alami was appointed in 768/1366 as 

amir of tablakhana649, a post which he probably kept until the end of al- Ashraf 

Sha`ban's period. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 15,000 dinar jayshi. The annual 

yield of iqta of the above ranking amir fell below the minimum average for the 

rank of tablakhana, as was mentioned by al- Umari. On the other hand, there 

is no mention that his rank was lowered and there is an indication in al- 

Magrizi that he was in the rank of tablakhana in 778/1376650. Moreover, he 

was appointed as an Inspector of Lower Egypt, which was normally held in 

this period by a person of the rank of tablakhana651. 

The only explanation for the low level of ibra from the iqta of the above 

ranking amir is that he obtained extra revenue from taxes assigned to him in 

the form of iqta, although there is no evidence to support this proposal. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 2,531 " - 15,000 

Since the estimated figure of the village in al- Sharqiyya province called Minyat 

Ghamr is not mentioned by Ibn al- ji`an, Ibn Duqmaq's figure has been used 

instead. 

649 Ibid, p.144-5. 

650 Ibid, p.274. 

651 A1-Qalgashandi, Subh, vol. 4,p.25. 
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14. Baktamur b. 'Ali al-Husayni652 or al-Hasani653 

The posts he held were Wali of Cairo in 764/1362654, Wali of Alexandria in 

767/1365655, Wali of Jiza in 769/1367656, Chamberlain in Sha`ban 771 March 

1369657, Wali of Manfalut in the month of Rabi'I 776 /August 1374658, and 

Inspector of Lower Egypt 778/1376.659 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 22,500 dinar jayshi. The above 

mentioned ibra's iqta was very close to the minimum average ibra of the rank 

of tablakhana as mentioned by al- ̀ Umari. 

Depending upon the above evidence, we can say that Baktamur b. `Ali al- 

Husayni or al- Hasani was a ranking amir of tablakhana. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area ;. 
measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga :. 
/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 13,774 4,093 8,070 22,500 

652 Ibn al-Ji`an, Al-tuhfa, Ms. Bodleian, Library, Oxford, No. Hunt.2, fols. 211B, 213A, 255A. 

653 AI Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, 84, 114-5, 157, 173, 183, 232, 265. 

654 Ibid, p.84. 

655 Ibid, p.114. 

656 Ibid, p.157. 

657 Ibid, p.173. 

658 Ibid, p.232 

659 Ibid, p.265. 
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15. Balut al- Sarghatmishi (d. after 791/1388)660 

He held the office of Shadd al- Sharab Khana in 778/1376661. There is no 

mention about his posts before the above date. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Bulat al- Sarghatmishi was appointed amir of 

tablakhana in 775/1373662. Al- Maqrizi also mentions him among the ranking 

amirs of tablakhana who accompanied the Sultan on his pilgrimage in 

778 / 1376663. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

! Faddans >- 

Total 

Khirs / - 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

5 7,332 - - 27,245 

This table takes into account the fact that no area measurement figure was 

mentioned by either Ibn al -Ji`an or Ibn Duqmaq. Also the area measurement 

figure of a village in Atfih province called al -Hayy al -Kabir was not cited by 

Ibn al -Ji`an and therefore Ibn Dugmaq's figure is recorded here. 

16. Bulat al- Ashrafi 

The annual yield of the iqta of this ranking amir falls within the boundaries of 

the iqta of a ranking amir of ten and very close to the rank of tablakhana. 

660 Al Maqrizi, a1-Suluk, pt.3/vo1.I, pp.218, 271, 274, Cf. also idem, al-Suluk, pt.3/vol.2, p. 

665. 

661 Idem, al-Suluk, pt.3/vo1.I, p.271. 

662 lipid, p.216. 

663 Ibid, p.274. 
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Total number of Total area Total Naga Total 
villages measurement /` / Faddans Khirs /' 

Faddans Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 4,657 20,500 

17. Hajji Bak Bin Shadi 

There is no mention about his posts in the available sources. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Hajji Bak Bin Shadi became one of the tablakhana 

amirs in 775/1371664. As no mention about a change in his rank is found after 

the above date, we may probably suggest that he remained in this rank until 

the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 20,500 dinar jayshi. In spite of the 

fact that the annual yield of the iqta of this ranking amir fell below the 

minimum average of his rank, as mentioned by al- Umari, one may conclude 

that the 2,500 dinar jayshi which remained were assigned to the above ranking 

amir in some form of taxes. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans . 

Total 

Khirs / " 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

4 4,932 - - 20,500 

664 Al Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.1, p.216. 
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18. Inal al-Yusufi al-Yalbughawi (d. 794/1391)665 

There is no mention in the available sources about his posts for the period 

under discussion. 

According to al- Magrizi, Inal al- Yusufi was appointed to the rank of amir of 

tablakhana in 775/1373 and he remained in this rank until the end of al- Ashraf 

Sha`ban's period666. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area, 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

1 Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 14,855 4,701 6,664 28,900 

19. Iyas al-Sarghatmishi (d. 784/1382)667 

This personage held the office of the sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban's son, Ali.668 

According to al- Magrizi, Iyas al- Sarghatmishi was appointed to the rank of 

tablakhana in 778/1376669. 

665 Ibid., pp.144, 216, 274; vol.2, p.776. Cf.also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, pp.438-9. Cf.also Ibn Hajar, 

Inba, vol.3, p.127. Cf.also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.3, pp.189-93. Cf. also idem, al- 

Nujum, vol.12, p.128. 

666 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.', pp.216, 274. 

667 Ibid., p.270 vol.2 p.484. Cf. also Ibn Qadi, Shuhba, p.96. Cf. also Ibn Hajar, Inba, vol.2, 

pp.109 -10. 

668 Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.96. Cf. also Ibn Hajar, Inba, vol.2, p.110. 

669 Al- Maqrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, p.270. 
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The ibra of his iqta falls within the minimum limits required for a ranking 

amir of tablakhana, especially if we consider the taxes he was allowed to 

collect from Alexandria whose ibra figure is not mentioned by either Ibn al- 

Ji`an or Ibn Duqmaq. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

6 12,800 - - 20,430 

The table excludes the area measurement figure of a village called al- Salihiyya 

in Atfih province which is not mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an Ibn Duqmaq's figure 

has therefore been used. 

20. Julban al- ̀ Ala'i (d. 788/1386)670 

There is no mention concerning the posts of this ranking amir in the available 

sources. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Julban al- ̀Ala'i was appointed amir of tablakhana in 

771 / 1369.671 

As there is no indication of any dismissal or reduction in status of the above 

ranking amir, one can suggest that he continued in his rank until the end of al- 

Ashraf Sha`ban's period. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield is 28,000 dinar jayshi. 

670 Ibid., pp.177, 181. Cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.198. 

671 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt3,vo1.I, p.177. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement 1 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 10,375 - - 28,000 

21. Khalil b. Aydamur Qara. 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to the available sources. 

However, the ibra of his iqta falls near to that of a ranking amir of forty. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

4 6,272 - 20,000 

22. Kizil al- Arghuni672 

According to available sources there is no mention about his posts. Al- Maqrizi 

states that Kizil al- Arghuni was one among the tablakhana amirs who 

accompanied Sultan al- Ashraf Shaban on pilgrimage in 778/1376673. The total 

estimation of the yearly yield was 24,950 dinar jayshi. 

672 AI-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp.145, 252, 274. 

673 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, p.274. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans . 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs7 

Faddans 

Total ¡bra/ 

dinar jayshi 

6 5,433 - - 24,950 

The total area measurement of the villages excludes the area measurement 

figure of a village in al- Bahnasa province called Jazira qibalat sawaqi al- Ashari 

which is not mentioned by either Ibn al -Ji`an or Ibn Duqmaq. 

23 . Khalil b. Tankaz bugha674 

There is no mention about his posts according to available sources. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Khalil b. Tankazbugha was appointed to the rank of 

tablakhana in 769/1367675. There is no confirmation about his continuing in 

this rank after this date. 

The annual yield of his iqta (12750 dinar jayshi) falls below the average for a 

ranking amir of tablakhana. 

As there is no mention of his rank after 769/1367, there is a possibility that he 

continued to hold the same rank until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. 

On the other hand, the annual yield from his iqta was below the minimum 

average for a tablakhana amir, which might suggest that he was assigned extra 

revenue from a tax or taxes equal to 10,250 dinar jayshi to bring his income to 

the usual level for his rank. 

674 Ibid., p.161; vol.2, pp.625-6. 

675 Idem, al- Suluk, pt.3, voll, p.161. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement /` 
Faddans. 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

7 12,423 844 682 12,750 

This table bears in mind that there was an unspecified number of khirs 

faddans in a village called Nadir in Ibyar province. 

24. Mithqal b. 'Abd Allah al- Jamali al- Habashi al- Zammam (d. 

791/1388)676 

He held the post of Zammam al -Dur in 776/1374, which he continued to keep 

until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period.677 

There is no mention about his exact rank according to available sources. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 21,500 dinar jayshi. The annual 

yield of the iqta of the above ranking amir fell a little below the average for a 

ranking amir of tablakhana, as is mentioned by al- ̀ Umari. As there is no 

mention in the available sources of his rank, we will use the figure of the 

annual yield as an indicator of the exact rank. His annual yield was near to 

that of a ranking amir of tablakhana. He also held an important post in the 

Sultan's palace and was chief eunuch of the Prophet's tomb in al- Madina678. 

All this leads us to conclude that he did hold the rank of amir of tablakhana or 

that his iqta was appropriate to that rank. The 1,500 dinar jayshi which 

676 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vro1.I, pp.239-76; vol.2, p.687. Cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, pp.313- 

4. Cf. also Ibn Hajar, Ibna , vol.2, p.374. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujurn, vol.11, p.390. 

677 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt. 3, vo1.I, pp.239. Cf.also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.314. 

678 Ibid. 
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separated him from the minimum average annual yield of an iqta of a ranking 

amir of tablakhana could easily have been supplemented from other sources of 

revenue such as taxes679. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

6 6,049 - - 21,500 

25. Mubarak Shah al- Zahiri 

There is no mention of this ranking amir during the period under study 

according to available sources. However, the ibra of the amir's iqta fits within 

the boundaries for a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

l Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 2,262 - - 14,000 

679 Ayalon points out that some eunuchs succeeded in reaching the rank of tablakhana and 

ten. Cf. D. Ayalon, "The Eunuchs in the Mamluk Sultanate ", Studies in memory of 

Gaston Wiet, Jerusalem, 1977, p.256, Cf. also, pp.267 -71. 
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26. Mughultay al -Badri al- Jamali (d. 778/1376) 680 

No mention is found of his posts in the available sources. According to al- 

Mughultay al -Badri was appointed to the rank of tablakhana in 

778/1376, a rank which he kept until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period.681 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 27,300 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

7 Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibral 

dinar j ayshi 

5 8,064 - - 27,300 

Taking into account that the estimated figures of a village in al- Gharbiyya 

province called Mahallat Diyaih was not mentioned by Ibn al- Ji`an, Ibn 

Duqmaq's figures have been used instead. 

27. Muhammad b. Tankizbugha al- Maridani682. 

There is no mention of his posts for the period under study. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Muhammad b. Tankizbugha was one among the 

tablakhana amirs who accompanied the Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban on his 

pilgrimage in 778/1376683. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 25,000 dinar jayshi. 

680 A1 Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.270, 275, 290. 

681 Ibid, pp.270,275. 

682 Ibid., vol.I, pp.188,274. 

683 Ibid, p.274. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs I 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 7,944 - - 25,000 

28. Muhammad b.Taz (d.778/1376)684 

There is no mention about his rank for the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban 

according to available sources. The ibra of his iqta fell within the boundaries 

of a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 528 - - 10,000 

The area measurement figure of a village in Fuwa province called Nutubis al- 

Rumman which is not mentioned by either Ibn al -Ji`an or Ibn Duqmaq, is 

excluded. 

29. Muhammad b. Iyaz al- Dawadari (799/1396) 685 

This person held the office of kashif al -Wajh al -Bahri 771/1369.686 Al- Maqrizi 

indicates that Muhammad b Iyaz al- Dawadari who was naqib al -jaysh was 

684 A1 Maqrizi, a1-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I,pp.180,301. 

685 A1-Magrizi,al-Suluk,pt.3,vol.I,pp.184,208; vol.2,p.884. 

686 Ibid., vol.I,p.184. 
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exiled in 774/1372 to Syria.687 There is no further information about his posts 

after this date according to the available sources. 

There is no mention concerning the above ranking amir's rank in the period 

under study. As his latest post was naqib al -jaysh he must have been in a rank 

lower than tablakhana, probably an amir of ten.688 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 12,600 dinar jayshi. 

Both his post and the yield from his iqta indicate that he was probably an amir 

of ten. The information as mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an means that he must have 

held a post after 774/1372, bearing in mind that the yield from his iqta was 

above the minimum average for an amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement I 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans, 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

4 6,284 12,600 

30. Mughultay al-Sharafi689 

There is no mention about his posts or ranks during the period under 

discussion. 

On the other hand, an annual yield of 10,962 dinar jayshi for the iqta of the 

above ranking amir falls within the boundaries of the annual yield for the 

iqta of an amir of ten. 

687 Ibid.,p.208. 

688 D. Ayalon, Studies on the Structure of the Mamluk Army, London,1954,p.64. 

689 A1- Maqrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3, vol i, pp.289 -316. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement/ 
" ' 

Faddans 

Total Naga ; 

YFaddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 5,158 - - 10,962 

31. Mukhtar al-Husami al-Tawashi690 

According to al- Maqrizi, Mukhtar al- Husami was appointed to the post of 

Muqaddam al -Asyad with the rank of ten in 777/1375.691 

He was Muqaddam al- Mamalik in 775/1373,692 Muqaddam al -Asyad in 

777/1375,693 and then became Muqaddam al- Mamalik in 778/1376.694 

The total annual yield of 2,200 dinar jayshi of his iqta lies a little below the 

minimum for that of a ranking amir of tablakhana as he was a commander of 

the sultan's mamluks (Muqaddam al- the under 

which was normally held by a ranking amir of tablakhana. So we can suggest 

that he had held this rank.695 

690 AI Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp.215-6,254,270,405. 

691 Ibid,p.254. 

692 Ibid,pp.215-6. 

693 Ibid,p.254. 

694 Ibid, p.270. 

695 Popper, "Systematic Notes",p.93. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

4 7,446 - - 22,000 

32. Musa b. `Umar al-Azkashi or al-Azkaji (d. 780/1378).696 

This amir was appointed to the following posts: governor of al- Buhayra in 

769/1367697, shad al- dawawin in 771/1369698, Na'ib of Gaza in 774/1372699, 

Governor and Kashif of Qus in 775/1373700 and mushir al -dawla (Wazir) in 

776/1374. He was dismissed from his last post in 777/1375701. 

There is no further mention of his posts after that, which might suggest that he 

remained unemployed until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. 

According to al- Magrizi, Musa b. `Umar al- Azkashi was appointed to the post 

of wazir with the rank of tablakhana in 776/1374702. 

696 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, pp.52, 61-3, 68, 74, 157, 183, 202, 206, 218, 241, 252, 351. 

Cf. Ibn Hajar, Inba , vol.1, p. 295. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol.11, p.194. 

697 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol I, p.157. 

698 Ibid, p.183. 

699 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, p.202. 

700 Ibid, p.218. 

701 Ibid, pp241,252. 

702 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.1, p.241, 252. 
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The total estimation of the yearly yield was 18,500 dinar jayshi. As there is no 

mention of his dismissal in the period under study one may suggest that he 

was given extra revenue probably from taxes. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 19,087 6,296 9,655 18,500 

33. Qarabugha al-Ahmadi (d. 798/1395) 703 

This amir was appointed as amir jandar in 774/1372, but he was dismissed 

and sent into exile in Alexandria in 775/1373704. The period in which he 

remained in exile is not specified by al- Magrizi, but he mentions this ranking 

amir again in 778/1376 and says that he was one among the ranking amirs of 

tablakhana who accompanied Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban on his pilgrimage705 

in that year. This probably means that he returned to his previous post before 

778/1376. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 24,500 dinar jayshi. 

703 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.143, 145, 200, 222, 274; vol.2, p.865. Cf. also Ibn Hajar, 

Inba, vol.3, p.307. 

704 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.l, p.222. 

705 Ibid, p.274. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area . 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa " 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/_ 

dinar jayshi 

7 8,146 - - 24,500 

34. Qutlubugha al-Fakhri 

There were two ranking amirs called Qutlubugha al- Fakhri. One of them was 

called Qutlubugha al- Fakhri al- Nasiri al -Saqi who died in 674/ 1275706. The 

other ranking amir was called Qutlubugha al- Fakhri who, according to Ibn 

Iyas, was exiled in 767/1365 to Syria after his tongue was cut out707. There is 

no further information provided by Ibn Iyas concerning this ranking amir. 

There is no information about his posts and rank according to the available 

sources, but the annual yield from his iqta falls within the limits of the 

minimum ibra of a ranking amir of tablakhana. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/- Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 30,350 9,020 21,330 23,000 

706 For the biography of Qutlubugha al- Fakhri al- Nasiri, cf. Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Dalil, vol.2, 

pp.546 -7. 

707 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i, vo1.1, pt.2, pp.27-8. 
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35. Qutlubugha Jarkas708 

There is no mention of his posts according to available sources. 

According to al- Magrizi, Qutlubugha Jarkas was appointed to the rank of one 

hundred in 768/1366, but he was jailed in Alexandria in ShawwalMay of the 

same year709. It seems that he was dismissed from his previous rank. It could 

be concluded from his ibra that he was one of the ranking amirs of 

tablakhana. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs l 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 18,857 5,270 11,620 23,500 

36. Qutlubugha al-Sha`bani (d.770/1374) 710 

This amir was appointed Shad al- Sharab Khana in 767/1365, but he was 

dismissed from this post in 768/1366. He remained unemployed until 

769 /1367 when he was asked to return to Cairo711. 

He was the second Ras Nawba in 775/1373712 and Na'ib of Alexandria in 

775 /1373, but he was dismissed in 776/1374.713 No further information is 

given by al- Magrizi or other sources concerning his posts after 776/1374. 

708 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.141, 143, 306, 317, 356. 

709 Ibid, p.143. 

710 AI Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt. 3, vo1.I, pp.3, 117-8, 143, 155, 176, 215, 226, 239, 274, 315. 

711 Ibid., pp.3, vol.I, pp.3, 117, 143, 176. 

712 Ibid, p.215. 
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He first became amir of tablakhana in 767/1365714. In 775/1373 he was 

appointed amir of one hundred715. He is also mentioned by al- Maqrizi as one 

of the ranking amirs of the tablakhana who accompanied Sultan al- Ashraf 

Sha`ban on pilgrimage in 778/1376716. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 23,750 dinar jayshi. As the annual 

yield from his iqta fell within the limits of the minimum average for an iqta 

of a ranking amir of tablakhana, we may suggest that his rank probably 

decreased after 775/1373 to the rank of tablakhana. 

Total number of 

villages ,: 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans r 

Total . 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 5,409 - - 23,750 

37. Qarabugha al- Ashrafi717 (d.797/1394) 

According to Ibn al- Furat, Qarabugha was a mamluk of al- Ashraf Sha`ban who 

appointed him to the rank of amir of twenty.718 

713 Ibid, 239. 

714 Ibid, p.117. 

715 AI-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, p.215. 

716 Ibid, p.274. 

717 Ibn al-Furat, Tarikh, vol.9, pp.2,422. 

718 Ibid. 
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The total annual yield of his rank lies within the boundaries of those for a 

ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans . - 

Total . 

Khirs / . 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 4,159 - - 17,000 

38. Qutlubugha al-Maridani 

There is no mention about this ranking amir according to available sources. 

However, the ibra of his iqta fits within the boundaries for a ranking amir of 

ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 3,156 13,150 

39. Qutlubugha al-Kawka'i (d.785/1383)719 

According to Ibn Qadi Shuhba, Qutlubugha al- Kawka`i was appointed a 

ranking amir of tablakhana in 782/1380, three years after the death of al- 

Ashraf Sha'ban.720 This means that he had only a rank of ten before the above 

719 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp.217,222. Ibn Qadi Shuhba,p.124. Ibn Taghri Birdi,al- 

Manhal, Ms.Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya,Cairo, no.13831, microfilm, no. 38285, fols.184A-B; 

idem, al-Nujum. vo1.I,p.298. 

720 Ibn Qadi Shuhba,p.124. 
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date, and the annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries of those of a 

ranking amir of ten. 

He was Shad al- Ama'ir in 775/1373721 and Ustadar in 775/1373.722 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement /, 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total 'bra/ 

dinarjayshi` 

3 3,150 17,650 

It is mentioned in the Bodleian manuscript that a village in al- Fayyum 

province called Ihnt was assigned to Qutlubugh and there is a lacuna after 

that.723 Because of this the published text of Al -tuhfa has been used which 

reveals that this village was assigned in the form of iqta to Qutlubugha al- 

Kawka'i.724 

The total area measurement excludes the area measurement figure for Makusa, 

which was not mentioned by either Ibn al -Wan or Ibn Duqmaq. 

40. Qutluqtamur al- Jamali 

There is no mention about this ranking amir's rank and posts concerning the 

period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban according to the available sources. 

721 A1-Magrizi,al-Suluk,pt.3,vo1.I,p.217. 

722 Ibid,p.222.Ibn Qadi Shuhba,p.124. 

723 Ibn al-Wan, AI-tuhfa, Ms.Bodleian Library Oxford,no.Hunt.2, fols.212A. 

724 Idem, Al-tuhfa, p.152. 
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The annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries of those of a ranking 

amir of ten. 

Total number of Total area Total Naga Total 

villages measurement /- / Faddans Khirs / 
Faddans Fad dans :. 

1 3,607 

Total Ibra/. 

dinar jayshi 

12,000 

This table takes into account the fact that the estimated figure of a village in al- 

Sharqiyya province called Nub /Minyat Ghurab /al -Bitat is not mentioned by 

Ibn al -Ji `an, and so Ibn Duqmaq's figure has been used instead. 

41. Qutluqtamur al-Muhammadi 

There is no mention of the rank or posts of the above ranking amir concerning 

the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban according to available sources. 

The ibra of his iqta falls within the boundaries of a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total , 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 6,747 1,713 2,887 13,000 

42. Sarbugha al-Nasiri 

There is no mention of this ranking amir or his posts and ranks for the period 

of al- Ashraf Sha'ban according to available sources. 
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On the other hand, the annual yield from his iqta falls within the limits of the 

minimum average ibra for a ranking amir of tablakhana. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area ' . 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/.Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total 'bra/ 

dinar jayshi 

5 20,180 2,619 3,779 26,500 

44. Saslan al-Mansuri725 

This ranking amir may well be identified with another ranking amir of al- 

Ashraf Sha`ban's period called Saslan al- Jamali who held the rank of 

tablakhana in 769/1367726. 

Ibn al -Ji`an mentions once that Saslan was amir akhur, which indicates that he 

might have held this post in the period under study, but there is no other 

evidence to support this727. There is no mention of Saslan's rank according to 

the available sources. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 29,000 dinar jayshi. 

In spite of the absence of information about his rank,the annual yield from his 

iqta indicates that he was one of the ranking amirs of tablakhana. 

725 There is no mention of Saslan al- Mansuri in the available sources. 

726 A1-Magrizi al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, p.161, 365. 

727 Ibn al-Ji'an, Al-tuhfa, Ms.Bodleian Library, Oxford, No. Hunt.2, fol.218B. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / , 

Faddans 

Total Ibrá/ 

dinar jayshi 

4 12,816 - - 29,000 

45. Sunbugha or Asnbugha al-Ashrafi 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to available sources. 

However, the ibra of his iqta fits within the boundaries of those of a ranking 

amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages: 

1 3,010 13,000 

46. Taghri Birmash b. Iljay al-Yusufi (d.775/1373) 

According to al- Maqrizi, Taghri Birmash was assigned the rank of tablakhana 

in 771/1369. As there is no mention of a change in his rank, one may suggest 

that he continued to hold the rank of tablakhana until his death in 775/1373728. 

However, the ibra of his iqta falls below the minimum limits required for a 

ranking amir of forty. The explanation for the contradiction between this 

amir's rank and his ibra is that he was probably assigned other sorts of 

income. There is no mention about his post according to available sources. 

728 al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.1, pp.185, 229. Cf. also Ibn Duqmaq, al-Tawhar, p.426. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga . 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 3,516 - - 13,000 

47. Timur Bay al- Hassani al- Ashrafi (d. 792/1389)729 

There is no mention of his posts according to the available sources. According 

to al- Magrizi, Timur Bay was appointed as amir of tablakhana in 775/1372 and 

he continued to hold this rank until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban s period730. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 29,500 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total. 

Khirs /. 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/" 

dinar jayshi`, 

5 9,994 29,500 

48. Taydamur al-Balisi (d. 778/1376)731 

This official held a number of posts like Amir Silah in 767/ 1365732, Ustadar in 

768/1366733, Naib of Alexandria in 769/1367734, Na lb of Gaza from the end of 

729 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, pp.216,274. Cf. also idem, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.2, p.729. Cf. 

also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.355. 

730 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, pp.216,274. Cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.355. 

731 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vol.I, pp. 90,117, 139, 159, 171, 191, 202, 221, 224, 252, 256, 297. 

Cf also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol. 7, p.89. 

732 Al Mugrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, p.117. 
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772 /1369 until 774 /1371733, Na lb of Karak in 775/1372 but he was dismissed 
in 777/1374.736 In 777/1374 he was asked to come to Cairo from Jerusalem 

whence he had been expelled.737 

According to al- Maqrizi, Taydamur al- Balisi became amir of one hundred in 

765 /1363738. There is no information that suggests a decrease in the rank of 

the above ranking amir after the above mentioned date. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 22,350 dinar jayshi. 

In any case, it is quite possible that he received less revenue than an amir of 

the same rank who was still in his post, especially if he held a post in Syria. 

Total number of Total area Total Naga . . . Total Total.Ibra/ 

villages measurement / / Faddans Khirs / dinar jayshi 

Faddans Faddans 

4 6,602 22,350 

There is a mention in the manuscript of the Bodleian Library of a village called 

Saqiyat Musa in Ushmunayn province which belonged to the iqta holder, 

733 Ibid, p.139. 

734 Ibid, pp.159, 171. 

735 Ibid, pp.202, 221. 

736 Ibid, pp.224, 252. 

737 Ibid, p.256. 

738 Ibid, p.90. 
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Taydamur al- Ilyasi739. There is also a reference to a village in al- Sharqiyya 
province called Manshiyat Ibn Antar belonging to an iqta holder called 
Taydamur.740 

As no amir with the name of Taydamur al- Ilyasi is mentioned by the available 

published sources, and the above village which is cited by the Bodleian 

manuscript as belonging to Taydamur al- Ilyasi belonged according to the 

published forms of Al -tuhfa to Taydamur al- Balisi and the village Manshiyat 

Ibn Antar in al- Sharqiyya province also belonged to Taydamur al- Balisi741, it 

is reasonable, therefore, to infer that both the villages belonged to Taydamur 

al- Balisi. The apparent difference in the two nisbas may be due to nothing 

more than scribal error, given the similarity between them in manuscript form. 

49. Taybugha al-Mu'izzi 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to the available sources. 

However, the ibra of his iqta falls very near to that for a ranking amir of forty. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans. Khirs / 
Faddans 

Total Ib ra/ ;. 

dinarjayslú 

4 6,287 20,600 

739 Ibn al- Ji`an, A1- tuhfa, Ms. Bodleian Library, Oxford, No. Hunt. 2, fol. 247A. 

740 Ibid, fol. 51A. 

741 Ibn al- Ji'an, Al- tuhfa, pp.41, 180. 
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50. Yalbugha al-Nasiri (d. 7931/1390)742 

There is no mention of his posts concerning the period under study according 

to available sources. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Yalbugha al- Nasiri was appointed as amir of 

tablakhana in 775/1373, and he remained in this rank until the end of the 

period of al- Ashraf Shaban743. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 26,500 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area ` 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Klürs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

5 5,877 - - 26,500 

The total area measurement excludes the area measurement figure of a village 

in Qalyub province called Dijwa /Kiyad which is not mentioned by either Ibn 

Duqmaq or Ibn al- Ji`an. 

51. Yadi b. Qarataqa b. Sudan744 

There is no mention of his posts according to available sources. According to 

al- Maqrizi, Yadi b. Qarataqa was one of the ranking amirs of tablakhana who 

accompanied al- Ashraf Shaban on the pilgrimage in 778/1376745. 

742 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.162, 185, 204, 217, 224, 226, 248, 274. Cf also Ibn Qadi 

Shuhba, pp.417-9. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol.12, p.126. 

743 AI-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.217, 274. Cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.417. 

744 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, p.274. 

745 Ibid, p.274. 
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The total estimation of the yearly yield was 23,950 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of. Total area Total Naqa Total Total ibra/ 
villages measurement / 

Faddans 

! Faddans:, Khirs /., 
Faddans 

dinarjayshi 

5 11,071 2,634 4,600 23,950 

Bearing in mind that the figure for a village in Daqahliyya province called al- 

Jumayiza is not mentioned by Ibn al- Ji`an, Ibn Duqmaq's figure has been used 

instead. 

52. Yalbugha al- Muhammadi (d. 790/1388)746 

Ibn Hajar mentioned that Yalbugha al- Muhammadi remained in the post of 

Amir Jandar for twenty years, which means that he held this post in al- Ashraf 

Sha`ban's period747. 

According to al- Magrizi, Yalbugha al- Muhammadi was appointed amir of 

tablakhana in 771/1369, and he remained in this rank until the end of al- 

Ashraf Sha`ban`s period748. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibral 

dinar jayshi 

5 6,301 396 61 23,500 

746 Ibid., pp.185, 274; vol.2, p.579. 

747 Ibn Hajar, Inba, vol.2, p.310. 

748 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.185, 274. 
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53. Yalbugha al-Manjaki (d.808/1404)749 

There is no mention of his posts in the available sources. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Yalbugha al- Manjaki was appointed amir of 

tablakhana in 778/1376.750 This means that he was an amir of ten before 

778/1376. He could, therefore, have been amir of ten in 775/1373, the date to 

which the data given by Ibn al -Ji`an belong. But according to his annual yield 

which was closer to that of an amir of tablakhana, one may suggest that he 

probably was amir of forty and the shortage in his yield might have been 

supplemented by other sources of income. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 19,000 dinar jayshi. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Tótal`Nága = 

/ Faddans '' 

Total 

Khirs: /` 

Faddans 

Total ̀ Ibra/;; 

dinaazayshi 

5 8,013 19,000 

D. Total ibra between 500 to less than 10,000 dinar jayshi. 

1. `Abd Allah b. Muhammad b. Targhiyyah751 

There is no mention of his post in the available sources. He first became amir 

of ten in 771 / 1369. There is no further mention of any change in his rank after 

the above mentioned year.752 

749 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk,pt.3,vo1.I,pp.3, 270, 274; vol. 3, p.1170. 

750 Ibid., vo1.I,p.270. 

751 Ibn Dugrnaq, al-lawhar, p.426. A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, p.185. 

752 Ibn Dugrnaq, al-Jawhar, p.426. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs I 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 1,705 - - 2,500 

2. Abu Bakr b. Sayf al- Jamali 

According to available sources, there is no mention of the rank and posts of 

this amir. However, the revenue of his iqta is very near to the figure 

mentioned by al- `Umari for the rank of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 591 - - 2,000 

3. Abu Bakr b. Sunqur al- Jamali753 

According to al- Maqrizi and other Mamluk historians, there is no mention of 

him during the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban. 

The revenue of the iqta of this ranking amir which is equal to 2000 dinar 

jayshi is very near to the figure mentioned by al- ̀ Umari for a ranking amir of 

ten. 

753 AI-5akhawi, al-Daw', vol.11, p.36. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 3,020 - - 2,000 

4. Abu Bakr b.Qundus 

According to al- Magrizi, Abu Bakr became amir of ten in 769/1367, a rank 

which he continued to hold until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period.754 

There is no mention of his posts according to the available sources. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,590 - - 3,550 

5. Ahmad b. Arghun al- Ahmadi755 

He first became amir of ten in 776/1374756. 

There is no mention of his posts according to the available sources. 

754 AI Magrizi, al Suluk,pt.3,vo1.I,pp.161 2. 

755 Ibid., p.232. vol.2, pp.601, 611. 

756 Ibid., vo1.I, p.232. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 206 - - 4,000 

According to Ibn al- Ji`an, the village of Balmisht in Ibyar province was 

assigned to the above ranking amir and to "those who were with him" (Wa 

man ma`ahu), possibly his own mamluks. 

6. Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Lajin. 

There is no mention of the posts or rank of this ranking amir in the available 

sources. However, the annual yield from his iqta is close to the figure 

mentioned by al- Umari for an amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/. 

dinar jayshi 

2 2,391 - - 6,000 

7. Ahmad b. Yalbugha al- Yahyawi 

There is no mention of the rank and posts of this ranking amir according to the 

available sources. However, the annual yield of his iqta was near to the 

figure mentioned by al- Umari for a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,720 - - 4,000 
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8. Al-Amir Jarkas 

There are two ranking amirs called Jarkas; the first is Jarkas al- Rasuli an amir 
of forty and the other is Jarkas al- Ahmadi, an amir of ten. Al -Amir Jarkas is 

not a full name and there is no sign which leads us to link him to the identity 

of any of the above ranking amirs. Because of this he has been treated as a 

new muqta and has been studied from this respect. The ibra of his iqta fits 

within the boundaries for a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 
;Fáddaris 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,034 3,500 

9. Altunbugha 

There is more than one ranking amir called Altunbugha; Altunbugha al- 

'Uthmani Tataq, amir of one hundred, Altunbugha min 'Abd al- Malik, amir of 

ten, and Altunbugha min Taybugha. As Ibn al -Ji`an does not mention the full 

name of the amir, we cannot attribute the name Altunbugha to any one of the 

above ranking amirs. Therefore, he will be treated as a new muqta. On the 

other hand, the ibra of Altunbugha's iqta fits within the boundaries of those of 

a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 
883 - - 2,000 
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10. `Ali b. Taybugha al-Tawil 

According to al- Maqrizi, the iqtas of the sons of Taybugha al -Tawil were taken 

from them after their father had been jailed and dismissed from his post in 

767/1365.757 However, it seems that `Ali b. Taybugha was able to return to his 

previous iqta years after the above date, or that he obtained an iqta with less 

revenue than before . 

As no information is provided about this ranking amir or his rank, the only 

information is the ibra of his iqta which was near to that of a ranking amir of 

ten . 

Total area 

/ 
Faddans ::. 

Total-Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total Ìbra/- :. 

dinar jayshi 

950 2,000 

11. `Ali b. al-Azjaki. 

There is no mention of the rank and post of this ranking amir according to the 

available sources. However, according to Ibn al-Fan, other ranking amirs 

shared the iqta with this amir758. Therefore, it is possible that his grade was 

only that of a halqa knight. On the other hand, there is no mention of other 

757 Ibid., vol.I,p.117. 

758 Ibn al- ran, A1- tuhfa, Ms.Bodleian Library, Oxford, No.Hunt.2, fol.54A. 
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amirs included in the iqta of `Ali b. al- Azjaki in the published text of Al- 

tuhfa759. 

On the whole, it seems prudent to accept what is mentioned in the published 

text of Al -tuhfa rather than the Bodleian manuscript passage, because the 

sharing of the iqta by other ranking amirs means that the share of `Ali b. al- 

Azjaki would have decreased to 1500 dinar jayshi or less than that to reach the 

iqta of an ordinary halga knight. It is possible that he was assigned another 

form of income from taxes or the like but this is not mentioned by Ibn al- Ji`an. 

Therefore, it seems likely that this ranking amir had an iqta near to that of an 

amir of ten. 

1 

Total area:: 

measurement I 

Faddans 

452 

Total Naga' 
.I Faddans-` 

Total 

Khirs l 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayslu 

2,000 

12. `Ali b. Manjak al-Yusufi (d.788/1383)760. 

According to al- Maqrizi, this ranking amir was one of the tablakhana ranking 

amirs who accompanied Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban on pilgrimage in 

778/1376761. However, there is no mention, according to the available 

sources, of the date when he first became amir of tablakhana. On the other 

hand, the ibra of his iqta was very near to that of a ranking amir of ten, which 

759 Ibid, p.43. 

760 al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.1, p.274; Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.201. 

761 al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.1,p.274. 
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probably means that he became an amir of tablakhana after 775/1373, the 

period to which the data presented by Ibn al-Nan belonged. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total 

Khirs I < ` 

Fad dans 

dinar _jayshi'; .: 

1 2,140 8,000 

13. `Ali al - Qaradalanji (al-Amir al-Shaykh) 

There is no mention of this amir according to the available sources. But his 

annual yield fits within the boundaries of the rank of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement I 

Faddans 

Total 

Khirs 

Faddans 

3 3,763 5,800 

The area measurement excludes the figure of area measurement of a village in 

Atfih province called Manyal Sultan which is not mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an 

and so Ibn Duqmaq's figure has been used instead . 

14. `Ali b. Qumari al - Hamawi 

The name of this ranking amir is mentioned by Ibn al-Fan in three different 

ways as follows : - 

'Ali b. Qumari al - Hamawi762 'Ali b. Qumari763, 'Ali b. Qumari al- Halabi764 

762 Ibn al-Wan, Al- tuhfa, Ms. Bodleian, Library, Oxford, no.Hunt.2, fol.241a. 
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There is mention of a ranking amir called Qumari al - Hamawi who was na'ib 
in Tarsus and died in 766 / 1364.765 On the other hand, there is no mention of 

Qumari al- Halabi according to the available sources. 

It would seem that the above mentioned names related to one ranking amir 

called `Ali b. Qumari al- Hamawi, although this conclusion cannot be 

supported by firm evidence. The annual yield of his iqta fits within the 

boundaries for the rank of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

4 2,674 " " 9,500 

For two villages, Ibn al - Ji`an mentions that others were included the iqta of 

this ranking amir in connection with the two places, Jazirat Zuhra and 

Dashlut, in al - Ushmunayn province. It may be assumed that the phrase `wa 

man ma`ahu` means those who were included in his iqta, probably his 

mamluks . 

763 Ibid, fol.245A 

764 Ibid, fol.245B 

765 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt3, vol.I,p.102. 
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15. Atlamish al -Sayfi Arghun Shah766 or Atlamish al- Arghuni767 

There is no mention of his rank according to available sources. On the other 

hand, it seems from his complete name that he was one of the mamluks of a 

high ranking amir called Arghun Shah, possibly Arghun Shah al- Ashrafi, 

although there is no conclusive evidence to support such a claim. 

The ibra of the iqta of this ranking amir was near to that usually given for a 

ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans -' 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/.- 

dinar-jayshi 

1 749 3,600 

16. Altunbugha `Abd al-Malik (d.790/1388) 768 

He first became amir of ten in 775/1373 and continued to hold the same rank 

until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`bari s period.769 

There is no mention of his posts in the available sources. 

766 Ibn al-Ji`an, Al-tuhfa,Ms.Bodleian Library,Oxford, no.Hunt.2,fo1.146A. 

767 Ibn Dugmaq, al-Jawhar p.439,441,445; al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.228, 

307,317,323,327. 

768 Al Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt 3, vol.I,pp.216,275; vol. 2, p.579. 

769 Ibid, pp.216,275. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total ". 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - 5,000 

17. Altunbugha al-`Ala`i (d. 780/1378 or thereafter)77° 

According to Ibn Duqmaq, this ranking amir was one of the ranking amirs of 

ten who was captured in 780/1378.771 On the other hand, it seems from the 

ibra of the iqta of Altunbugha al- ̀ Ala`i that it was near to the ibra of the iqta of 

a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

I Faddans:' 

2 1,484 5,300 

18. Altunbugha min Taybugha 

There is no mention of the rank or posts of this amir according to the available 

sources, but the annual yield from his iqta is close to that of a ranking amir of 

ten. 

770 Ibn Dugmaq, al- awhar p.446. A1-Magrizi,al-Suluk,pt 3, vo1.I,pp.117,331. 

771 Ibn Duqmaq, al- awhar,p.446. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,190 - - 4,000 

19. Aqbugha Shaykhun772 or Aqbugha al - Shaykhuni773 

Al- Magrizi mentions this ranking amir as one of the ranking amirs of ten who 

accompanied Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban on the pilgrimage in 778/1376774. 

Although there is no mention of his rank before the year 778/1376 the ibra of 

his iqta fits the category of the rank of amir of tablakhana. 

There is no mention of his posts in the available sources. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs /' 
Faddans 

Total:Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,184 4,000 

20. Asnugha al -Sayfi Arghun Shah 

There is no mention of the rank or post of this amir during the period of al- 

Ashraf Sha`ban. 

772 Ibn al-Ji'an,A1-tuhfa,Ms.Bodleian Library,Oxford,Hunt no. 2,fol.181B. 

773 A1-Magrizi,al-Suluk,pt.3,voLI,pp.275; vo1.2,p.625 

774 Ibn al-Ji`an, A1-tuhfa, Ms.Bodleian Library, Oxford,no.Hunt 2,fol.181B. 
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According to al- Maqrizi, this ranking amir was elevated to the rank of 

tablakhana in 791/1388 and his previous rank was amir of ten.775 On the other 

hand, the annual yield from his iqta falls within the boundaries for an amir of 

ten. 

Therefore, the above information suggests that he was amir of ten in the 

period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban and that he remained in this rank until the year 

791 /1388. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 654 - - 2,900 

21. Asnbugha al-Sayfi Shaykhu 

It seems from the name of this ranking amir that he was a mamluk of a 

ranking amir called Shaykhu, possibly Shaykhu al- Nasiri.776 

There is no mention of Asnbugha al -Sayfi Shaykhu and his rank or posts in the 

period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban, according to the avilable sources. However, the 

ibra of his iqta is similar to that for a ranking amir of ten. 

775 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk,pt 3,vol.2,p.601. 

776 For a biography of Shaykhu al-Nasiri, cf. Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vo1.6, pp.257-61. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement /- 

Faddans 

Total Naqa 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ . 

dinar jayshi 

2 4,185 - - 9,000 

22. Bayram al -Sayfi al- ̀ Alami 

There is no mention of this ranking amir in the available sources. On the other 

hand, the ibra of his iqta falls within the boundaries of the annual yield of the 

iqta of a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / , 

Faddáns 

Total Naga 

/_Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,910 - - 2,000 

23. Balat al-Sayfi 

According to al- Magrizi, there were two ranking amirs called Balat al- Sayfi. 

One of them was a ranking amir of tablakhana called Balat al -Sayfi al- 

Kabir.777 The other one, Balat al -Sayfi al- Saghir, a mamluk of a high ranking 

amir called Iljay al- Yusufi, was killed in 775/1373.778 

The annual yield of the iqta of Balat al -Sayi is not mentioned by Ibn al- Ji`an, 

but Ibn Duqmaq mentions an annual yield of 7000 dinar jayshi for the same 

ranking amir. Ibn al -Ji'an mentions other ranking amirs sharing the same 

777 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp.226,277. 

778 Ihn Qadi Shuhba,p.120. 
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village with Balat al- Sayfi. Therefore, the share of Balat al -Sayfi from the 
revenue must have decreased to an unknown number of dinar jayshi, which 
cannot be equal to the annual yield for the iqta of a ranking amir of 

tablakhana. It may be assumed that Balat al -Sayfi who is mentioned by Ibn al- 

Ji`an was Balat al -Sayfi al- Saghir al -Iljay who according to al- Maqrizi was 

until 778/1376 one of the (mufarada) mamluks. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area ; 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Fad dans 

Total Ibra/ 

diriar'jayshi 

1 2,450 - - 7,000 

24. Bashtak al-Nasiri 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to available sources. 

However, the ibra of his iqta fits within the boundaries of those of a ranking 

amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs /:- 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,851 - - 8,000 

25. Burdbak al-Ashrafi 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to available sources. 

However, the ibra of the amir's iqta fits within the boundaries of those of a 

ranking amir of ten. 
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Total number of Total area Total Naga Total Total Ibra/. 
villages measurement /r, 

Faddans 

I Faddans Khirs / 

Faddans 

dinar jayshi 

1,342 3,500 

26. Buri al- Ahmadi 

Al- Magrizi mentions that this amir held the post of Khazindar. According to 

al- Maqrizi, Buri al- Ahmadi was among the tablakhana amirs who 

accompanied Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban on the pilgrimage in 778/1376.779 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 8,000 dinar jayshi. 

There is no mention of his rank before 778/1376. His lowest ibra fell below 

the minimum for a ranking amir of tablakhana, so one may suggest that he 

was still a ranking amir of ten in 775/1373. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement I 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

I Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibral: 

dinar jayshi 

2 2,193 8,000 

779 Ibid,p.215. 
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27. Faraj b.Manjak78o al-Yusuf i781 

There is no mention of this ranking amir for the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban, 
but Ibn Qadi Shuhba mentions that the sons of Manjak al- Yusufi were iqta 
holders in 777/1369 when their father died.782 

The annual yield of the iqta of this ranking amir fits within the boundaries for 

a ranking amir of ten. As no figure is mentioned by Ibn al-Ji'an, Ibn Duqmaq's 

figure has been taken instead. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,320 - - 4,000 

28. Hajj Bak b.Alta b. `Ashiq 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to available sources. 

The ibra of his iqta fell within the boundaries for a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

I Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 4,100 1,450 250 3,200 

780 Ihn al- Ji'an, Al- tuhfa, Ms.Bodleian Library, Oxford, No.Hunt.2, fol.57B. 

781 Ihn Qadi Shuhba, p.6S0. 

782 Ibid. 
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29. Hamza b. Sunqur al-Muhammadi 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to available sources. 

However, the ibra of his iqta was slightly above the commander of halga. He 

surely had an iqta near to that of the ranking amir of ten. He might have been 

assigned other sorts of income also. 

Total number of < 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jaysbi 

1 1,072 1,700 

30. Hassan b.Sarghatmish al- Nasiri 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to the available sources. 

annual yield of the iqta of this ranking amir fell within the boundaries for 

a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / - 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans , 
Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

4 4,758 - - 4,900 
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31. Husayn b. Ali al- Kawrani (d. 793/1390)783 

He was governor of Old Cairo(Misr) in 767/ 1365784 and then appointed as 

governor of Cairo in 767/1365785. He held these two posts successively again 

in the following year786. He remained in the latter post until the end of al- 

Ashraf Sha`ban's period787. According to al- Maqrizi, Husayn b. `Ali al- Gurani 

became amir of tablakhana in 772/1368788. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 3300 dinar jayshi. 

The annual yield from the iqta of the above ranking amir fell below the 

average for a ranking amir of tablakhana, as mentioned by al- Umari. 

As there is no mention in the available sources about his dismissal from the 

post or a decrease in his rank, the only possibility is that he was assigned tax 

or taxes in the form of iqta to complete the remaining 19,700 dinar jayshi 

which was usually received by the ranking amir of tablakhana. 

783 Al- Magrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, pp.115, 123, 137, 141, 174, 177, 265, Cf. also Idem, al- 

Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, p.756. Cf. also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.400. Cf. also Ibn Hajar, al -Durr, vol. 

2, p.152. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal, vol 5, pp.162 -3. 

784 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, p.115. 

785 Ibid, p.123. 

786 Ibid, p.141. 

787 Ibid, p.265. 

788 Ibid, p.177. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 
Faddans 

Total Ìbra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 2,452 580 1,462 3,300 

32. Ibrahim b.Tashtamur al -Ala'i (d.795/1392) 

According to Al- Maqrizi, his ranking was amir of ten in 791/1388.789 

However, the ibra of the amir's iqta falls within the boundaries for those of a 

ranking amir of ten. Therefore, he must have been a ranking amir of ten in the 

period under study. 

Total number of Total area Total Naga Total : .. Total Ibra/ 

villages measurement/ / Faddanss":: Khirs / dinar jayshi 

Faddans Faddans 

2 1,456 5,200 

33. Iyas al-Maridani (d.778/1376) 

According to al- Maqrizi, Iyas al- Maridani was a ranking amir of ten who died 

in 778/1376.79° 

The annual yield of the iqta of Iyas al- Maridani fell within the boundaries for a 

ranking amir of ten. Iyas al- Maridani who is mentioned by Ibn al-Wan and 

Iyas al- Mardini who is mentioned by al- Maqrizi must be the same person. 

789 AI-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.2, pp.601, 792. Cf also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.480 

790 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I,p.296. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total, area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga .. ; 

/ Faddans 

Total >Ibral 

dinar jayshi. 

3 2,818 5,400 

34. Jaraktamur al-Ashrafi al-Khassiki (d.778/1376)791. 

There is no mention about his post in the available sources. According to al- 

Jaraktamur al- Ashrafi al- Khassiki was appointed to the rank of one 

hundred in 775/1373792. 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 5600 dinar jayshi. The yearly yield 

of the iqta of this ranking amir falls below the yearly yield of a ranking amir of 

tablakhana. The explanation to this might be that either Jaraktamur was 

dismissed from his rank and posts, or he was assigned other income from 

taxes or dues. 

As no mention about his dismissal is shown in the available sources, the 

preponderant possibility is that he was given extra income from taxes, 

although no evidence to support this can be found in the available sources. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Kliirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ > ' 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,741 5600 

791 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.220, 224, 296. Cf also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, 

vol. 4, pp.264-5. Idem, al-Nujum, vol.11, p.146. 

792 AI Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, p. 224. 
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35. Jarkas al-Ahmadi 

There is no mention of this ranking amir for the period under study. 
However, the annual yield of his iqta seems to be below the boundaries for a 

ranking amir of ten especially since his mamluks were included in his iqta. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans. 

Total Naga. 

/ Faddans Khiss /- .. 

Faddans 

780 1,800 

36. Juban al-Taydamuri (d. 780/1378)793 

According to al- Maqrizi, Juban al- Taydamuri was one of the ranking amirs of 

ten who accompanied Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban on the piligrimage in 

778/1376.794 

The annual yield of his iqta fell within the boundaries for ranking amirs of 

ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area. 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

! Faddans '. 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 2,212 " - 7,000 

793 A1 Maqrizi, al Suluk, pt.3 voL1, pp.275-331. 

794 Ibid, p.275. 
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37. Kajbugha al-`Ala`i 

There is no mention about this ranking amir according to available sources. 

However, the ibra of his iqta fits within the boundaries of those of a ranking 
amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/,Faddans.;; 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,073 - - 3,300 

38. Khalil b. Timurbugha 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to available sources. 

However, the annual yield of his iqta fell below that for a ranking amir of ten; 

but he might have been assigned other sources of income. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans ::, 

Total Nága 

/ Faddans. 

1 1,389 500 

39. Khadir b.Ahmad b. 795 Baktamur al-Saqi (d. after 802/1399) 

According to al- Magrizi, this ranking amir was one of the ranking amirs of ten 

who accompanied Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban on the pilgrimage in 778/1376.796 

795 Al Magrizi, al-Suluk, p.3, vo1.I,p.25, cf.idem al Suluk,pt.3,vo1.3,p.992. 

796 Idem, a1- Suluk,pt.3,vol.I,p.275. 
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There is no mention of his post according to available sources. The ibra of his 
iqta fell within the boundaries of a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,104 - - 5,500 

40. Khalil b.Qaratay al- Karaki 

There is no mention of this ranking amir during the period under study, 

according to the available sources. However, the annual yield of his iqta was 

within the boundaries of a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 2,465 - - 7,000 

41. Khuja al-Khita' i 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to the available sources. 

The ibra of his iqta fell within the boundaries of a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 3,181 - 5,000 
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42. Maliktamur b. 'Abd Allah al- Mansuri 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to available sources. 
However, the ibra of his iqta fell within the boundaries of a ranking amir of 

ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area . . 

measurement /- 

Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

1 7,825 5,000 

43. Mughultay al-Saqi 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to available sources. On 

the other hand, the ibra of his iqta falls below the boundaries of what was 

often assigned to a ranking amir. 

Total area 

. measuremen 

Faddails 

Tötal * 
/Fad 

1 284 1,000 

44. Muhammad b. `Abd Allah b. Baktamur al -Hajib (d.80211399)797 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to available sources for the 

period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban. 

797 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.8,p.83. 
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However, the ibra of his iqta fell within the boundaries of a ranking amir of 

ten. 

Total number of Total area Total Naga Total 
villages measurement /. / Faddans Kh'ìrs / 

Faddans Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar'jayshi 

1 2,056 5,000 

Considering that the ibra figure of a village in al- Sharqiyya province called al- 

Saramum /al -Sani is not mentioned by Ibn al- Ji`an, Ibn Duqmaq's figure has 

been used instead. 

45. Muhammad b. Bayram b. Kawjara 

There is no mention of this ranking amir in the available sources. The yield 

from his iqta falls within the boundaries of a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Tótal.lVaga 

Faddaná 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans ;: 

Total lbra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 2,913 6,000 

46. Muhammad b.Baktamur al- Sagi798 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to available sources. 

798 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, p.275; vol.3,p.626. 
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The yield from the iqta of this ranking amir falls within the boundaries of a 

ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 
Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total. 

'Khirs'/ 

Faddans 

4 2,729 8,531 

Bearing in mind that there is no area measurement figure mentioned by Ibn al- 

Ji`an for a village in al- Ushmunayn village called Jazirat Umm al -Bus, Ibn 

Duqmaq's figure has been used instead. 

It should be noted however that Ibn al-Fan mentioned for three villages 

assigned to this ranking amir that a number of his mamluks were included in 

his iqta for these villages. 

47. Muhammad b.Kakbugha Shadd al -Khass 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to available sources. The 

annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries of a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa 

I Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi, 

1 1,780 - 6,000 
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48. Muhammad b.Bazlar (d.791/1388)799 

There is no mention of this ranking amir for the period under study according 

to available sources. 

The annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries of those of a ranking 

amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs I" 

Faddans 

Total'Ibra! 

dinar jayshi 

2 2,375 - - 6,000 

49. Muhammad b. Qumari (d. 778/1376) 800 

This amir held the post of amir shakar in 768/1366801. He remained in this 

post until 771/1369 when he was dismissed and exiled to Syria. He remained 

in exile until 772/1370 when he was called to Cairo and was again appointed 

to his previous post as amir shakar8 °2. 

799 Ibn al-Furat, Muhammad b. `Abd al-Rahim(d.809/1406),Tarikh Ibn al-Furat, 

Beirut,1936,vol.9,pt.1,p.177; al Maqrizi,al Suluk,pt.3,vol.2,p.687. 

800 Ibid., vo1.I, pp. 90, 138, 172, 182, 189, 301. 

801 Iliid, p.138. 

802 Ibid, pp.182, 189. 
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His first appointment to the rank of tablakhana was in 765/1363803. In 
771/1369 he was dismissed and exiled to Gaza where he remained until 
772/1370 when he returned to his rank.804 

The total estimation of the yearly yield was 8000 dinar jayshi. The annual yield 

for his iqta fell below the average required for a ranking amir of tablakhana. 

As there is no mention of any change in the above ranking amir's rank 

according to the available sources, the only possibility is that he was assigned 

other kinds of revenue, probably tax or taxes. This enabled him to acquire the 

other 15,000 dinar jayshi required to equip and maintain his forty mamluks as 

he was obliged according to his rank. 

Total number of 

villages . 
-. 

Total area 

measurement I 

Faddans 

Khirs'I . 

Faddans: 

TotalíIbrai 

dinar jayshi 

1 3,440 8,000 

50. Muhammad b. Qutlubugha al- Muhammadi (d.79011388)805 

He first became amir of ten in 770/1368 and continued to hold the same rank 

until the end of the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban.806 

803 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, p.90. 

804 Ibid, pp.182,189. 

805 Ihn al-Furat, Tarikh, vol.9, pt.1, p.45. Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol, I, pp.177,275. Cf.also 

idem, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.2, .588. 

806 Ibn al-Furat, Tarikh, vol.9, pt.1, p.45, Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3. vol. I, pp.177,275. 
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The annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries of those of a ranking 

amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 2,582 - - 6,800 

51. Muhammad b.Sunqur al- Muhammadi 

According to al- Maqrizi, Muhammad b.Sunqur al- Muhammadi was one of the 

ranking amirs of ten who accompanied Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban on the 

pilgrimage in 778/1376.807 

The annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries for a ranking amir of 

ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

l Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,119 - - 4,000 

52. Muhammad b.Surtugtay (d.778/1376)808 

According to al- Magrizi who mentions the death of Muhammad b. Surtuqtay, 

he was a ranking amir of ten.809 

807 Ibid., vo1.I, p.275. 

808 Al Maqrizi, a1-Suluk,pt.3,vo1.I,pp.176,183,192,299. 
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He was naqib al -jaysh in 771/1369.810 It is also mentioned that in 772/1370, 
the above ranking amir was appointed naqib al -jaysh instead of Arghun 
b.Qayran; this suggests that he was dismissed between his first appointment 
and the second one.811 However, there is no further mention of any changes in 

his posts during the period after 772/1370, which might indicate that he 

remained in his post as naqib al -jaysh until the end of the period. 

The annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries of a ranking amir of 

ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans. 

Total Naga 

I Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 4,647 - - 5,500 

53. Muhammad b.Muhammad b.Tankiz al-Husami al-Nasiri 

There is no mention of this ranking amir for the period of al- Ashraf Shaban 

according to available sources. 

The annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries of a ranking amir of 

ten. 

809 Ibid.,p.299. 

810 Ibid,p.183. 

811 Ibid, p.192. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 2,283 - - 5,800 

54. Muhammad b. Tugtamur812 or Tughaytamur813 al-Nizami 

There is no mention of the rank and post of this ranking amir for the period of 

al- Ashraf Sha`ban according to available sources. 

The ibra of his iqta falls within the boundaries of a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1,796 - - 5,400 

55. Muhammad b.Yalbugha al- Yahyawi (d.801/1398)814 

There is no mention of his rank and posts for the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban 

according to available sources. 

The ibra of his iqta falls within the boundaries of a ranking amir of ten. 

812 Ibn al-Wan, Al-tuhfa, Ms.Bodleian Library,Oxford, no.Hunt.2, fols. 96B,181A. 

813 Ibn al-Furat, Tarikh, vol.9, pt.I, pp.22,99. 

814 Ibn Hajar,l nba,v o1.4,p .91 
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Total number of Total area 

villages measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs (< 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 2,380 3,000 

56. Muhammud b. Arsha 

There is no mention of the above amir in the available sources. However, the 

annual yield from his iqta falls below the boundaries of an amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga = - 

/ Faddans 

Total,Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 900 1,000 

57. Muhammad b. Qutlubugha al- Dhahabi 

There is no mention in the available sources of his posts and rank during the 

period under discussion. 

On the other hand, the ibra of his iqta which was 500 dinar jayshi, as shown 

by Ibn al- Ji`an, falls below the average for a ranking amir of ten. 

As Ibn al -Ji`an did not mention the term halqa in this context and did not call 

him amir, one can therefore conclude that Muhammad b. Qutlubugha al- 

Dhahabi who was called amir by Ibn al -Ji`an must have had a higher ibra for 

his iqta than 500 dinar jayshi which was assigned to the halqa cavalry. This 

extra revenue must have come from tax or taxes assigned to him in the form of 

iqta. This extra revenue would have helped him to enjoy the status of a 

ranking amir of ten. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

! Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddaíis 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 500 

58. Musa b.Qumari (d.800/1397)ß15 

There is no mention of the rank or posts held by Musa b.Qumari for the 

period of al- Ashraf Sha'ban, according to available sources. 

The total annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries of a ranking amir 

of ten. 

Total ; number of 

villages 

Totál area:: 

measurement; 

Faddans 

2 2,804 6,000 

59. Musa b. Shams 'Abd al -Ghani 

There is no mention of his posts and rank during the period under 

investigation according to available sources. However, the annual yield of 

1000 dinar jayshi from his iqta falls below what was customary for a 

muqaddam al- halga. One can therefore assume that as Ibn al -Ji`an calls him 

amir, he must have been entitled to a higher rank, probably that of amir of ten, 

and that extra revenue must have been assigned to him in the form of taxes. 

815 Ibn al-Furat, Tarikh, vol.9, pt.1, p.216; pt.2, p.334. Al Magrizi,al Suluk, pt.3, vol.2, pp.784, 

895, 913. Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol.12, p.166. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 600 - - 1,000 

60. Nasr al-Balisi816 

There is no mention of the rank and posts of Nasr al- Balisi for the period of al- 

Ashraf Sha`ban in the available sources. 

The total ibra of his iqta falls within the boundaries for a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 2,670 - - 6,000 

61. Qurtay al-Ashrafi (d. 779/1377)817 

There is no mention of the rank and post of this ranking amir for the period of 

al- Ashraf Sha`ban according to the available sources. 

The annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries of a ranking amir of 

ten. 

816 Al Maqrizi, al-Suluk,pt.3,vo1.2,p.530. 

817 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, Ms.Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, Cairo, no.13810, Microfilm 

no.38285, fol.177A. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa, 

l Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

380 3,000 

62. Qutlubugha al-Bizlari818 

There is no mention in the available sources of his posts during the period 

under investigation. 

According to al- Maqrizi, Qutlubugha al- Bizlari was appointed amir of ten in 

778 /1376.819 

The annual yield of his iqta (4000 dinar jayshi) falls within the boundaries for 

a ranking amir of ten. 

There is a contradiction between the date of his appointment to the rank of ten 

which was in 778/1376 and the date to which Ibn al- Ji`an's data belonged. It 

may be assumed that the above ranking amir had already acquired his iqta 

with an annual yield of 4000 dinar jayshi in 775/1373 before he was officially 

appointed to the rank of amir of ten. Because of his annual yield, he will be 

mentioned as amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans . 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibral 

dinar jayshi 

1 755 - - 4,000 

818 Al Maqrizi,al Suluk,pt 3,vo1.I,pp.270,275,407. 

819 Ibid., pp.270-5. 
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63. Qurtay al-Karaki 

According to al- Maqrizi, Qurtay al- Karaki was amir of ten in 776/1374.820 He 

was governor of Qus until 769/1367, after which he became shad al -ama ̀ ir 

until 774/1372 when he was transferred to the post of Inspector of Upper 

Egypt (Kashif al -Wajh al- Qibli) but in 775/1373 he was shifted to the post of 

inspector of Lower Egypt (Kashif al -Wajh al- Bahri). In 776/1374 he became 

Shad al- amai'r with a rank of ten.821 

Total number of 

villages 

Total are 

measurement' 

.Faddans 

Tot 

sirs / 

Faddans: 

3 623 2,500 

64. Quzman al-Balisi822 or Qurman b.Ilyas823 or Qurman al-Ilyasi824 

There is no mention of any of these names according to available sources. The 

annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries for a ranking amir of ten. 

820 Al- Maqrizi, al- Suluk,pt.3,vo1.I,p.234. 

821 Ibid,pp.160,202, 222, 234. 

822 Ibn a1- Ji'an, A1- tuhfa,p.42. 

823 Ibn al- Ji'an,A1- tuhfa, Ms.Bodleian Library ,Oxford,no.Hunt.2,fol.53A. 

824 Ibn al-Wan, Al- tuhfa, Ms.Cambridge University Library, Cambridge, no. fol. 
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Total number o: 

villages 

Total. area 

measurement /, 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

I Faddans 

Total 

Khirs 

Faddans 

Total Ibral 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,050 5,000 

Considering that no estimation is cited by Ibn al- Ji`an, Ibn Duqmaq's figure 

has been used instead. 

65. Shahin al-Muhammadi 

There is no mention of the rank and post of the above ranking amir during the 

period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban according to available sources. 

The annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries for a ranking amir of 

ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total Naga 

I Faddáns 

Total ` 

Khirs / 
Faddans 

3 2,695 6,000 

66. Shaykhu Aqbugha 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to the available sources. 

However, the ibra of his iqta fits within the boundaries for ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,184 - - 4,000 
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67. Taybugha al-`Umari (d.775/1373) 

According to al- Maqrizi, Taybugha was assigned the rank of ten in 772/1370, a 

rank which he continued to hold until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period.825 

There is no mention of his post according to available sources. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 1,397 340 320 2,500 

68. Taynal al-Maridani (d.789/1387) 

According to both al- Maqrizi and Ibn Qadi Shuhba, this ranking amir was 

assigned a rank of one hundred in 771/1369, but this rank was changed in 

775/1373 to the rank of amir of forty and Taynal continued to hold the rank of 

tablakhana until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period826. However, the ibra of 

his iqta fell below the minimum limits required for that of a ranking amir of 

forty. The reason for this might have been that he was assigned some other 

sources of income. He held the post of Wali al-qal'a from 775/1373 until the 

end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period827. 

825 Al Maqrizi, a1-Suluk,pt.3,vo1.I,pp.189,228. 

826 Ibid., pp.183, 220. 

827 Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.229. 
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Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 1,168 - - 5,500 

69. Timur al-`Uthmani 

There is no mention of this ranking amir in the available sources. The annual 

yield fits within the boundaries for a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,368 - - 3,800 

70. Tashtamur al-Muhammadi al-Laffaf 

According to al- Magrizi, the above ranking amir was assigned the rank of ten 

in 778/1376.828 Ibn Taghri Birdi mentioned that Tashtamur was amir of ten in 

the period of al- Ashraf Shaban.829 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 2,094 - - 5,800 

828 A1-Magrizi, a1-Suluk,pt.3,vo1.I,p.270. 

829 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal,vol.6,p.394. 
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71. Taybugha b.Bashbugha al-Ashrafi 

There is no mention of this ranking amir according to the available sources. 

The ibra of his iqta falls below the boundaries for a ranking amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area . 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans': 

fiotal. ; 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,950 - - 1,500 

72. `Umar b.Arghun Shah 

There is no mention of this ranking amir or his rank and posts for the period of 

al- Ashraf Sha`ban according to available sources. 

The annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries for a ranking amir of 

ten. 

Total Na 

/ Faddans ;° 

2 3,336 5,500 

73. Yalbugha al-Raslani 

There is no mention in the available sources of this ranking amir and his rank 

or posts during the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban. 

The annual yield from his iqta falls within the boundaries for an amir of ten. 
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Total number of Total area Total Naga Total Total Ibra/ 
villages measurement / / Faddans Khirs7 dinar jayshi 

Faddans Faddans 

1 1,781 6,000 

(E) Ibra of 400 dinar jayshi or less 

1. Muhammad b.Musa b.Arqtay (d.796/1393)830 

There is no mention of his posts and ranks for the period under investigation, 

but both al- Maqrizi and Ibn Qadi Shuhba mentioned in their biographies that 

he was an amir of ten.831 

The annual yield of his iqta (150 dinar jayshi) falls below the usual amount for 

a ranking amir of ten; indeed no amir of even halqa cavalry was assigned an 

annual yield as low as this as an iqta. One may therefore suggest that he was 

given extra revenue from taxes which enabled him to enjoy the equivalent of 

the annual yield for an amir of ten. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement /. 

Faddans. 

Total Naga 

l Faddans 

Total. 

!Chin; / 

Faddans 

Total Rira/ 

dinar .jayshi. 

1 57 150 

830 AI Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, p.822; cf also Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.535. 

831 Ibid. 
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2. Yunus al- Salahi 

There is no mention of the above amir or his rank and posts during the period 
of al- Ashraf Sha`ban. 

The annual yield of his iqta lies within the boundaries of those for the halga 

cavalry, but he might have been assigned other sorts of income. 

Total number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 795 - - 400 

In conclusion it should be mentioned that the total share of this category of 

named ranking amirs was as follows: 

Total number 

of villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

586 1,270,061 94,357 156,664 3,993,607 

4.1.2. Al -Muqta ̀ in 

This category had a full share in 982 villages, scattered throughout the 

Egyptian provinces. The detailed data of the share were as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

982 1,055,137 25,939 28,493 3,215,807 
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There were also unspecified revenues in 63 villages shared with other land 

tenures. 

The detailed data of these unspecified revenues shared with other land 

tenures were as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga /,'. 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

63 63,088 162,389 

4.1.3 Bedouin (`Urban) 

This category can be divided, as mentioned by Ibn al- Ji`an, into three types. 

Type 1 

The Bedouin chiefs in Egypt. 

1. `Abd al- Rahman b. Ayid 

There is no mention about this personage in the historical chronicles but it may 

be assumed that he might be one of the Bedouin chiefs in al- Gharbiyya 

province. 

The total area measurement of the assigned villages was 100 faddans and the 

total estimation of the yearly yield of the assigned villages was 3,600 dinar 

jayshi. 
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2. `Ali b.Muhammad b.Salam 

There is no mention of this iqta holder according to available chronicles. 
However, there is mention of a Bedouin chief in al- Buhayra province called 
Badr b. Salam832, and this may refer to the same person. If so, then `Ali b. 

Muhammad b.Salam was one of the Bedouin chiefs of al- Buhayra province in 

this period. 

The total area measurement of the assigned village was 487 faddans. The total 

estimation of the yearly yield of the assigned village was 1000 dinar jayshi . 

3. Isma`il b.Rajab 

There is no mention of this amir in the available chronicles. Ibn al-Fan gives 

neither the area measurement nor the annual yield of a village in al- Gharbiyya 

province called Birkat Affaf which was assigned to the above amir in the 

form of an iqta. However, his name suggests that he might be a Bedouin chief. 

Type 2 

The Sharif Bedouin in Hijaz (Al- Ashraf min Urban al- Hijaz) Their full share 

was as follows. 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement I 

Faddans 

Total Naga I 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total IbraL 

dinar jayshi 

3 234 - - 5,800 

832 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.I, pp.390-3,396,402,410,494,567. 
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Type 3 

The Bedouin in Egypt. 

Their full share was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs I 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

156 118,861 - - 249,184 

The total share of these categories of Bedouin was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

162 119,682 587 - 256,344 

Also there were a number of villages which had an unspecified share for the 

Bedouin. The details of these unspecified revenues, shared with other land 

tenures, were as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

44 51,878 - - 125,524 
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4.1.4. Governors (Wulat) 

1. Al-Amil bi thaghr al-Iskandariyya. 

There is no mention of this post and its holder in the period of al- Ashraf 

Sha`ban. 

2. Na'ib al -Wajh al -Qibli = Kashif al -Wajh al- Qibli. 

According to al- Qalgashandi, the post of Na'ib al -Wajh al -Qibli was first 

established by al- Sultan al -Zahir Barquq and it was called Inspector of Upper 

Egypt (Kashif al -Wajh al -Qibli or Wali al- Wulat).833 Depending on al- 

Qalgashandi's passage, the villages that were mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an as 

belonging to the Na'ib al -Wajh al -Qibli will be treated as an iqta of Kashif al- 

Wajh al- Qibli, the term which is utilised in the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban. 

Qurtay al- Karaki who was appointed to the post of Kashif al -Wajh al -Qibli in 

774/1372 continued to hold it until 776/1374 when he was replaced by 

'Uthman al- Sharafi.834 

3. Wali al- Gharbiyya 

Abu Bakr al- Qurmani was appointed to this post in 774/1372 and probably 

continued to hold it until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban 's period.835 

833 A1-Qalgashandi, Subh, vol.4, p.25. 

834 A1 Magrizi, al-Su1uk pt.3, vol.I, pp.202,234. 

835 Ibid., pp.205, 207. 
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4. Wali al-Bahnasa 

Bahadur Wali al -Arab was appointed to this post in 771/1369 and he 

continued to hold it until 776/1374 when he was replaced by Muhammad 

b.Bahadur.836 

5. Wali al- Buhayra 

`Umar b. Mu'in held this post from 771/1369 until the end of al- Ashraf 

Sha`ban's period.837 

6. Wali al- Daqahliyya 

There is no mention of the name of the holder of this post according to 

available sources. 

7. Wali al- Fayyum 

Qutlubak al -Zini was appointed to this post in 769/1367 and he continued to 

hold it until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period.838 

8. Wali Minuf 

Hassan b. Ali al- Kurani was appointed to this post in 766/1364.839 No further 

information is available in the sources under consideration about the holder of 

this post after 766/1364. 

836 Ibid, pp.184,232. 

837 Ibid., vo1.I,p.184 and vol.2, p.449. 

838 [bid, p.160. 

839 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, p.97. 
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9. Wali al-Sharqiyya 

The latest governor mentioned by al- Maqrizi, al -Malik al- Sayfi, was appointed 

to this post in 766/1364.840 

10. Wali al- Ushmunayn 

`Ali al- ̀ Umari was appointed to this post in 768/1366. There is no mention of 

the length of time that `Ali al- ̀ Umari spent in this post. We only know that Isa 

b.Babjakk was the governor of al- Ushmunayn province in 776/1374.841 One 

may assume that Isa b. Babjakk was appointed to this post before 776/1374, 

although there is no evidence to support this contention. 

11. Wali Misr (al- Fustat) 

The latest holder mentioned by al- Maqrizi for this post was Qutlubak al -Sayfi 

who held this post in 770/1368.842 

12. Wali Qalyub 

There is no mention of the holder of this post according to available sources. 

13. Wali Qus 

Baktamur Ustadar al -Tawil held this post in 770/1368 which he continued to 

hold until 775 /1373 when he was replaced by Musa b.al- Azkashi.843 The total 

full share of this category was as follows. 

840 Ibid, p.98. 

841 Ibid., vol.l, pp.145,231. 

842 Al-Magrizi, al-suluk, pt.3, vol.l, p.176. 

843 Ibid,pp.176, 218. 
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Name of the 
land tenure 

Total 
number 
of 
villages 

Total area 
measurement/ 
Faddans 

Total 
Naga/ 
Faddans 

Total 
Khirs I 
Faddans 

Total 
Ibra/dinar 
jayshi 

al- ̀ Amil bi 
thaghr al- 
Iskandariyya 

1 628 1,400 

Wali al- 
Gharbiyya 

4 1,053 3,300 

Wali al- 
Bahnasa 

9 10,462 1,269 250 17,719 

Wali al- 
Buhayra 

3 3,757 6,200 

Wali al- 
Daqahliyya 

2 628 4,000 

Wali al- 
Fayyum 

2 8,958 4,141 6,817 10,500 

Wali al-Minuf 3 2,680 4,800 

Wali al- 
Sharqiyya 

2 1,285 2,900 

Wali al- 
Ushmunayn 

3 4,076 12,000 

Wali Misr 2 1,724 5,000 

Wali Qalyub 1 148 800 

Total 32 35,399 5,410 7,067 68,619 

4.1.5. Miscellaneous ranking amirs. 

The full share of this category was as follows: 

Total 

number 

of 

villages 

Total area 

measureme 

nt / Faddans 

Total 

Naga / 

Faddan 

s 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

6 8,153 
33,700 
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They also had unspecified shares in a number of villages shared with other 
land tenures. 

These unspecified shares were as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga 

/ Faddans 

Total 

Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar 

jayshi 

5 5,612 
_ - 19,700 

4.1.6. Halga 

This category shared villages with other iqta holders, so they had only 

unspecified shares of those villages. The details of those unspecified shares 

were as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total !bra/ 

dinar jayshi 

47 60,227 244,455 

4.1.7. Royal Mamluks (al- Mamalik al- Sultaniyya) 

This category had unspecified shares in some villages with other iqta holders. 

The details of these unspecified shares were as follows: 
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Total 

number of 

villages 

Total área 

measurement /: 

Faddans. 

Tòtal 1Vaqa7,'` 

Faüdans- 

Tòtai Iïira! , 

narjayshi 

46 59862 243,855 

4.1.8. Al-Ashraf in Hijaz 

1. Amir al-Madina 

Al- Magrizi does not mention the name of the Amir al- Madina as he usually 

does with other posts, but he records in 788/1386 that al- Sharif Muhammad 

b.Utayfa b.Mansur b. Jamaz b.Shiha al- Husayni Amir al- Madina died in this 

year.844 

So we may assume that this person held the post in al- Ashraf Sha`ban s period 

until his death in 788/1386. 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga /- 

Faddans 

Total Khirs /' 
Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

5 1,284 - " 14,433 

844 A1 Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.2, p.557. Cf.also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vol.2. p.655. 
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2. Al-Ashraf in Hijaz845 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga I 

Faddans 

Total Khirs I 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 8,756 - - 6,500 

The total full share of this category was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

6 10,040 - - 20,933 

4.2. Diwans 

4.2.1 Al -Diwan al- Sultani li`l -Dawla al- Sharifa 

The total full share of this category was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

161 226,070 23,665 35,406 624,320 

Also there was an unspecified share for this diwan in a village, which is shared 

with another diwan. 

4.2.2. Diwan al -Khass al- Sharif 

The total full share of this category was as follows: 

845 The identity of these ashraf is unknown, but we can assume that they were either Banu 

al -Hasan or Banu al- Husayn. 
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Total 

number of 

villages 

22 

Total area 

measurement / 
Faddans 

42,449 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs 

Faddans 
' 

Total lbra/ 

dinar Y ) a shi __u 

228,450 

4.3. Diwan al- Dhakhira 

The total full share of this category consisted of a village in Aftih province 

called al- Qilabiyya which had 1400 dinar jayshi as the total ibra. This category 

also shared another village in Ibyar called Ibyar al- Madina with al -Diwan al- 

Sultan. 

4.4. Allowances 

1. Allowance beneficiaries 

There was one source of for this category. This revenue probably 

consisted of taxes from the town of al- Fayyum (Madinat al- Fayyum). 

2. Allowance beneficiaries in al- Iskandariyya 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 1,590 - - 4,600 

The total full share of this category was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/_ 

dinar jayshi 

3 1,590 - - 4,600 
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4.5 The Navy (al- Shawani) 

1. The Navy 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total ¡bra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 3,505 - - 12,000 

2. The warships (al- Shawani) in Damietta 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 2,839 - 6,300 

The total full share of this category was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga I 

Faddans 

Total Khirs I 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar j ayshi 

2 6,344 - - 13,300 
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4.6. Salaries (Jamikiyya) 

1. Salaries of the Falconers (Jamikiyat al- Bazdariya) 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

5 11,289 - - 22,300 

2. Salaries of the Judges (Jamikiyat Hukkam) 

The share consisted of a village called Fisha Salim in al- Gharbiyya province, 

excluding a part in it which was granted in the form of igta.846 The 

unspecified share of this category including the share of iqta holders was as 

follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 3,420 - - 12,280 

The total full share of this category was as follows: 

846 Ibn al-Wan, Al-tuhfa, fol.118b. 
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Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

6 14,709 - - 34,580 

4.7. Court retinue (al- Hashiyya) 

The total full share of this category was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra! 

dinar jayshi 

5 12,044 - - 44,400 

4.8. The relatives and family of Sultan al- Ashraf Sha'ban. 

4.8.1. Sons of al- Ashraf Sha`ban. 

1. Abu Bakr b.al- Ashraf Sha'ban (d.80311400).847 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 5,423 - - 52,150 

847 al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, p.283; vol.2, p.439; vol.3,p.172. 
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As Ibn al -Yu' did not mention the figures of a village named Banha al -Asal in 
al- Sharqiyya province, the total area measurement is based on Ibn Duqmaq's 
figures. 

2. Ahmad b.al- Ashraf Sha'ban 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khi 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 1721 3,200 

3. `Ali b.al-Ashraf Sha'ban (d.783/1381).848 

Total 

number of 

villages 

17 

Total area 

measurement / 

Total;Kiiirs 

-Faddans"" .. 

Total Mira/ 

dinar.jayshi 

59,883 236,450 

The total area excludes the area measurement of three villages in al -Jiza 

province namely Abu Ghalib, al- Dimnawiyya and Tirsa, since the figures of 

these villages were not mentioned by either Ibn al-Fan or Ibn Duqmaq. The 

area measurement figure for Nay /Tannan was for the two villages while only 

Tannan was assigned to Ali b.al- Ashraf Sha`ban. 

848 Ibn Qadi Shuhba, p.74. 
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4. Amir Hajj849 or Amir Hajji850 or HajjiS51 b.al-Ashraf Sha`ban 
(d.814/1411)852 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans . 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

8 24,935 6,242 321 118,050 

As the area measurement figure of a village named Minyat al- ̀ Umara' in al- 

Dawahi province (Cairo) was not mentioned by either Ibn al-Pan or Ibn 

Duqmaq, the same is not included in the total area measurement. 

5. Hassan b.al- Ashraf Sha`ban 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement I 

Faddans 

Total Naga l 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

5 14,426 2,300 1,144 44,500 

849 Ibn al- Ji'an, Al- tuhfa, Ms Bodleian Library, Oxford, Hunt. no.2. fols. 6A, 109B, 133B, 147B, 

195A, 244A, 262B. 

850 Al- Magrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.204, 250, 282. 

851 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal, vol.5, pp.48 -50. 

852 Ibid. 
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6 . Isma'il b. al- Ashraf Sha'ban 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,933 - - 15,000 

7 . Khalil b.al- Ashraf Sha`ban 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 324 
_ - 1,000 

8. Muhammad b.al- Ashraf Sha`ban 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

6 39,154 3,036 21,303 114,000 

9. Qasim b. al-Ashraf Sha'ban 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa I 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

5 32,269 9,300 13,700 69,300 
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Qasim b.Sha`ban was assigned only the village of Nay in Qalyub province, 

while the area measurement mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an includes both Nay and 

Tannan. 

10. Anuk b. al-Ashraf Sha'ban 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs % 

Faddans 

Total 'bra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,005 5,000 

The brothers of Sultan al- Ashraf Sha'ban 

1. Anuk b.Husayn b.Muhammad b.Qalawun (d.793/1390)853 

According to Ibn Taghri Birdi, Anuk was appointed to the rank of tablakhana 

during his brother's reign.854 

The annual yield of his iqta falls within the boundaries for a ranking amir of 

tablakhana. 

853 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Marshal, vol.3, pp.107 -8. 

854 Ibid, p.108. 
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Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs I 

Faddans 

Total Ibral 

dinar jayshi 

4 6,333 - - 28,000 

As the area measurement figure of a village in Affih province called al -Saff is 

not mentioned by Ibn al- Ji`an, Ibn Duqmaq's figure has been used instead. 

2. Ibrahim b.Husayn b.Muhammad b.Qalawun 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 2,916 - - 14,000 

The Mother of al- Sultan al- Ashraf Sha'ban 

(1) Barakat (Khund) mother of Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban (d.77411372)855 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,547 - - 4,000 

855 A1 Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.210-1. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi al-Manhal, vol.3, pp. 

355-7. 
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The total full share of the family of al- Ashraf Sha`ban was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

57 193,026 20,878 36,468 711,550 

4.9. Waqf 

1. Endowments for the descendants of the Prophet (Awqaf al- Ashraf). 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

13 2,690 
m - 14510 

They also had unspecified shares in a village in Affih province called Tura. 

This village was shared with other land tenures. 

2. Endowments for the two holy places Mecca and Medina (Awqaf al- 

Haramayn al- Sharifayn) 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 14,247 3,288 10,959 18,500 
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3. Endowments of Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban. 

The only religious institution founded by Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban was his 
madrasa which he did not finish.856 This means that he did not endow any 
village or any sort of revenue for it. It also means indirectly that those villages 

which are mentioned as his waqfs were devoted mainly to supporting himself, 

his sons, and other relatives. 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / ` 

Faddans - ; 

Total Khirs / 
Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 2,461 - - 7,700 

4. Awqaf al -Nasir Hassan (d.762/1360)857 

There were three endowed by this Sultan. One of these was endowed 

to support his madrasa,858 and the other two had no specified beneficiaries. 

The endowments of the unspecified beneficiaries, which might have been for 

his sons and daughters and their descendants, were as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement I 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs I 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ .. 

dinar jayshi 

2 1,270 - - 3,000 

856 A1 Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.251,271. 

857 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.5, pp.125-31. 

858 Al-Magrizi, Khitat, vo1.2,p.316. 
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The endowment of his madrasa was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 3,153 - - 12,500 

5 . Awqaf Barka (mother of Sultan al- Ashraf Sha'ban) 

Two villages were mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an as belonging to her waqf. One of 

these was endowed for her madrasa.859 The beneficiary of the other village 

was not mentioned. The waqf for this madrasa was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs I 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 4,908 - - 20,000 

The waqf for the unspecified beneficiary was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement I 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,520 - - 6,000 

859 Al Maqrizi, Khitat,vol.2,pp.399,400. 
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6. Waqf of Madrasa Muhammad b.Budayr al-`Abbasi. 

This was established in 758/1356.860 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga l 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra! 

dinar jayshi 

1 329 - - 1148 

7. Waqf for the benefit of prisoners (Manafi al- Masjunin). 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 311 
_ - 1,087 

8. Awqaf Manjak al-Yusufi (d.776/1374).861 

Five villages were mentioned by Ibn al-Fan as a waqf for this amir. Three of 

the villages completely belonged to Manjak and the other two were shared 

with other land tenures. The revenue from these two villages was fully 

enjoyed by Manjak without mentioning the beneficiary of the waqf. This waqf 

was as follows: 

860 For more information about this school, cf. Al- Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2,p.392. 

861 Al-Maqrizi, Khitat, vo1.2,pp.320-4. 
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Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibral 

dinar jayshi 

2 1,960 - - 2,900 

The other village in which the amir had a full share was endowed to support 

Manjak's mosque which was called in al- Maqrizi's time Sihrij Manjak.862 The 

waqf on this mosque was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 500 - - 1,500 

He also had unspecified waqf shares in another two villages shared by other 

land tenures. This unspecified share including the waqf share with other land 

tenures was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / . 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 407 - - 5,200 

862 Ibid, p.320. 
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9. Waqf Jami' Musa al- Lamti863 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans °: 

Total -Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 

10. Waqf for the Servants (Khuddam) of the Prophet's shrine (al -hujra al- 

nabawiyya) in al- Madina 

This was first established by Sultan Salah al -Din b.Yusuf b.Ayyub who 

endowed for it a village in a province of Qus called Naqada, and one third of a 

village in Qalyub province called Sindbis. In the 840s Sultan al -Salih Isma'il 

b.Muhammad b. Qalawun endowed the remaining two thirds of Sindbis for 

the same purpose.864 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga . /, 

Faddans. 

Total Khirs 

Faddans": 

Total lb 

dinar jayshi 

2 1750 14,600 

863 There is no mention of this institution in the available sources. 

864 Ibn Duqmaq, Al-intisar,vol.5,pp.33,49. Cf.also Ibn al-Ji`an, Al-tuhfa, fols.11A,263B. 
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11. Awqaf Shaykh al-`Umari (d.758/1357)865 

(A) Waqf Jami` and the Khanqah of Shaykh al-`Umari 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 
Faddans 

Total Naga /. .;- Total. Ilira/ 

dinarjaÿshi. 

2 210 600 

According to al- Maqrizi, the grand mosque was founded by Shaykhu al- Nasiri 

in 756/1355 and his khanqah in 757/1356 and he endowed a number of waqfs 

for them.866 

(B) Other Waqfs 

These consisted of two villages and another one shared with other land 

tenures. The details of the full share villages were as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement J 

Faddans. 

2 200 1,000 

The details of the village in which there was an unspecified share along with 

the other land tenures were as follows: 

865 A1-Magrizi, al-Marshal, vol.6, pp.257-62. 

866 A1-Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, pp.313,314,421. 
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Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Fäddañs 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 407 - - 700 

12. Waqf Ahmad b.Muhammad al-Qadi al-Jamali867 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / . 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 200 

13. Awqaf al-Zahir Baybars 

(A) Waqf of al -Zahir Baybars for orphans (Waqf Aytam al -Zahir Baybars) 

According to al- Magrizi, al -Zahir Baybars built a place in which to teach 

Muslim orphans the Quran.868 The details of this waqf were as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

_ - - - 

867 His identity has not been established. 

868 Al Maqrizi, Khitat, vo1.2, pp.307-8,325. 
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(B) Waqf Jami` al-Zahir Baybars 

According to al- Maqrizi, this grand mosque was founded by Sultan al -Zahir 

Baybars in 767/1268, and he established some endowments for ít.869 

The details of this waqf were as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibral 

dinar jayshi 

1 366 - - 2,500 

14. Bedouin Sharifs, descendants of al -Hasan b. `Ali in the Hijaz (al- 

Ashraf min `Urban al- Hijaz) (Banu'l- Hasan)870 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 200 

15. Al-Awgaf al-Hukmiyya 

According to al- Magrizi, al -Awqaf al- Hukmiyya were those quarters in Cairo 

which were endowed for charitable purposes to help groups such as pilgrims, 

869 A1 Magrizi, Khitat, vo1.2,pp.299-300. 

870 Al-Qalgashandi, Subh, vol.4, p.289. 
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captives, students and poor people.871 The details of the full share of the waqf 

were as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,461 - - 4,000 

Also, there was an unspecified share for this category including a share from 

another benefactor as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 2,249 - - 3,000 

16. Waqf al-Jami` al-Azhar872 

The details of this waqf were as follows: 

871 Al- Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2, pp.295 -6. 

872 For more information about this mosque in the Mamluk period, cf. al- Maqrizi, Khitat, 

vol.2, pp.273 -7. 
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Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,020 - - 3,000 

17. Waqf Ali b.Muhammad al-Hasani or al-Husayni (d.769/1367).873 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total 'bra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 755 - - 1,500 

18. Waqf Ali b.Qaraja al- Turkumani 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 50 

873 There is no reference to 'Ali b.Muhammad al- Hasard although he is mentioned by Ibn al- 

Wan. On the other hand Ibn Hajar mentions 'Ali b.Muhammad al- Husayni which might 

be the same person cited by Ibn al- Wan. For the biography of 'Ali b.Muhammad al- 

Husayni, cf.Ibn Hajar, al Durr,vol.3, pp.172 -3. 
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19. Waqf al-Jami al-Yunusi bi'l-Sab' Siqayat 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total .Khirsl:.. 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 183 - - 200 

20. Waqf al-Malik al-Salih874 Isma`i1 b.Muhammad b.Qalawun or al- 

Salih b.Muhammad b.Qalawun.875 

Total`area -' 

measurement 

Faddaná. 

Total Khirs / 

Faddaris 

1 305 3,000 

21. Al-Waqf al-Salihi 

Ibn al -Ji`an mentioned five villages as belonging to this waqf. One of these 

villages was called Askniza in al- Buhayra province. Other people were 

included in the waqf al- Salihi. The question that arises here is to whom does 

this term al- Salihi refer? Is it to al -Salih Ismail b.Muhammad b.Qalawun, or al- 

Salih b.Muhammad b.Qalawun, or al -Salih Najm al -Din Ayyub? It is more 

likely that al- Salihi refers to Sultan al -Salih Najm al -Din Ayyub for three 

reasons. Firstly, Ibn al -Ji`an mentions a village called Kum al -Rish al -Salih 

b.Qalawun. If he had wanted to mention Qalawun's grandsons, Ismail or al- 

874 Ibn Aybak al-Safadi, al-Wafi, vol.9, pp.219-20. 

875 Ibid, vol.16,pp.270 -1. Because Ibn al -Ji'an did not specify the name of al -Sultan "al- Salih" 

b.Qalawun and because there were two Sultans called al- Salih, both sons of Muhammad 

b.Qalawun, both of them have been mentioned here. 
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Salih, he would have mentioned their first names or at least the name of 
Qalawun, which he did not do. Secondly, both Ismail and his brothers who 
became Sultans after their father Muhammad b.Qalawun's death did not 
remain on their throne more than three years. So they could not enjoy full 

authority in state affairs which was a monopoly of high ranking amirs. 

Thirdly, Sultan al -Salih Najm al -Din Ayyub was the first master of the 

mamluks with ten years of full authority of state affairs. Moreover, Sultan al- 

Sa`id Muhammad Barakat Khan b. Baybars had endowed a number of villages 

for al- Madrasa al- Salihiyya which was established by Najm al -Din Ayyub in 

739 /1241.876 

For all these reasons, it seems more likely that the term al- Salihi refers to Najm 

al -Din Ayyub and that these five villages were endowed for his Madrasa al- 

Salihiyya by himself or the Mamluk Sultans who succeeded him. 

The full shares were as detailed below: 

Total 

number o 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans r-- `- 

Total;Nagá i 

.Faddaits . `. 

5 8,363 20,960 

876 Al Maqrizi, al IChitat, vol.2,p.374. 
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22. Waqf Arghun Shah al- Ashrafi (d.778/1376)877 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,187 - - 6,000 

23. Waqf Awlad al-Ray'i 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 2,000 

24. Waqf Baybugha Virus al-Qasimi (d.754/1353).878 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / . 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 340 - - 2,500 

877 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.2,p.313. 

878 Al-Magrizi, al-Mugaffa', vol.2, pp.559-61. 
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25. Waqf Baktamur al-Saqi (d.733/1332).879 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 708 - - 2,000 

26. Waqf for the descendants of al- Khalifa Abu Bakr al- Siddiq 

(Dhurriyat al -Imam Abu Bakr al- Siddiq)88° or for the Dome of al- 

Imam Abu Bakr al- Siddiq in Medina (Qubbat al -Imam Abu Bakr al- 

Siddiq.881 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - - - 

27. Waqf al -Jami` al- ̀ Umari in Alexandria 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 3,437 - - 1,000 

879 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.3,pp.390-7. 

880 Ibn al-Ji'an, Al-tuhfa, fol.118B. 

881 Ibid, p.86. Cf.also Halm, Agypten Lehensregisters, vol.2,p.560. 
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28. Waqf Jami` Muhammad b.Qayran 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 343 - - 900 

29. Waqf Jami` Ahmad b.Tulun.882 

The waqf of this grand mosque consisted of a village in al -Jiza province called 

Minyat Anduna. It was endowed for this mosque by Sultan al- Mansur Lajin in 

696 -698 / 1296 -9.883 

30. Waqf Jarbash min 'Abd al -Karim 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 4,000 

882 For more information about this mosque, cf.al- Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, pp.265 -9. 

883 Ibid, p.268. 
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31. Waqf Jawhar Khazindar 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - 600 

32. Waqf Khanqah al-Nasiriyya in Siryaqus.884 

It was founded by al- Sultan Muhammad b.Qalawun in 725/1324.885 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ . 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 5,000 

33. Waqf Khanqah al-Rukniyya Baybars al-Jashankir (d.709/1309).886 

According to al- Maqrizi, Baybars al- Jashankir had built this khanqah in 

709/1309 and had endowed a number of villages in Syria and Egypt for the 

benefit of this institution.887 

884 Cf. al-Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2,pp.422-3. 

885 Ibid. 

886 For a biography of Baybars al-Jashankir. cf.al Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.417. 

887 Ibid,vol.2,pp.416-7. 
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Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 620 - - 300 

34. Waqf Khanqah al-Salahiyya Sa'id al-Su'ada 

This khanqah was established by Sultan Salah al -Din Ayyub in 569/1173. The 

waqf of this khanqah, as mentioned by both al- Maqrizi and Ibn al- Ji`an, 

consisted of a village in al- Bahnasa province called Dahmaru.888 

35. Waqf for the covering of the Ka'ba (al- Haramayn al- Sharifayn) 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 955 - - 7,000 

36. Waqf Kizil al- Shaykhuni. 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 3,000 

888 Ibid., pp.415-6. 
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37. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Nasiriyya 

This madrasa was known as Zawiya Ibn al- Khashshab in old Cairo (al- Fustat). 

According to al- Maqrizi, there were three schools in Cairo called al- Nasiriyya: 

al- Madrasa al- Nasiriyya Muhammad b.Qalawun in Cairo near the Mansuriyya 

dome889, al- Madrasa al- Nasiriyya Salah al -Din b.Ayyub in the graveyard 

below the Mukattam Hills890 and al- Madrasa al- Nasiriyya near the mosque of 

Amr b. al -As in Fustat.891 Although al- Maqrizi does not refer to al- Madrasa 

al- Nasiri as the Zawiya Ibn al- Khashshab, there was a waqf for al- Madrasa al- 

Khashshabiyya in the mosque of Amir b.al- ̀ Ás.892 This probably means that 

the Zawiya Ibn al- Khashshab and al- Madrasa al- Nasiriyya correspond to al- 

Madrasa al- Khashshabiyya in the mosque of 'Amr b.al -As. 

Total 

number of 

villages 

2 

Total aria- 

measurement / -. 

Faddans 

Total Naga 1 

Faddans 

Totallbra/ 

dinarjayshi. 

2,616 2,000 

889 Al Maqrizi, Khitat,vol.2,p.382. 

890 Ibid, pp.400-1. 

891 Ibid, pp.363-4. 

892 Ibn al-Wan, Al-tuhfa,p.101. 
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38. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Malikiyya in Fustat (al-Madrasa al-Qumhiyya). 

This madrasa was established by Sultan Salah al -Din Yusuf b.Ayyub in 

566/1170 who endowed for it al- Hanbushiyya village in al- Fayyum 

province.893 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 175 

39. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Malikiyya in Minyat Zifta. 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - - - 

40. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Salahiyya (Salah al-Din Yusuf b.Ayyub) 

This school was near the shrine of al -Imam al- Shafii in the graveyard below 

the Mukattam Hills (al- Qarafa).894 

893 A1 Maqrizi, Khitat,vol.2,p.364. 

894 A1-Magrizi, Khitat,vol.2,pp.400-1. 
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Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 230 - - 1200 

41. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Sarghatmishiyya. 

This school was founded by Sarghatmish al- Nasiri in 757/1356 and he 

established a waqf for it.895 

Total 

number of? 

villages . 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs 1 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 
- - - 3,500 

42. Waqf al-Madrasa (al-Taqwiyya) al-Shafi'iyya in Madinat al- 

Fayyum.896 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 - - - 235 

895 Al-Magrizi, Khitat,vol.2,pp.403-5. 

896 Al-Nabulsi, Tarikh al-Favyum, p.60. 
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43. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Sunquriyya897 or al-Madrasa al-Budayriyya.898 

In the published text of Al -tuhfa it is mentioned that 1.25/24 Qirat belonged to 

the waqf of al- Madrasa al- Sunquriyya899, while in the manuscript of the 

Bodleian Library the share of the waqf of al- Madrasa al- Budayriyya is not 

specified.90° 

If we follow the published text of Al -tuhfa the share of the waqf is as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 42 - - 135 

If we consider the text of the manuscript of the Bodleian Library, the waqf had 

the following unspecified share, including the share of the `urban: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 813 - 2,600 

897 Ibn al-Wan, Al-tuhfa,p.132. 

898 Ibid,fo1.184A. 

899 Ibn al-Wan, Al-tuhfa,p.132. 

900 Ibid, fol.184A. 
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44. Waqf Madrasat (Iljay al-Yusufi d.775/1373)901 

According to al- Magrizi, Iljay al- Yusufi founded this school in 768/1366.902 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 628 - - 2,400 

45. Waqf (Mankalibugha al-Fakhri d.748/1347).903 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 226 - - 1,000 

901 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.3, pp.40-3. 

902 A1-Magrizi, al-Khitat, vol.2, p.399. 

903 Ibn Taghri Birdi,al-Manhal, Ms.Dar al-Kutub, Cairo, no.H.13810 Tarikh Microfilm 

no.26052, fol.309A. 
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46. Waqf Mukhtar al-Ashrafi (Muqaddam al-Mamalik al-Sultaniyya 
(d.778/1376).904 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 200 

47. Waqf Qalbars and his son Tulun. 

The share of the above is not specified and is included with the share of other 

land tenures. 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 326 - " 4,220 

904 A1-Magrizi, a1-Suluk,pt.3,vo1.I,pp.266,292,301. 
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48. Waqf Qashtamur al-Mansuri (d.770/1368).905 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 642 - - 4,000 

49. Awqaf Qawsun 

Ibn al -Ji`an mentioned one village totally belonging to the waqf of Qawsun, 

probably Qawsun al- Nasiri, one of the greatest ranking amirs in the period of 

Sultan Nasir Muhammad.906 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibral 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 2,250 

Qawsun also had unspecified shares in two villages shared by other land 

tenures. 

905 Ibn Habib, al-Hasan b. 'Umar b.al-Hasan (d.779/1377),Tadhkirat al-Nabih fi Ayyam al- 

Mansur Wa Banih, vol.3, Cairo, 1986, p.335. 

906 For a biography of Qawsun al-Nasiri. cf.al Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2,pp.415-6. 
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Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naqa / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibral 

dinar jayshi 

3 552 - - 9,720 

50. Waqf (Qubilay al-Nasiri d.756/1355)9" 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 200 - - 400 

51. Waqf (Sudun al-Shaykhuni d.778/1396)908 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 178 - - 1,800 

907 Ibn Taghri Birdi, Al -Dalil al- Shafi` `ala al- Manhal al -Safi, ed. Fahim Muhammad Shaltut, 

Cairo, 1979, vol.2, p.533. Cf. also Ibn Hajar, al -Durr, vol.3, p.328. 

908 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.6, pp.104-9. 
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52. Waqf on a turba in Bab al- Qarafa 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 340 - - 800 

53. Waqf 'Umar b.Bahadur al- Jamali (d. after 786/1384)909 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - - - 

54. Waqf Uzdamur al-Nasiri al-Khazindar Amir Silah (d.769/1367)910 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 716 - - 3,500 

909 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.2, p.523. 

910 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.35,42-3,48,84,156,161,164. 
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55. Waqf 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement I 

Faddans 

Total Naqa / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 865 - - 3,504 

56. Waqf Yalbugha al-`Umari (d.768/1366)911 

This waqf consisted of a village in al- Daqahliyya province called Barinbara 

which was sold to the above ranking amir by the public treasury (Bayt al -Mal) 

in 761 /1359.912 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,704 - - 6,000 

57. Waqf Ahmad al -Saqi 

The unspecified share of this waqf was shared with other land tenures. 

911 Ibn Hajar, al- Durr,vol.5,pp.213 -5. 

912 Ibn al-Wan, A1-tuhfa, fol.63B. 
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Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 2,249 - 3,000 

58. Waqf Aydamur al-Anuki al-Dawadar (d.776/1374)913 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,649 - - 4,000 

59. Waqf al -Nasir Muhammad b.Qalawun (d.741/1340)914 

Total . 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

TotaI Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 270 

60. Waqf of Ibrahim al- Dasuqi (d.676/1277)915 

The waqf first endowed for this great Sufi consisted of the whole village of 

Jazirat Dasuq and it was endowed by Sultan al- Ashraf Khalil b.Qalawun.916 

913 Ibn Taghri Birdin, al-Manhal, vol.3, pp.178-9. 

914 Ibn Hajar, al-Durr, vol.4, pp. 261-5. 

915 Al-Magrizi, al-Muqaffa', vo1.I, pp.263-8. 
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Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs I 

Faddans 

Total Ibrai 

dinar jayshi 

1 35 - - 150 

The total full share of waqf land tenures were as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibral 

dinar jayshi 

99 69,542 3,288 10,959 225,775 

The total unspecified shares of waqf including other land tenures were as 

follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

12 10,566 - _ 17,241 

916 Thud, voLI, p.265. 
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4.10. Al-Rizaq 

(A) Al-Rizaq al-Ihbasiyya 

There were a number of faddans in the Egyptian villages mentioned by Ibn al- 

Ji`an as belonging to the rizaq category of land tenure which probably were 

fixed by al -Rawk al- Nasiri. 

The share of this category was as follows: 

Name of Province Number of Villages. Stun of Rizaq 

Al-Bahnasa 97 6,556 

Al-Buhayra 160 8,458 

A1-Dagahliyya 160 3,988 

Al-Dawahi (Cairo) 12 512 

Al-Fayyum 14 518 

Al-Ghariiyya 418 18,522 

Alexandria 2 93 

Al-Jiza 4 192 

AI-Sharqiyya 288 18,543 

Al-Ushmunain 77 5,235 

Asyut 21 2,166 

Dimyat 5 66 

Fuwa 3 98 

Ibyar 1 36 

Ikhmim 12 1,486 
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Manfalut 3 187 

Minuf 119 7,572 

Qalyub 45 3,058 

Qus 20 3,188 

Total 1461 80,474 

Three villages were mentioned without any specification of the land tenure 

category but they may be assumed to be within the rizaq category. These three 

were allocated to the following persons: 

1. `Ali al- Maridani (d.772/1370)917 

This ranking amir was amir of one hundred in al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. On 

the other hand, the ibra of the village mentioned as belonging to him was far 

below the ibra of his rank, which might mean that it was given to him as a 

military pension (rizaq jayshi). Because the date of his death occurred before 

775 /1373 one can conclude that this rizaq might have been inherited by his 

sons after him. 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total Naga 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

1 1,025 5,000 

917 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, p.192. Cf.also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vo1.I, p.484. 
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2. Sons (Awlad) of Muhammad al- Turkmani 

Because there is no mention about the category of this land tenure one may 
assume that this village mentioned in the name of the sons Muhammad al- 

Turkmani was probably rizaq although there is no supporting evidence for 

this assumption. 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 25 - - 65 

3. Sons (Awlad) of Arghun Shah al- Ashrafi (d.778/1376). 

For the same reason as mentioned above, we can assume that a village in al- 

Jiza province called Ard al -Sidra - Saqqara was probably a rizaq for the sons of 

Arghun Shah al- Ashrafi. 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement! 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 240 

The total share of these three rizaq was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

3 1,390 - - 5,065 
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Also, there were unspecified shares for this category in twenty villages shared 
with other land tenures. These were as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

20 16,832 - - 45,563 

4.11. Private Properties (milk, amlak) 

1. The Sultan's private domain (Al -amlak al- sharifa) 

This category consists of a full share in twenty -two villages. 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

22 33,311 - - 107,250 

2. Anuk b.Husayn the brother of al- Ashraf Sha`ban 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 363 - - 1,600 
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3. Bakalmish al-Nasiri Hasan (Sayf al-Din) d.753/1352.918 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 260 - - 400 

4. Maliktamur al-Hijazi al-Nasiri Muhammad (d.748/1347)919 

Total . 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 354 - - 1,500 

5. Aljbugha al-Muzaffari (d.750/1349)920 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 870 - - 1,000 

918 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal, vol.3, pp.413 -4. 

919 Ibn Hajar, al -Durr, vol.5, pp.127 -8. 

920 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Marhal, vol.3, pp 44 -6. 
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6. The heirs of Ibn Muslim 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

2 1,150 - - - 

7. Maliktamur al-Maridini (Ra's Nawba) (d.767/1365)921 

Total 

number of- 

villages 

Total area 

measurement! 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra! 

dinar jayshi 

1 545 - - 400 

8. Saraytamur al-Muhammadi (d.after 780/1378)922 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,123 - - 5,600 

921 Ibn Hajar, a1 -Durr, vol 5, p.129. 

922 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I,pp,161,185,274,279,327. 
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9. Sarghatmish al- Nasiri Muhammad (d.759/1357).923 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 1,000 

10. `Umar Shah (d.771/1369)924 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga / 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 17 " - " 

11. Yalbugha al-Ashrafi 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga I 

Faddans 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans 

Total Ibra/ 

dinar jayshi 

1 - - 1,000 

The total of the full share of this category was as follows: 

923 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal,vol.6,pp.343-4. 

924 Al Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.10,13,21,84,122,145,160. Cf. also Ibn Hajar, Durr, vol.3, 

pp.276-7. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vo1.I, pp.507-8. 
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Total 

number o 

villages 

Total area :: 

measuremeñt'! 

Faddans 

Tóta1 Nagá 

FäddanS 

33 37,993 119,750 

The unspecified share including the share of other land tenures was as follows: 

Total 

number of 

villages 

Total area 

measurement / 

Faddans 

Total Naga /,; 

Faddans, 

Total Khirs / 

Faddans" 

8 10,694 24,600 

Conclusion 

From the above discussion one may note a number of features which 

characterized the land tenure system in the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban. 

Firstly, the dominance of the iqta system over other categories of land tenures 

is very close. This means that the Mamluk army's importance as the holder of 

large estates of cultivated lands was still intact; indeed, the army possessed a 

far greater number of estates than those belonging to the sultan's domain. 

Most of these allocations belonged to Mamluk ranking amirs and other iqta 

holders (al- Mugta`in). The identity of the mugta`in group is not revealed by 

Ibn al- Ji`an, but it is likely that they were those civilians who bought their iqtas 

after the plague of 749/1348 which took the lives of large numbers of halqa 

and the Mamluks.925 If our assumption is true, the number of civilians who 

925 cf. the discussion about this issue in Chapter 6. 
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acquired iqtas was certainly high. Secondly, the number of villages which 

were designated for the sultan's domain were very small compared to the 

allocation of the army. 

It is also true that this small share was supplemented by a number of villages 

producing high revenues in the form of the sultan's private domain (al -amlak 

al- sharifa) in addition to the large estates in the name of his young sons which 

were probably administered by the sultan himself. However, the sultan's 

estates were still very small in comparison with the army's share. 

There were some villages designated as allowances or allocated as allowances 

to the navy, or to the salary of falconers, or to the court retinue (al- hashiya). 

The villages which were owned privately (amlak) and those villages which 

were designated as waqf for schools, khanqahs, and grand mosques belonged 

mostly to the higher ranking amirs. The number of villages which had mixed 

land tenures were very few. Sixthly, the ranking amirs' iqtas as a rule were 

dispersed in different villages in the Egyptian provinces and the cases of 

ranking amirs sharing one village were very rare. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

The analysis of the data concerning the land tenure in Egypt in al- 
Ashraf Qaytbay's period. 

5.1. Iqta 

5.1.1. Named ranking amirs 

A. Ibra between 80,000 to 200,000 dinar jayshi 

1. Uzbak al- Yusufi al- Zahiri Jaqmaq (d.904/1498)926 

He was amir of one hundred 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans . 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

14 32,110 4,701 6,664 104,900 

This takes into account that in a village of Qilla /Tuwwa in al- Bahnasa province 

another iqta holder or holders shared this village with the amir. 

2. Taghri Birdi al-Shamsi al-Zahiri Jaqmaq (d.894/1488)927 

He was amir of one hundred 

926 'Abd al-Basit, al-Majma`, Ms.Baladiyya al-Iskandariyya Library, no.800B, F.157A-B. 

927 'Abd al-Basit, al-Majma fols. 233A-B. 
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Total number of villages.. Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total'naga / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra7 
dinar jayshi 

11 23,983 - - 93,500 

This takes into account the fact despite the fact that the amir's iqta in al- Bahnasa 

province included both Butus and Habshur, only Habshur was actually assigned to 

the above ranking amir. 

3. Uzadamur al- Ibrahimi al -Tawil al -Inali (d.885/1480)928 

He was amir of one hundred 

He became grand chamberlain (hajib al- hujjab) in 880/1475, a post which he 

continued to hold until his death in 885/1480.929 

Total number of villages , IátaL:area 
_:'measurement 
:FA ddant .. 

;Total,naqä' 
Faddans: 

,Total Khi 
hFaddans;; 

TóEal ibraJ 
dinarzjayOu., 

8 18,409 87,500 

4. Uzbak min Tutukh al-Zahiri Jaqmaq al-Atabaki (d.904/1498)930 

He was amir of one hundred931 

He became Commander -in -Chief of the armies (Atabak al- ̀ asakir) in 873/1468, a 

post which he continued to hold until the end of al- Ashraf Qaytbay's period.932 

928 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, pp.8, 152,167. 

929 Ibid,p.108. 

930 `Abd al-Basit,al-Majma', fo1s.155B-156B. 

931 Ibid. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Totalmaqa / 
' 

Total Khirs Total ibra/ 
/"Faddans. dinar jayshi 

17 64,368 8,013 14,917 144,700 

5. Tamraz al- Shamsi (d.903/1497)933 

He was amir of one hundred934 and the son of Qaytbaÿ s sister.935 

He became grand head of the guard (ra's nawba kabir) in 878/1473, a post which he 

continued to hold until the end of the period under study.936 

Total number of villages Total area 

Faddans 

Total, naqa / 
Faddails" ° 

Total Khirs 
1 Faddans': ". 

Total -ibral 
dinarjaysh 

23 100,604 21,002 44,799 173,900 

932 Idem, al-Rawd al-basim, Ms.Vatican Library, no.729, fol.204A. Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, 

pp.411-2. 

933 Idem, al-Majma', fols. 242B-243B. 

934 Ibid. 

935 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, p.90 

936 Ibid, pp.90,109,130-1,143,146,175,178,190. 
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6. Qajmas al-Ishagi al-Zahiri Jaqmaq (d.892/1486).937 

He was amir of one hundred.938 

He became amir of the horse (amir akhur) in 880/1475, a post which he continued to 

hold until 885/1480 when he was transferred to the post of Viceroy of Damascus 

(na'ib al- Sham).939 

Total number .of villages, Total _area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total.náqa / 
Faddaniv. 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

9 32,695 99,400 

This takes into account the fact that in a village of Bu Tijin al- Bahnasa other iqta 

holders were also included in the iqta of the amir. 

7. Khayr Bak min Hadid al- Ashrafi Barsbay (d.887/1482)940 

He was amir of one hundred. He remained in this rank until 885/1480 when he was 

finally dismissed and sent into exile in Damascus.941 

Total number of 
villages 

20 

Total area 
measurement / r. ;: 
Faddans 

Total <Klan/ <` 

Faddans.. 
Total ibra/ dinar 
jayshi 

57,980 2,189 9,711 106,575 

937 

938 

939 

940 

941 

Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vo1.3,pp.80,109,175,243. 

Ibid. 

Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, pp.109,175. 

Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`,vo1.3,pp.207-8.Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, p.194. 

Ibid, vol.3,p.176. 
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This table takes into account the fact that in a village (al- Bayahu /al- Nakhla) in al- 

Bahnasa province others shared the village with the amir. This is also the case for the 

village (Bani Sarraj) in al- Ushmunayn province where others were included in the 

iqta of this village. 

8. Yashbak min Mahdi al- Ashrafi al- Dawadar (d.885/1480)942 

He was an amir of one hundred.943 

He was grand executive secretary (dawadar kabir), the chief inspector (kashif al- 

Kushshaf), Major -domo (ustadar), and wazir.944 

Total number of villages :Total area.,: 
meásuremen 
Faddans 

Total Khirs. 
I Faddans 

Total .ibrá/., 
dinarejayshi 

20 162,227 44,704 99,847 187,700 

5.1.1.2. B. Ibra between 30,000 - 70,000 dinar jayshi 

1. Barsbay Qara al- Muhammadi (d.894/1488).945 

He was amir of one hundred.946 

942 

943 

944 

945 

946 

Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.10, pp.273-4. Cf. also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.173-4. 

Ibid. 

Ibid., Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, p.173. 

`Abd al-Basit, al-Majma`, fols.213B-215A. 

Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.55, 158, 190, 265. 
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Total number of. villages Total area 
measurement / `. 

-TotaInaqa I, 
:Faddans'- 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dúíarjayshi Faddans, 

7 20,311 3,368 8,913 74,500 

2. Jani Bak min Tutukh al -Faqih al- Zahiri (d.883/1478).947 

He was an amir of one hundred.948 

He became Amir of the horse (amir akhur kabir) in 872/1467, a post which he 

continued to hold until 880/1475 when he was transferred to the post of amir of 

arms (amir silah). He continued to hold this latest post until 883/1478 when he was 

sent to Jerusalem as an unemployed amir (battal) where he died shortly afterwards 

in the same year. 949 

:ptalj areà w, 

irieasürea`ent; 
Fäddans: 

Total4Chus 

7 14,055 43,500 

This table takes into account the fact that this ranking amir shared a village in al- 

Fayyum called Tatub /Talit with other iqta holders. 

947 Al-Sakhawi, ,al-Daw`, vol.3, p.53. 

948 Ibid. 

949 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, pp.7,109,144,148-9. 
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3. Janim al-Sharifi (d.884/1479).95° 

This person held the posts of controller of the poll tax (nazir al- jawali), Controller of 

the Ka'ba covering (nazir al- kiswa), and Superintendent of the buttery (shad al- 

sharabkhanah).951 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naga / ,- 

Faddans 
Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

5 13,170 42,000 

4. Lajin al-Zahiri Juqmaq (d.886/1481).952 

He was an amir of one hundred.953 

He became amir of the council chamber (amir majlis) in 874/1469, a post which he 

continued to hold until 885/1475 when he resigned from the service because of old 

age and he remained without further employment until his death in 886/1481.954 

Total number of villages Total:area. 
measurement / 
Faddans` . 

Total / 
Faddans . . . 

TotalKhirs 
/ Faddans.' 

Total ibra/ 
dinarjayshi. 

14 22,224 49,303 

950 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.3,p.64. Cf.also.Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.145, 153-4. 

951 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.3,p.64.Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, p.153. 

952 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.3,pp.232-3. 

953 Ibid. 

954 Ibid. Cf also `Abd al-Basit, al-Rawd al-Basim, fols: 249B-250A, Cf also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, 

p.176. 
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5. Jani Bak min Mahmud Shah 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
!Faddans 

11 27,014 

Total`naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs Total ibra/ 
/.Faddans dinar jayshi 

74,800 

6. Malaj al- Yusufi (d.892/1486)955 

He was an amir of forty.956 

He was viceroy or governor of the Citadel (na'ib al- gal'a).957 

Total number of`v. ,age,Ak nusnen 
a k' 5` , r.K 

ótal area > 

f+' 
uE C Y* ' 

y...-. 

TataFitaga / 
at1d aj°ñs i Pf .S s'1vt J 

TQEaI Khirs 
f FAddans 
St ; ^t` Açt} 

r41.. 

Total dira/a 
duxar layslu 

5 15,859 1,385 2,184 40,375 

This takes into account the fact that a village Dayr Atiya in al- Bahnasa province was 

shared by another iqta holder or holders. Some villages - Bamshaha in al- 

Ushmunayn, Tima in Asyut, Samant in Ikhmin and others - were included in his 

iqta. Furthermore, the share of the amir in Damnwa village in Ikhmin province was 

probably equal to one third, whilst the other two thirds belonged to other iqta 

holders and rizaq. 

955 A1-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.10, p.169.Cf also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.93,239. 

956 According to Popper, the governor of the Citadel was an amir of the second class (amir of 

forty). Cf. Popper, "Systematic notes ", p.93. 

957 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.10, p.169. Cf also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.93,239. 
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7. Tani Bak al- Jamali al- Zahiri Jaqmaq (d.908/1502).958 

He was an amir of forty.959 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

11 27,280 - - 43,250 

8. Uzadamur Timsah min Yalbay al- Zahiri Jaqmaq (d.900/1494).96° 

He was an amir of forty.961 

He was second grand head of the guard (ra's nawba thani).962 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar j ayshi 

8 17,429 - - 33,200 

958 `Abd al-Basit, al-Majma`, fol.255A. 

959 Ibid. 

960 Ibid, fol. 163A Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, p.307. 

961 Abd al-Basit, al-Maima, fol.163A. 

962 Ibid. 
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5.1.1.3. C. Ibra between 10,000 - 20,000 dinar jayshi 

1. Barsbay al-`Ala'i al-Bawwab al-Zahiri Jaqmaq (d.893/487).963 

He was an amir of ten.964 

1 4,960 23,000 

2. Inal al-Hasani al-Zahiri al-Faqih (d.903/1497).965 

He was an amir of ten.966 

4 10,818 2,449 3,551 10,667 

963 'Abd al-Basit, al-Majma`, fols.213A-B. Cf.also.lbn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, p.258. 

964 Ibid,fo1.213B. 

965 Ibid., fols. 191B-192A. Cf also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.249,388. 

966 `Abd al-Basit, al-Majma`, fol.191B-192A. 
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3. Jani Bak Habib al -`Alai al -Inali (d.893/1487).967 

He was an amir of forty.968 

He was a second amir of horse (amir akhur thani).969 

Total number of villages.. Total area 
measurement /. 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 2,654 - - 12,125 

4. Janim al- Zardakash al -Sayfi Timurbay (d.88411479).970 

He was an amir of forty.971 

He was grand warden of the armoury (zardkash kabir).972 

According to al- Sakhawi, Janim was described as a rich man because of the large 

number of iqta and the rizaq which he had purchased.973 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement Ì 
Faddans 

Total naqa /: 
Fäiidáns. 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddaïnsi 

Total fibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

5 8,010 17,300 

967 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.3, p.59.Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, p.246. 

968 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.3, p.59. 

969 Ibid. 

970 Ibid, vol.3,p.65. 

971 Ibid. Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vo1.3,pp.54,158. 

972 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.3, p.65. Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.54,158 

973 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.3,p.65. 
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5. Jawhar al-Nawruzi al-Habashi al-Zammam (d.882/1477).974 

He was treasurer and chief eunuch of the palace (al- zammam wa'1- khazindar).975 

Ibn al -Ji`an mentions him in connection with four villages an iqta holder with the 

title of Zammam al -Udur al- Sharifa, who may possibly be identified with Jawhar al- 

Nawruzi who held this post in the period under study.976 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

5 9,379 4,759 254 20,500 

6. Karakuz al-Ashrafi. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibral 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 10,000 

7. Qani Bay al- ̀ Ala'i. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 3,100 - - 15,650 

974 Ibn lyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.25,127,130. 

975 Ibid,p.25,130. 

976 Ibn al-Ji ` an, A1-tuhfa, fols.232B, 241A,262A. 
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8. Qani Bay al- Yusufi.977 

He was commander of the Mamluk garrison in Mecca.978 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 3,550 - - 13,000 

9. Qani Bay Min Shad Bak al -Jakmi (d.885/1480).979 

He was an amir of forty.98° 

He was the second grand head of the guard (ra's nawba thani).981 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 6,802 - 13,100 

977 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vo1.3, p.114. 

978 Ibid. 

979 A1-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vo1.6,p.196. 

980 Ibid. 

981 Ibn Iyas, Bada' i` vo1.3,p.169. 
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10. Sudun al- ̀ Ala'i al -Tawil al- Ashrafi (d.89811488).982 

He was an amir of forty.983 

There is no mention of his post according to available sources. On the other hand, al- 

Sakhawi mentions that Sudun was very close to Yashbak min Mahdi al- Dawadar.984 

Total number of villages o 
measurement ̀ I 

Faddans 

Total nags/ 
Faddans.. , 

Total Klars ' 

/ Fá'ddans 
Total ibrah' 
dinar,jayshi 

4 4,250 20,000 

11. Tani Bak al- Ilyasi al- Ashrafi Barsbay (d.891/1486).985 

He was an amir of ten.986 

He was the third head of the guard (ra's nawba thalith).987 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement! 

_Faddans 

Total ÌGIí"irs 

/Faddans 
-Tótalibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 5,783 17,500 

982 

983 

984 

985 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vo1.3, p.169. 

Ibid, p.26. Cf.also `Abd al-Basit, al-Majma`, fols.253B-254A, Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, 

vol.3,p.249. 

986 'Abd al-Basit, al-Majma`, fols.253B-254A. 

987 Ibid. 
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12. Tani Bak min Shad Bak al- Ashrafi Inal (d.after 894/1488).988 

He was an amir of forty.989 

He was second executive secretary (dawadar thani).990 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 3,392 - - 10,000 

13. Uzdamur al -Sayfi Uzbak al- Ashrafi (d.885/1480).991 

He was an amir of ten.992 

He was a relative of Sultan Qaytbay.993 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

5 7,866 - - 12,100 

988 Ibid, fol.256A-257A. 

989 Ibid. 

990 Ibid. 

991 Ibid, fol.160B. Cf also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, p.164. 

992 Abd al-Basit, al-Majma', fol.160B. 

993 Ibid. 
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5.1.1.4. D. Ibra between 400 - to less than 10,000 dinar jayshi 

1. Abrak min Nabru994 

He was an amir of ten.995 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa 1 

Faddans 
Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,155 - - 6,000 

2. Ahmad, amir of the battleaxe (tabar) 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement/ 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 188 - - 1,600 

3. Ahmad b. `Abd al- Ghaffar 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 795 - - 400 

994 

995 

Ibid., fols.41B, 42A. 

Ibid. 
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4. Ahmad b. aktamur al- ̀ Ala'i996 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 457 396 61 1,500 

5. `Ali Bay al- Muhammadi 

He was one of Sultan's mamluks.997 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - 4,250 

6. Ali Bay al- Zahiri Timurbugha (d.906/1500).998 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 3,555 - - 6,500 

996 For this and the preceding two amirs there is no information about their careers in the 

sources. 

997 Ibn al -Ji ' an, AI- tuhfa, p.10. 

998 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vo1.4, p.7. 
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7. Allan min Tutukh al- Ashrafi (d.886/1481).999 

He was an amir of tenl000 and third head of the guards (ra's nawba thalith).lool 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 662 - - 1,500 

8. Almas al- Muhammadi 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 3,500 

9. Aqbardi al-Yusufi al-Ashrafi Barsbay (d.889/1484).1002 

He was amir of ten.1003 

999 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.5, p.150. cf. also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, p.182. 

1000 Ibid. 

1001 Ibid. 

1002 'Abd al-Basit, al Maima', fol.177B. Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, p.207. 

1003 'Abd al-Basit, al-Maima`,fo1.177B. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,165 - - 3,500 

10. Aqbardi min Asbay al-Ashrafi Barsbay (d.887/1482).1004 

He was an amir of ten.1005 and third head of the guards (ra's nawba thalith).1006 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

4 2,640 - _ 5,193 

11. Aqbardi min Yalbay. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement 1 

Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,165 - _ 3,500 

12. Asbay al -Sayfi Qurqmas al- Sha`bani (d.after 891/1486).1007 

This person was an amir of ten.1o08 

1004 `Abd al-Basit, al-Majma`, fo1s.177B,178B, Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vo1.3, p.193. 

1005 `Abd al-Basit,al-Majma', fols,168A,177B,178B. 

1006 Ibid. 

1007 `Abd al-Basit, al-Majma`, fo1.173B.Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vo1.3, p.236. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 3,780 - - 7,500 

13. Burdabak al-`Ala'i al-Mu'ayyadi (d.887/1482).1009 

This person was an amir of five.1010 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 2,860 - - 500 

14. Burdbak al-Muhammadi al-Ashrafi Barsbay (d.after 907/1501).1011 

He was an amir of ten1012 and a third grand treasurer (khazindar thalith).1013 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,408 - - 9,500 

1008 `Abd fol.173B. 

1009 Ibid., fol.205A. 

1010 Ibid. 

1011 Ibid., fol.208A. Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, p.202 and vol.4,p.7. 

1012 `Abd al-Basit, a1-Majma`,fo1.208A. 

1013 Ibid. 
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15. Burdbak min Qasruh al-Ashrafi Barsbay.1014 

He was an amir of ten.1015 

Total number of villages Total 
meaéüreaïerit T:°°; `: 

Total-naqar/ '.. 

Faddans. ; .- 

: Total KHirs " Total:ib"raG 
/ Fáddaiìs dinar jaÿshi 

1 500 1,200 

16. Burd Bak al -Taji al- Ashrafi Barsbay (d.88511480).1016 

He was an amir of ten.1017 

Total'riumber of villages Total area 
measurement. 
Faddäns ,.R 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Tótal 
dinar jiàyshi 

1 3,160 3,000 

17. Dawlat Bay al- AbuBakri al- Mu'ayyadi (d.88511480).1018 

He was an amir of ten1019 and a third head of the guards (ra's nawba thalith).1020 

1014 

1015 

Ibid., fol.207B. 

Ibid. 

1016 Ibid., fols.203A -B. Cf also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.10,168. 

1017 'Abd al-Basit,al-Majma`, fols.203A-B. 

1018 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vo1.3,p.177. 

1019 Ibid. 

1020 Ibid. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement 1 

Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 2,449 - - 3,145 

18. Dawlat Bay al-Hasani al-Zahiri (d.893/1487).1021 

He was a superintendent of granaries (shadd al- shuwan).1022 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement 1 

Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 2,506 - - 3,000 

19. Dawlat Bay al- Ibrahimi.1023 

There is no information on the posts held by this man. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,864 - 3,500 

1021 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.3, p.221. Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, p.258. 

1022 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.3,p .221. 

1023 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.4,pp.32-3. 
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20. Dawlat Bay Hamam min Taghri Birdi al- Ashrafi (d.883/1478).1024 

He was an amir of forty.l025 

He became superintendent of the buttery (shadd al- sharabkhana) in 874/1469, a post 

which he continued to hold until he was transferred to the post of Viceroy of 

Alexandria (na'ib al- Iskandariyya) where he died in 883/1478.1026 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans.- 

Total:naqa / Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinarjayshi 

1 2,879 6,500 

21. Dawlat Bay min Timur 

Total number of villäges 
.'measuremen 
'Fääí,. 

TotalKlïiïef= 
I Faddaîans' , ';' 

1 1,300 1,500 

22. Inal al- Ishaqi al- Zahiri Jaqmaq (d.886/1481).1027 

He was an amir of ten1028 and chief of the servants of the Prophet's tomb.1029 

1024 

1025 

1026 

1027 

1028 

Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vo1.3,p.220. 

Ibid. Cf.also.lbn Iyas, Bada'i`, vo1.3,pp.38,148-9. 

Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vo1.3,p.220. Cf also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.38,148-9. 

Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.2, p.326. Cf. also `Abd al-Basit, al-Majma', fols.195A-B. 

Ibid. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Fad darts 

Total nága / 
Faddans , 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 4,655 - - 2,000 

23. Inal min Santbay.1030 

He was an amir of ten1031 and a relative of Sultan Qaytbay and one of his purchased 

mamluks. He was also the Controller of the poll tax (nazir al- jawali), and his iqta 

came near to the iqta of an amir of ten or more than that.1032 

á 7'tt' _ 

Total number of villages 
f xï', 5. r> W ' 
'ToiaT areá ` ` :,e 

en Y/a` 
'. x t,r.nc.r TotaInaga / 

RFactcsl a, 

s - t. Total Klius 
/Faddans, ..,4 

..: , 

fió tal ibrá/ 
Gdin.arlayshx 

1 407 - - 1,000 

24. Jakam Qura al- ̀ Ala'i al- Zahiri Jaqmaq (d.887/1482).1033 

He was an amir of ten10334 and an inspector of the dikes (kashif al- jusur).1035 

1029 Ibid., Cf. also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3,p p.114,180,183. 

1030 'Abd al-Basit,al-Majma', fo1.192A. 

1031 Ibid. 

1032 Ibid. 

1033 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vo1,3, p.75. Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.182,191. 

1034 A1-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.3, p.75. 

1035 Ibid. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,910 _ - 8,000 

25. Jani Bak min Yakhshbay. 

There is no information about this person's posts. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 931 - - 2,500 

26. Jani Bak al-Muhammadi 

Similarly, the sources are silent about this person's posts. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement/ 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans - 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,977 - ° 1,200 

27. Janim al-Ashqar al-Ashrafi Qaytbay (d.882/1477).1036 

He was an amir of ten.1037 

1036 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.3, p.63. Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, p.126. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa I 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,245 - - 3,000 

28. Janim al-Mahmudi 

There is no information about his posts. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
! Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 680 - - 700 

29. Janim al-Muhammadi al-Zahiri Khushqadam.1038 

There is no information about this person's posts. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement! 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,140 - - 5,650 

30. Janim min Qani Bay (d.919/1513).1039 

He was an inspector of Asyut (kashif Asyut).1040 

1037 AI-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.3,p.63. Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, p.126. 

1038 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vo1.3,pp.443,450. 

1039 Ibid. p.167, cf also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.4, p.353. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 513 - - 1,500 

31. Janim min Yalbay al -`Awar (d.884/1479)1041 

He was an amir of ten1042 and an amir of the hunt (amir shikar).1043 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 2,082 - - 5,000 

32. Jarbash min Yalbay. 

There is no information on his posts. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
1 Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 931 - - 2,500 

1040 Ibid. 

1041 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vo1.3,p.152. 

1042 Ibid. 

1043 Ibid. 
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33. Kasbay al-Ahmadi. 

There is no information on his posts. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / , 

Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,015 - _ 3,250 

34. Kasbay min Qurqamas. 

There is no information on his posts. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,850 - - 9,850 

35. Khayr Bak al- Muhammadi. 

There is no information on his posts. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 3,871 1,657 564 7,450 
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36. Masayid al-Ibrahimi al-Inali (d.884/1479).1044 

He was an amir of ten.1045 

Total number of villages Total 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa`/ 
Faddans 

Total Khirs Total ibra/ 
I Faddans dinar jayshi 

1 2,560 5,000 

37. Mithqal al-Burhani al-Habashi al-Tawashi (d.after 895/1489).1046 

He was amir of ten1047 and a commander of the Royal mamluks (muqaddam al- 

mamalik).1048 

Total number of 't Total Klars 
/ Fadda ns 

Total ibra/> 
dinar jaysii°. 

2 2,510 6,600 

1044 

1045 

Ibid, p.159. 

Ibid. 

1046 Ibid,pp.159,190. 

1047 According to his post he must have been an amir of ten. Cf.Popper, "Systematic Notes ", p.93. 

1048 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3,pp.159,190. 
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38. Muhammad b.Uzbak min Tutukh.1049 

He became amir of ten in 887/1482.1050 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,010 - - 4,000 

39. Qani Bak min Khasht. 

There is no information on his posts. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 4,079 8,150 

40. Qansuh min Tarabay. 

There is no information on his posts. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,200 4,300 

1049 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.7,p .131. Cf. also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, p.195. 

1050 Ibid. 
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41. Qurqamas al-Muhammadi al-Zahiri al-Mu'allim(d.893/1487).1051 

He was an amir of ten.1052 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,015 " - 3,250 

42. Shadi Bak al-Muhammadi al-Zahiri.1053 

He was an amir of ten.1054 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 618 2,000 

43. Sudun al-Ashrafi. 

There is no information on his posts. 

1051 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, pp.232,258. 

1052 Ibid. 

1053 Ibid, p.201. 

1054 
Ibid. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 593 - - 2,500 

44. Sudun al -Sayfi Jani Bak. 

There is no information on his posts. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 837 - - 2,219 

45. Taghribirdi al-Tayyari al-Ashrafi Inal (d.885/1480).1055 

He was an amir of ten.1056 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 816 - - 2,500 

46. Taghribirmash min Hamid al -Din. 

There is no information on his posts. 

1055 `Abd al-Basit,al-Majma`, fol.233B. 

1056 Ibid. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 2,717 - - 2,650 

47. Tanam al-Abubakri al-Faqih al-Mu'ayyadi (d.882/1477).1057 

He was an amir of ten1058 and third chief head of guards (ra's nawba thalith).1059 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 420 - - 3,000 

48. Tani Bak min Mahmud Shah al- Zahiri (d.903/1497).1060 

He was an amir of ten1061 and third chief head of the guards (ra's nawba thalith).1062 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,890 - - 4,000 

1057 Ibid, fol.259A. Cf also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, p.110. 

1058 `Abd al-Basit,al-Majma`, fol.259A. 

1059 Ibid. 

1060 Ibid, fol.258B. Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, p.34. 

1061 'Abd al-Basit,al-Majrna', fol.258B. 

1062 Ibid. 
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49. Timur Bay min Tani Bak. 

There is no information on his posts. 

Total number of villages Total area " Total naga I Total Khirs Total ibra/ 
measurement / Fàddäiis I Faddans dinar jayshi 
Faddans 

1 1,112 3,000 

50. Uzadamur min Murad Khwaja al- Ashrafi Barsbay (d.900/1494).1063 

Ibn Iyas mentioned his death in the year 900/1494 and said that he was amir of ten 

and commander of the Mamluk garrison in Mecca.1064 

Total number of villages ̀ ! 

1 

Total area 
measurement / 
Faddäns 

... ....... 

Total naga 
Faddans:: 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans. 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1,184 4,000 

51. Uzdamur min Mahmud Shah al- Zahiri Jaqmaq (d.899/1493).1065 

He was an amir of forty1066 and grand treasurer (khazindar kabir).1067 

1063 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vo1.3,p.310. 

1064 

1065 

1066 

1067 

Ibid. 

'Abd al-Basit, al-Majma', fo1s.161B-162A. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 2,049 - - 9,500 

52. Yash Bak al-Jamali Nazir al-Khass (d.901/1495).1068 

He was an amir of ten1069 and inspector of the markets in Cairo (muhtasib al- 

Qahira).1070 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement 1 

Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

8 7,053 340 320 9,800 

53. Yashbak min Qasruh al- Shahat (d.900/1494).1071 

He was an amir of ten.1072 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,490 - 1,000 

1068 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vo1.10,p.276.Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, p.317. 

1069 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.10,p.276. 

1070 `Abd al-Basit, al-Rawd, fol.212B. Cf.also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.52,159. 

1071 Ibid, p.306. 

1072 Ibid. 
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54. Zammam al- Dhakhira al- Sharifa (Chief eunuch of the Sultan's treasures). 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naga /. 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,434 - - 6,600 

5.1.1.5. E. Ranking amirs mentioned without ibra as having 

iqtas 

1. Qanim al-Muhammadi al-Zahiri Jaqmaq (d.891/1486).1073 

He was an amir of ten1074 and amir of the hunt (amir shikar).1075 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddäis 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
IFaddans> 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 

2. Qutlubugha al-Shamsi. 

There is no information about his posts. 

1073 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, p.230. 

1074 Ibid. 

1075 Ibid. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - - 

3. Yaqub Shah al- Mihmindar.1076 

There is no information about his posts. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - - 

Overview 

The aggregate total of the iqtas of (the named ranking amirs) of this category is 

summarised in the table below. This aggregate total takes into account the fact that 

for a number of villages no data of area measurement or ibra are mentioned by 

either Ibn al -Ji`an or Ibn Duqmaq: 

Total number of 
villages 

Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs / 
Faddans 

Total ibra/ dinar 
jayshi 

318 802,950 94,964 156,664 1,764,778 

5.1.2. Al-Mugta`in 

The full share of this category in the villages of Egypt was as follows: 

1076 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3,p.180. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

146 124,914 939 1,244 318,987 

This category also had the following unspecified shares in a large number of 

villages shared with other land tenures: 

Total number of 
villages 

Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs / 
Faddans 

Total ibra/ dinar 
jayshi 

817 1,053,071 21,821 16,083 2,825,004 

5.1.3. Bedouin (`Urban) 

This category had a full share in 140 villages, details of which are as follows: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans . 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

140 104,291 - 216,732 

They also had the following unspecified share, together with other land tenure 

holders in a number of villages. 

Total number of 
villages 

Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs / 
Faddans 

Total ibra/ dinar 
jayshi 

227 270,692 - - 602,946 
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5.1.4. Miscellaneous ranking amirs 

This category had a full share in a number of villages in Egypt. The details are as 

follows: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

11 30,498 - - 272,583 

They also owned unspecified shares, as detailed below, in a number of villages, 

together with other land tenures. 

Total number of 
villages- 

Total area 
measurement! 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs / 
Faddans . 

Total ibra/ dinar 
jayshi 

29 40,352 - - 171,044. 

5.1.5. Royal Mamluks (al- Mamalik al- Sultaniyya). 

This category had the following full share in a number of villages in Egypt. 

Total number of villages Total area ' 

measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

10 11,061 - 51,450 

They also had unspecified shares in a number of villages together with other land 

tenures. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

50 73,350 - - 261,245 

5.1.6. Halga 

This category did not have any full share holdings in any of the villages in Egypt, 

but they had unspecified shares in a number of villages together with other land 

tenures as shown below. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

39 52,692 - - 195,605 

5.1.7. Al-Ashraf in Hijaz 

1. Amir al-Madina al-Sharifa 

The amir of Madina between 874/1469 and 883/1478, according to al- Sakhawi, was 

Daygham b. Khashram b. Thabit b. Nu'ayr al- Husayni.'°77 

His share was as follows: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

5 1,770 - - 14,433 

1077 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.3,p.l. 
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2. Other ashraf mentioned without name or title 

The share of this category was as follows: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 8,756 - - 6,500 

The total share owned by this category was as follows: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans-... 

Total naqa / 
.Faddans. 

Total Khirs 
Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

6 10,526 

5.1.8. Governor of al- Gharbiyya Province (Mutawalli al- Gharbiyya) 

This category of iqta holder is mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an in connection with a village 

in al- Sharqiyya province called Tall al- Dhahab. In the Bodleian manuscript of Al- 

tuhfa, it is mentioned as formerly belonging to the governor of al- Gharbiyya.1078 In 

the published copy of Al -tuhfa it is referred to as being in the name of the governor 

of al- Gharbiyya1079 

From the above statements one may assume that this village was assigned in the 

form of iqta in the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban to the governor of al- Gharbiyya 

province, and that it continued to be held by the governor of the same province until 

1078 Ibn al-Ji an, Al-tuhfa, fol.31B. 

107-9 Ibid,p.27. 
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al- Ashraf Qaytbay's period. This village is the only village one mentioned as 

belonging to the governor in the period of al- Ashraf Qaytbay. 

The share of this category was as follows: 

Total number of villages Total area Totalnaqa /; Total Khirs Total ibra/ 
measurement / Faddans /Faddans dinar jayshi 
Faddans 

1 287 2,000 

5.1.9. Archers (al- rumat) in Damietta 

This category had an unspecified share in a village shared with other land tenures. 

Total number of villages.;, Tótal area.- 
aieasurement'; 
Fadd`aiís . 

:Totalnaga-/: 
Faddans' 

Total-Khirs 
Faddans' 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi° . 

í. 

1 3,786 19,450 

5.2. Endowment (Waqf) 

The following category comprises waqf of known persons or institutions 

1. Waqf for the shrine of Ahmad al- Badawi1080 

This category had a full share of a village in al- Gharbiyya province called Quhafa. 

1050 For the biography of Ahmad al- Badawi, the greatest popular saint of medieval Egypt, cf. Ibn 

Iyas, Bada'i`, vo1.I, pp.335 -6. Cf.also al- Zirikli, al- ̀ Alaco, vol.1,p.175. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 435 - - 1,250 

2. Waqf Abi 'Abd Allah, Muhammad al- Rakraki al -Qadi al- Maliki 

(d.794/1488).1081 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 220 - - 400 

3. Awqaf Sultan al -Zahir Barquq (d.801/1398)1082 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

15 25,815 - - 60,700 

1081 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.2, pp.779, 941. Cf also Ibn Hajar, Inba, vol.3, p.141. 

1082 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vo1.3, pp.285-342. 
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4. Awqaf Sultan al- Ashraf Barsbay (d.841/1437)1083 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

9 10,911 - - 28,633 

5. Waqf Ahmad b.Qutlubak al- Muhammadi 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 281 - - 700 

6. Waqf Ahmad b.Muhammad al- Qada'i al- Jamali1084 or Sidi Ahmad Ibn al- 

Marhum Jamal al -Din Nazir al- Khawass al- Sharifa .1085 

This is probably Ahmad b.Jamal al -Din Yusuf who died after 923/1520.1086 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 

Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 200 

1083 For the biography of Sultan Barsbay, cf. Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal, vol.3, pp.251 -276. 

1084 Ibn al -Ji ` an, Al- tuhfa, fol.34B. 

1085 Ibn al -Ji ` an , p.28. 

1086 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vo1.5, pp. 109 -110, 163, 171, 179, 183, 185. 
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7. Waqf Aydamur al-Anuki al-Dawadar (d.776/1374).1087 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area. 
measurement/ 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,649 - - 4,000 

8. Waqf Aytamush min Ajubayh1088 or Aytamush Arwinal089 or probably 

Aytamush min Azubay al- Mu'ayyadi (d.851/1447).109° 

He was an amir of forty. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement 1 

Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans. 

Total Khirs . 

/ Faddans 
Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,350 - - 6,000 

1087 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.3, pp.178-9. 

1088 Ibn al-Ji ` an, A1-tuhfa, fol.238A. 

1089 Ibn al -Ji ` an, p.173. 

1090 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Marshal, vol.3, pp.142-3. 
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9. Waqf Aytamush al- Bajasi (d.802/1399)1091 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

The following table takes into account the fact that others also had waqfs in the 

same village which Ibn al-Pan mentions as belonging to the waqf of the above 

amir.1092 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,645 - - 4,500 

10. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Jamaliyya Yusuf al-Ustadar (d.812/1409)1093 

He was a nazir al -khass and an important official. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement 1 

Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 2,040 - - 6,400 

1091 Ibid, pp.143-151. 

1092 Ibn al-Ji an, A1-tuhfa, fo1,238A. 

1093 Cf. al- Maqrizi, Khitat, vo1.2, pp.401 -3. For the biography of this amir, cf. al- Sakhawi, al -Daw`, 

vol.10, pp.294 -7. 
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11. Waqf Al-Madrasa al-Budiriyya (established in 758/1356).1094 

Total number of villages 

.. 

Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,141 - - 3,747 

12. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Fakhriyya 

This madrasa was established by Fakhr al -Din, `Uthman b. Qizil al- Barumi in 

722/1225.1095 Ibn al -Ji`an mentions that a village in al- Fayyum province called 

Khawr al -Ramad was assigned as income for the interests of this madrasa (bi -rasm 

masalih al- Madrasa al- Fakhriyya).1096 This revenue was probably waqf, although 

the word waqf is not mentioned. It has been treated as the waqf of the above 

madrasa. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measu eme í 
Faddans 

Total nags I. 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
'/ Faddari§ 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 563 

1094 For more information about this madrasa, cf. al- Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.392. 

1095 For more information about this school and its founder, cf. al- Maqrizi, Khitat,vol.2,pp.367 -8. 

1096 Ibn al -Ji ` an, Al- tuhfa, fol.214B. 
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13. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Khashabiyya in the mosque of `Amr b. al-`As.1o97 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa I 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 2,616 - - 2,000 

14. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Malikiyya in Minyat Zifta. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - - 

15. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Malikiyya in Egypt.1098 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 175 

1097 Cf. Our discussion about this school in Chapter 4. 

1098 Cf. also Chapter 4. 
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16. Waqf al- Madrasa al- Salahiyya near the shrine of al -Imam al- Shafi'i.1099 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 230 - - 1200 

17. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Sarghatmishiyya.1100 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 3,500 

18. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Shafi'yya in al-Fayyum.1101 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 - - - 235 

19. Waqf al- Madrasa al- Zahiriyya Barquq. 

This school was established by Sultan al -Zahir Barquq in 788/1386 who endowed 

lands and buildings to support it.1102 

1099 

1100 

Cf. Chapter 4. 

Cf. Chapter 4. 

1101 Cf. Chapter 4. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 3,201 - - 6,000 

20. Waqf al-Bimaristan al-Mansuri.1103 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total nags / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 1,183 - - 500 

21. Waqf for the descendants of the Prophet Muhammad (al- Ashraf). 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

10 2,140 - - 13,845 

There was also an unspecified share for this category in a village called Tura in Aftih 

province, shared by other land tenures. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 783 - - 3,000 

1102 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk,pt.3,vo1.2,pp.546-7,949. 

1103 For more information about this hospital, cf. al- Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, pp.406 -8. 
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22. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Ashrafiyya Barsbay (d.841/1437).1104 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,989 - - 4,000 

23. Al-Awgaf al-Hukmiyya. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,461 - - 4,000 

There was an unspecified share for this category in a village in Ibyar province called 

Shubra al -haman shared with another tenure holder. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement! 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 2,249 - - 3,000 

1104 For more information about al- Ashraf Barsbay and his school, cf Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal, 

vol.3, pp.255 -76. 
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24. Waqf al -Nasir Muhammad b.Qalawun (d.741/1340)1105 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 270 - - - 

25. Awqaf al -Jami `al -Azhar al- Sharif 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 2,171 - - 5,500 

26. Waqf Badr al -Din Muhammad b.Sulayman b.`Abd al- Rahman Ibn al- 

Kuwayz (d.885/1480)1106 

He was a nazir al-khass. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 873 - - 833 

1105 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vol.2, pp.674-5. 

1106 Ibn lyas, Bada'i', vol.3, p.170. 
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27. Waqf al-Burj al-Zahiri in Alexandria 

As there was no mention about the founder of this tower and because the waqf was 

founded after al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period, one may assume that this tower was 

established either by Sultan al -Zahir Barquq or al -Zahir Khushqadam. According to 

al- Maqrizi, Sultan al -Zahir Barquq renewed the weapon arsenals (jaddada khazain 

al- silah) in Alexandria.1107. Does that mean that he established a tower in the same 

time? On the other hand, there is no mention in the sources about Khushqadam's 

wish to establish a tower in Alexandria. However, one may assume that Sultan 

Barquq might have established this tower because of his interest in the defence 

system in Alexandria, although there is no evidence to support such a proposal. 

2 2,980 3,400 

28. Waqf for the two holy places, Mecca and Medina 

Tötal number of villages , 

5 

ötal';ári 
measurement 
Faddaïts, 

Total -Khsrs 
/ Faddans 

Totál ibra/; 
'dinar jaÿshi. 

9,630 2,548 1,497 21,500 

1107 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.2,p.949. 
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29. Waqf `Ali b.Muhammad al-Hasani or al-Husayni1108 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 3,022 691 176 2,500 

30. Waqf al-Jami `al-Mu'ayyadi 

This grand Mosque was established by Sultan al- Muayyad Shaykh in 822/1419.1109 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 2,751 - - 8,600 

31. Waqf al-Jami` al-Tuluni 

The waqf of this mosque consisted of a village in al -Jiza province called Minyat 

Anduna which was endowed by Sultan Husam al -Din Lajin in 697/1297.1110 

1108 Cf. Chapter 4. 

1109 Al-Maqrizi, Khitat, vo1.2,pp.328-30. 

1110 Al-Nuwayri, Nihayat, vol.30, p.205. 
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32. Waqf al -Jami` al- ̀ Umari in Alexandria 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 3,437 - - 4,000 

33. Waqf al-Jami` al-Zahiri Baybars 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 366 _ - 2,500 

34. Waqf for al- Khalifa Abu'l- Muzaffar Yusuf b. Muhammad (d.88411479)1111 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 499 - - 1,500 

The caliph also had an unspecified share in a village in al- Gharbiyya province called 

Salaka, shared with other people. 

Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3,p.151. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa I 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,208 - - 4,100 

35. Waqf for the mausoleum (turba) of al- Ashraf Barsbay and the mausoleum 

of Jani Bak al- Ashrafi al- Dawadar 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,510 - _ 4,800 

Ibn al Ji'an did not specify the share of each mausoleum from the waqf revenue. 

36. Al-Wagf al-Salihilllz 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

5 6,942 - - 19,160 

37. Waqf al- Zayni, 'Abd al -Basit b. Khalil b. Ibrahim al- Dimishqi al- Qahiri 

(d.85411450)1113 

He was a great bureaucrat 

His waqf consisted of a village in al- Gharbiyya province called al- Qasriyya. 

1112 Cf. the discussion about this waqf in Chapter 4. 

1113 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.4,pp.24-7. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 668 - - 2,150 

He also had an unspecified share, shared with another land tenure. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total fibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 580 - - 3,000 

38. Waqf Arghun Shah al- Ashrafi 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,187 - - 2,000 

39. Waqf Arslan b.Ahmad (Baha' al-Din) (d.after 805/1402)1114 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 900 - - 1,000 

1114 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, pt.1,vo1.2, pp.620,633,669. 
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40. Other Waqfs 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa I 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

4 2,009 - - 4,900 

41. Waqf of the sons of al- Raya'i 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 2,000 

42. Waqf of the sons of Qaraja al-Zahiri Barquq al-Dawadar (d.813/1410)1115 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,983 1,596 387 8,500 

1115 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.6 p.215. 
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43. Waqf of al -Zahir Baybars for orphans 1116 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - - 

44. Waqf of Badr al-Din al-Hasan b.Muhammad b.Nasrallah (d.846/1442)1117 

He held the offices of nazir diwan al- jaysh, wazir and nazir al -khass 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 280 - - 1,000 

45. Waqf Baktamur al-Saqi 

This waqf consists of one sixth of a village in Qalyub province called Siryaqus and a 

village in al- Sharqiyya province called Khafaj al -Ibil. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 856 - - 3,458 

1116 Cf. the discussion in Chapter 4. 

1117 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal,vol.5,pp.141 -4. 
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46. Waqf Bardi Bak al- Sultani 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
'Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 365 - - - 

47. Waqf Dawlat Bay al- Dawadar and Faris al -Sayfi Dawlat Bay 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 943 - - 4,000 

48. Waqf Fayruz al-Ashrafi 

This person was one of the eunuchs (tawashi). 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 297 - - 900 

49. Waqf Fayruz al-Ilyasi 

He also was one of the tawashi. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 50 
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50. Waqf Fayruz al-Zammam 

He was one of the tawashi. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

4 4,719 - - 10,800 

51. Waqf Faris al- Nawruzi 

He was one of the tawashi. 

The waqf of this amir consisted of a half village in al- Sharqiyya province called Sirw 

al-`Izzi. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 57 - - 100 

52. Waqf Fatima bint Qani Bak al- ̀ Umcri (d.892/1486)1118 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,950 - - 1,500 

1118 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vo1.12,pp.98-9. 
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53. Waqf Fatima hint al -Zahir Tatar1119 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Fáddaüs 

Total ñaqa / 
Fáddans .: 

Total Khirs Total ibra/ 
/ Faddans . dinar jayshi 

1 35 1,100 

54. Waqf Sidi ibrahim al- Diasugi(d.676 /1277)1120 

He was a very famous saint of medieval Egypt 

The waqf first endowed by Sultan al- Ashraf Khalil b.Qalawun for this great Sufi 

consisted of the whole village of Jazirat.1121 By the period of al- Ashraf Sha'ban, half 

of the village was assigned to the Bedouin and this continued until the period of al- 

Ashraf Qaytbay.1122 

TUta 
/ Fäddans ;'. 

1 35 150 

1119 Ibid, vol.12,p.92. 

1120 Al-Magrizi, al-Muqaffa', vo1.1,pp.263-8. 

1121 Ibid, vol.1,p.265. 

1122 Ibn al-Ji ` an, Al-tuhfa, fol.98B. 
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55. Waqf Sultan al- Ashraf Inal (d.865/1460)1123 

This waqf consists of a quarter of a village in Alexandria province called al- Jiddiyya, 

plus a village in al- Daqahliyya province called Buqtaris /al- Salihiyya. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total "ibra / 
dinar jayshi 

2 - - - 250 

56. Waqf Inal al-Abubakri (d.853/1449)1124 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages . Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibrai 
dinar jayshi 

1 546 - - 1,000 

57. Waqf Inal al-Nawruzi, Dawadar Nawruz al-Hafizi (d.82911425)1125 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

1123 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vo1.3,pp.209 -12. 

1124 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vo1.3,pp.213-5. 

1125 Ibid, vol.3, pp.200-1. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 195 - - 300 

58. Waqf al-Jami` Yunusi in al-Sab Siqayat in Cairo 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 183 - - 200 

59. Waqf Jana' Muhammad b.Qayran al-Husami (d.777/1375)1126 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 343 - - 900 

60. Waqf Jami` Musa b. al -Lamti 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

_ - - - 

1126 Al Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vol.2, pp.182,202,261. 
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61. Waqf Jani Bak al-Dawadar al-Ashrafi (d.831/1427)1127 

He was amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 4,013 - - 13,000 

62. Waqf Jani Bak al-Hasani al-Inali (d.874/1469)1128 

He was an amir of ten. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 236 - - 1,000 

63. Waqf Jani Bay al- Muhammadi (d.908/1502) and others1129 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ¡bra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 350 - - 2,000 

1127 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal vol.4, pp.232-5. 

1128 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, p.46. 

1129 Ibid, vo1.4, p.34. 
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64. Waqf Jarbash min `Abd al-Karim al-Zahiri (d.861/1456)1130 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area . 

measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 4,000 

65. Waqf Jarbash min Yulbay 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 563 - - 1,500 

66. Waqf Jawhar al-Khazindar al-Qanqabi al-Tawashi (eunuch) al-Habashi 

(d.844/1440)1131 

He was one of the tawashi. (eunuchs) 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 707 - 600 

1130 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.4, pp.256-60. 

1131 Ibn Taghri Birdi al-Marshal, vol.5,pp.38-42. 
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67. Waqf Jawhar al-Julbani al-Tawashi al-Habashi al-Lala (d.842/1438)1132 

He was one of the tawashi 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,510 - - 6,700 

68. Waqf Khayr Bak min Hadid (d.887/1482)1133 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 1,996 - - 3,000 

69. Waqf al-Khanqah al-Nasiriyya in Siryaqus1134 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 5,000 

1132 Ibid, vol.5,pp.36 -8. 

1133 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.26,59,194. 

1134 For more information about this khanqah, cf.al Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, pp.422 -3. 
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70. Waqf Khanqah al-Salahiyya Sa`id al-Su'ada'1135 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

4 3,618 - - 9,000 

71. Waqf al-Khanqah al-Shaykhuniyya1136 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 2,839 - - 6,300 

72. Waqf Khanqah Shaykh al- ̀ Umari and his mosque1137 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 210 - 600 

1135 AI Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, pp.415 -6. 

1136 For more information about this khanqah, cf. al- Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2,p.421. 

1137 For more information about the grand mosque, cf. al- Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2, pp.313 -4. 
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73. Waqf Khanqah Baybars al-Jashinkir1138 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement/ 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 620 - - 300 

74. Waqf Khwaja Sudun al-Sayfi Nawruz (d.after 842/1438)1139 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jáyshi 

1 443 - - 1,300 

75. Waqf Khushqadam al-Sayfi Jani Bak al-Isma`ili 

This waqf consisted of a village called Sanhur in al- Fayyum province. 

76. Waqf Khushqadam al-Zammam al-Zahiri Barquq al-Tawashi al-Rumi 

(d.839/1435)1140 

He was one of the tawashi. 

1138 For more information about this khanqah, cf. al- Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2, pp.416,417 -8. 

1139 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vo1.2,pp.161,180,200. 

1140 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal, vol.5,pp.207 -10. 
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Total number of villages Total :area 
measuremeritl 
Faddans 

1 2,400 

Total naga. 
Faddaüs - " 

Total Khirs 
Faddans 

Totalibrá/ :. 

dinar 

1,200 

77. Waqf Khushqadam al-Yashbaki al-Tawashi al-Rumi Muqaddam al- 

Mamalik (d.856/1452)1141 

He was one of the tawashi. 

Total number of villages, Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Tótal naqa / 
Faddaris` 

Total Khirs 
iFaddans' 

Total ibra/ 
dinarjayshi 

1 220 400 

78. Waqf for the covering of the walls of the Kabba and the covering (kiswa) of 

the Prophet's shrine 

According to al- Maqrizi, al -Salih Ismail b.Muhammad b.Qalawun bought two thirds 

of a village in Qalyub province called Baysus which he endowed in 743/1342 for the 

covering of the Ka`ba and Prophet's shrine.1142 In 754/1353, al -Salih Salih endowed a 

village called Saradus, and other cultivated land capable of producing an annual 

1141 Ibid, pp.205-7. 

1142 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.1, vol. 3, p.633. 
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yield of 60,000 dirhams.1143 However, Ibn Duqmaq mentions that both Baysus and 

Saradus were the waqf of the kiswa.1144 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans ` 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 955 - - 7,000 

79. Waqf Kizil al- Shaykhuni 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 742 - - 3,000 

80. Waqf Kumushbugha al- ̀ Umari al- Rammah and others 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 340 - - 800 

1143 Ibid, p.898. 

1144 Ibn Duqmaq, al-Intisar, vol.5,p.48. 
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81. Waqf Lajin al-Zahiri Jaqmaq (d.886/1481)1145 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,343 - - 4,500 

82. Waqf Madrasat al-Nasir Hasan1146 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 4,153 - - 15,500 

83. Waqf Madrasat Aytamush al-Bajasi1147 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 483 - - 200 

1145 A1- Sakhawi, al -Daw`, vol.6, p.232. 

1146 Cf. Chapter 4. 

1147 Cf. Chapter 4. 
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84. Waqf Madrasat Iljay al-Yusufi1148 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 628 - - 2,400 

85. Waqf Madrasat Qani Bak al-Muhammadi al-Zahiri Barquq amir akhur 

(d.818/1415)1149 

He was an amir of one hundred and na'ib of Syria. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa 1 

Faddans 
Total Khirs 
i Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,483 - - 1,900 

86. Waqf Madrasat Sudun min Zada (d.810/1407)115° 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

1148 Cf. Chapter 4. 

1149 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vol.2, p.529. Cf. al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.6, p.196. 

1150 For more information about the biography of this amir and his school, cf. Ibn Taghri Birdi al- 

Manhal, vol.6, pp.142 -4. Cf. also al- Sakhawi, al -Daw`, vol.3,p.275. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 809 - - 4,000 

87. Waqf Madrasat Umm al-Sultan al-Ashraf Sha`ban1151 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa /, 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 2454 - - 10,000 

88. Waqf madrasat Yaqut al-Arghun Shahi (d.833/1429)1152 

He was one of the tawashi 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 427 - - 1,200 

89. Waqf madrasat Taghri Birdi al-Bakalmishi (d.846/1442)1153 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

1151 Cf. Chapter 4. 

1152 Ibn Hajar, Inba', vol.8, p.223. Cf.also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vol.2, p.773. Cf also al- 

Sakhawi, al-Daw', vo1.10,p.213. 

1153 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.4, pp.54-6. Cf.also al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.3, 27-8. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1227 - - 4,700 

90. Waqf Madrasat Jani Bak al-Dawadar al-Ashrafi (d.831/1427)1154 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 378 - - 1,200 

91. Waqf Maliktamur al-`Ala'i 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 677 - - 300 

92. Waqf mamalik Jarbash min `Abd al -Karim and others 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,556 - - 500 

1154 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol.14, p.148. Cf also idem, al-Manhal, vol.4, pp.232-5. 
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93. Waqf for the interests of prisoners (manafi 'al-masjunin) 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 311 - - 1,087 

94. Waqf Manjak al-Yusufi (d.776/1374)1155 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,960 - - 2,900 

95. Waqf Mankalibugha al-Salahi (d.836/1432)1156 

He was an inspector of the Cairo markets. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement/ 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 343 - - 750 

1155 Ibn Hajar, al -Durr, vol.5,pp.130 -1. 

1156 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vol.2,p.745 Cf.also al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vo1.10,p.173. 

1156 Ibn Hajar, a1-Durr, vo1.5,pp.130-1. 

1156 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vol.2,p.745. 
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96. Waqf Manklibugha al- Fakhri al- Nasiri Muhammad (d.748/1347)1157 

He was an amir of one hundred and na'ib of Tripoli. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 676 - - 1,400 

97. Waqf Mubarak Shah al- Zahiri (d.816/1413)1158 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,104 - - 2,750 

98. Waqf of Muhammad and Ahmad, the sons of Sallam 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 487 - - 1,000 

1157 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vol.2, p.745 Cf.also Ibn Hajar, al-Durr, vol.5,p.136. 

1158 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil,vol.2,p.571. Cf.also al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vo1.6,p.237. 
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99. Waqf Muhammad b. Qustamur al-Mansuri 

Ibn al-Wan mentions a waqf in Banub village in al- Gharbiyya province, without 

specifying the share of the above amir. 

100. Waqf Muktas al-Ashrafi (Shadhuran) Muqaddam al-Mamalik 

(d.778/1376)1159 

He was one of the tawashi 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans <: 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi _ 

1 200 - - - 

101. Waqf al- Marhum al- Jamali Nazir al -Khass al- Sharif, probably Jamal al -Din 

Yusuf b.Ahmad b.Muhammad al -Bayri (d.812/1409)116° 

He was a great bureaucrat. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement/ 
Faddans 

Total naga'/ 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans ' 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 3,953 871 2,454 8,600 

1159 Al Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, pp.226, 292,301. 

1160 Al-Sukhawi, al-Daw`, vo1.10,pp.294-7. 
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102. Waqf Qajmas al-Ishagi (d.892/1486)1161 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 90 - - 400 

103. Waqf Qalbarsa and his son Tulun, and Waqf Qawsun 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 326 - - 4,220 

104. Waqf Qani Bak al- Jarkasi (d.86611461)1162 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1043 - - 1,000 

1161 Ibid,vol.6,pp.213-4. 

1162 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vol.2, pp.529-30. Cf.al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.6,p.194. 
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105. Waqf Qanim min Safr Khwaja (d.871/1466)1163 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages ' Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 800 - - 2,000 

106. Waqf Qanim Abi Yazid 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 855 - - 2,000 

107. Waqf Qarabugha al-Sayfi Aytamush al-Khadiri 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 782 - - 1,800 

1163 'bid, pp.200-1. 
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108. Waqf Qaraquja al-Hasani (d.853/1449)1164 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 2,857 _ - 2,199 

He also had a waqf in a village called Abu'l- Ghazlan al- Bahriyya in al- Buhayra 

province, shared in the same village with the waqf of Ribat Sidi Ahmad al- Badawi. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 2,450 - - 2,500 

109. Waqf Qarasunqur min 'Abd al -Karim 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,620 - - 6,000 

1164- Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.6, p.216. 
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110. Waqf Qashtamur al-Mansuri (d.770/1368)1165 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 642 - - 4,000 

111. Waqf Qusun (al-Nasiri d.742/1341) and others1166 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
1 Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 2,250 

112. Waqf Qusun (al-Nasiri) and Waqf Manjak (al-Yusufi) 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 4,500 

1165 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vol.2, p.543. 

1166 Ibn Hajar, a1-Durr, vol.3,pp.342-3. 
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113. Waqf Sultan al- Ashraf Qaytbay (d.901/1496)1167 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 6,004 - - 12,300 

114. Waqf for the dome of Imam Abu Bakr al- Siddiq in Madina1168 or for his 

descendants 1169 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

i - - - - 

115. Waqf Qubilay (al-Nasiri) (d.756/1355)1170 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 200 - - 400 

1167 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vo1.6,pp.201-11. 

1168 Ibn al-Ji ` an, A1-tuhfa, p.86. 

1169 Ibid,fol.118B. 

1170 Ibn Hajar, al-Durr, vol.3, p.328. 
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116. Waqf Qurqmas al-Ashrafi (al-Jalb) (d.873/1468)1171 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 846 - - 690 

117. Waqf Qurqmas al-Sha`bani al-Zahiri Barquq (d.842/1438)1172 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement! 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 837 - - 1,500 

118. Waqf Samura al-Ashrafiyya 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 866 - - 600 

1171 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vo1.6,p.218. 

1172 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vol.2, pp.541-2. Cf. also. al-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.6, pp.219-20. 
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119. Scattered (waqfs) 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

8 4,518 - - 14,300 

120. Waqf for the servants of the Prophet's shrine 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,750 - - 14,600 

121. Waqf al-Ashraf Shag/an b.Husayn (d.778/1376) 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 2,200 

122. Waqf Shaykhu al-Nasiri (d.758/1357)1173 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

1173 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal,vol.6, pY.257-62. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement! 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

3 390 - - 2,900 

123. Waqf Shaykhu al-Nasiri and Waqf Manjak al-Yusufi 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement ! 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 407 - - 700 

124. Waqf al- Shaykh Shams al -Din Muhammad al- Hanafi, probably al -Qirmi 

Qadi Askar (d.78911387)1174 and others 

This person was a faqih. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,159 - - 3,300 

125. Waqf al-Shaykh Shihab al-Din al-Ikhmimi 

He too was a faqih. 

1174 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dali1, vol.2, p.719. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 533 - _ 1,666 

126. Waqf for the grand mosques of Manjak al- Yusufi (Sihrij Manjak)1175 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 500 - 1,500 

127. Waqf for the son of al- Ashraf Inal (Ahmad ?) and his mother 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 386 - - 1,500 

128. Waqf Sudun al-Ashrafi 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 340 - - 500 

1175 For more information about this mosque cf. al- Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2,p.320. 
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129. Waqf Sudun al-Shaykhuni (d.798/1396)1176 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 178 - - 400 

130. Waqf Sudun Amir Akhur 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 921 - - 1,500 

131. Sudun Duqmaq al-Sarimi, probably Sudun Duqmaq al-Khassiki1177 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 362 - - 1,000 

1176 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.6, pp.104-9. 

1177 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vo1.3,p.279. 
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132. Waqf Taghribirdi al-Baklamshi al-Rumi (d.846/1442) 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,796 - - 1,800 

133. Taghri Birmish al-Sayfi Yashbak min Uzdamur al-Zardakush1178 

He was an amir of forty. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement/ 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,438 - - 1,500 

This table takes into account the fact that others were included in his waqf of a 

village in al- Buhayra called Shubra Nuna. 

134. Waqf Timur Bay min Hamza (d.86611461) 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 140 - - 500 

1178 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.4, pp.65-8. 
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135. Waqf Tashtamur al-`Ala'i al-Dawadar (d.786/1384)1179 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,067 - - 1,000 

136. Waqf Timur Bay al- Zahiri Ra's Nawba 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 365 - - 700 

137. Waqf Tughan al -Sayfi Jani Bak and others 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa/ 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 448 - - 1,000 

1179 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vo1.6,pp.395-6. 
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138. Waqf for the two sisters of al -Zahir Barquq 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa I 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - 2,000 

139. Waqf `Umar b.Bahadur al-Jamali (d.after 786/1384)1180 

Total number of villages Total area . 

measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - - 

140. Waqf `Uthman b.Sultan al-Zahir Jaqmaq (d.892/1486)1181 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 454 - 1,666 

1180 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vol.2, p.523. 

1181 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.5, pp.127-8. 
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141. Waqf Uzdamur al-Khazindar Amir Silah (d.769/1367)1182 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 816 - - 3,500 

142. Waqf Uzdamur min Yalbay 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,460 - 2,525 

143. Waqf 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

39 16,478 - - 41,345 

1182 AI Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3,vo1.I, pp.9, 11, 35,42-3, 48, 84, 156, 161, 164. 
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144. Waqf al -Burj in Alexandria, founded by al- Ashraf Qaytbay in 884/1479 and 

others1183 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,738 - - 2,000 

145. Waqf al-Sikkin1184 or Waqf al-Mubtalin1185 

This waqf consisted of one eighth of a village in al- Fayyum province called 

Damushit. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 306 - - 999 

146. Waqf for the wife of Sarghatmish al- Ashrafi (d.778/1376)1186 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 415 - - 1,200 

1183 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, pp.155-6. 

1184 Ibn al-Ji ` an, Al-tuhfa, p.154. 

1185 Ibid,fo1.215A. 

1186 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vo1.6, pp.341-2. 
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147. Waqf of the wife of Faris al- Muhammadi 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,772 - 2,400 

148. Waqf of the wife of Sunqur al- Jamali 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,025 - 5,000 

149. Waqf Yalbugha al-`Umari (d.768/1366)1187 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,704 - - 6,000 

1187 Ibn Hajar, al -Durr, vol.5, pp.213 -5. 
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150. Waqf Yashbak al- Karaki (d.850/1446)1188 and others 

He was an amir of ten. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 371 - - 1,500 

151. Scattered Awqaf of Yashbak al-Muhammadi (d.901/1495)1189 

He was an amir of ten. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 572 - - 1,200 

152. Waqf Yashbak min Mahdi al- Dawadar (d.88511480)1190 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement/ 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 670 - - 4,000 

1188 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vol.2, p.788. 

1189 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vo1.3,pp.204,319. 

1190 A1-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.10,pp.272-4. 
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153. Waqf Yashbak al-Khazindar 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 600 - - 875 

154. Waqf Yashbak al-Sha`bani (d.810/1407)1191 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa I 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 530 - - 1,800 

155. Waqf Yunus al- ̀ Ala'i (d.864/1459)1192 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar l a `hi 

1 545 - - 400 

1191 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vo1.10,pp.278-9. 

1192 lbid, vo1.10,p.346. 
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Summary of data 

The total full share for waqf in this category in Egyptian villages, including the 

waqfs which have no names of person or institutions, is as follows: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

296 227,640 5,706 5,914 591,513 

5.2.1. Waqfs with unspecified shares in the Egyptian villages 

There were also unspecified shares in a large number of Egyptian villages belonging 

to waqf category and shared with other kinds of land tenure. 

1. Waqf al-Ashraf Qaytbay 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa 1 

Faddans 
Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 7,312 

2. Waqf Inal al- Kamali (d.850/1446)(Amir of ten) and others1193 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 225 - - 300 

1193 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.3,pp.215-6. 
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3. Al-Wagf al-Salihi 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa I 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

4 1,539 - - 1,200 

4. Waqf Julban na'ib al-Sham (d.859/1455)1194 

He was an amir of one hundred, a muqaddam of a thousand and deputy of Syria 

(n'aib al- Sham). 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 555 - _ 600 

5. Waqf al-Amir Lajin (probably Lajin al-Zahiri Jaqmaq al-Zardkash al-Lala 

(d.886/1481)1195 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

937 - - 1,625 

1194 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vol.5, pp.10-12. Cf also al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.3,p.77. 

1195 Ibid., pp.232-3. 
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6. Waqf al-Madrasa al-Salahiyya Sa'id al-Su'ada' 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 281 

7. Waqf Yunus al- Nawruzi (d.791/1388)1196 

He was an amir of one hundred. He was a dawadar kabir. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,619 - - 4,000 

8. Waqf al-Jami' al-Azhar 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,000 - 2,000 

9. Waqf 

This entry is specified simply as waqf by Ihn al- Ji`an. 

1196 Ibn Hajar, al -Durr, vol.5, p.264. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

110 106,203 2,722 7,264 247,549 

10. Awqaf 

This entry is specified by Ibn al-Wan simply as awqaf. 

The total full share of this category is as follows: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa 1 

Faddans 
Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ dinar 
jayshi 

448 694,603 19,263 11,930 2,055,323 

11. Scattered Awqaf (Awqaf Mutafarriqa) 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

4 3,092 - - 10,800 

Summary of information in this category 

Total number of 
villages 

Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs / 
Faddans 

Total ibra/ dinar 
jayshi 

573 809,773 19,263 11,930 2,330,991 
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5.3. Private Properties (milk, pl.amlak) 

1. Milk `Abd al-`Aziz b. Ya'qub b.Muhammad al-`Abbasi al-Hashimi 

(d.903/1497)1197 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,006 - - 2,400 

2. Milk Aljaybugha or Aljbgha al-Muzaffari (d.750/1349)1198 

He was deputy of Tripoli. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 

Faddans 
Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 170 - - 1,000 

3. Milk Altunbugha al -Rukni Baybars 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 98 - - 300 

1197 A1-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.4,pp.236-7. Cf. Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol.3, p.379. 

1198 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vo1.3,pp260-3. 
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4. Amlak 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa I 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,663 - 5,300 

5. Milk Asanbugha al- Tayyari (d.857/1453)1199 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,560 - - 1,000 

6. Milk al- Sultan al -Zahir Barquq (d.801/1398) 

This milk consisted of a village in al -Jiza province called Atf Buhbayt. 

7. Milk Dimurdash al- Muhammadi (d.818/1415)120° 

He was an amir of one hundred and an atabeg. 

1199 

1200 

Ibid., pp.437-40. 

Ibid., pp.316-24. 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 320 - 200 

8. Milk Dinar al- Salihi al -Lala 

He was one of the eunuchs (tawashi). 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 1,000 

9. Milk Ibn Muslim, Nasir al -Din (probably Muhammad b.Muslim b.Husayn 

b.Muslim al- Karami (d.77611374)1201 

He was a merchant. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 3,438 2,680 758 10,000 

1201 Ibn Hajar, al-Durr, vol.5,p.26. Cf.also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vo1.2,p.705. 
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10. Milk of the heirs (warathat) bin Muslim 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,150 - - - 

11. Milk12 °2 Jani Bak al- Dawadar Na'ib Jidda and others(d.867 /1463) 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 776 - - 2,400 

12. Milk Janim al- Ashrafi Barsbay (probably a relative of al- Sultan Barsbay) 

(d.867/1462)1203 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total naqa I 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,130 - - 1,800 

1202 In the Bodleian manuscript, the text has: in the name of Jani Bak. Cf Ibn al -Ji ' an, Al -tuhfa 

fol.148B. 

1203 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal, vol.4, pp.217 -9. Cf also. al- Sukhawi, al-Dave, vo1.3,pp.63 -4. 
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10. Milk of the heirs (warathat) bin Muslim 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,150 - - - 

11. Milk1202 Jani Bak al- Dawadar Na'ib Jidda and others(d.867 /1463) 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 776 - - 2,400 

12. Milk Janim al- Ashrafi Barsbay (probably a relative of al- Sultan Barsbay) 

(d. 867/1462)1203 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,130 - - 1,800 

1202 In the Bodleian manuscript, the text has: in the name of Jani Bak. Cf Ibn al -Ji an, Al- tuhfa, 

fol.148B. 

1203 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal, vol.4, pp.217 -9. Cf also. al- Sukhawi, al -Daw`, vol.3,pp.63 -4. 
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13. Milk Khayr Bak min Hadid (d.887/1482)1204 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total. Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 692 - - 3,200 

14. Milk Maliktamur al-Hijazi al-Nasiri (d.748/1347)1205 

He was amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 354 - - 1,500 

15. Milk Manklibugha al- Ahmadi (d.78211380)1206 

He held the office of deputy of Aleppo. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 

Faddans 
Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 271 - _ 1,400 

1204 A1-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.3, pp.207-8. 

1205 Ibn Hajar, al-Durr, vol.5, pp.127-8. 

1206 Ibid., p.137. Cf.also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Dalil, vol.2,p.744. 
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16. Milk Ma`ruf al-Bashtaki (probably Ma`ruf al-Yashbaki al-Habashi al-Zahiri 
Jaqmaq al-Tawashi Shadd al-Hawsh (d.874/1469)1207 

He was one of the eunuchs (tawashi). 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans. 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 298 - - 400 

17. Milk 

No more information is given on this entry. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

4 1,631 - - 3,600 

18. Milk Muhammad b.Jarbash Kart al- Muhammadi1208 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,526 844 682 500 

1207 

1208 

Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.10,pp.161-2. 

AI-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vo1.7,p.210. 
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19. Milk Nawruz al- Hafizi (d.817/1414)1209 

He was an amir of one hundred 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,278 - _ 1,000 

20. Milk Qani Bay min Asbay 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 1,440 - - 2,000 

21. Milk al- Sultan al- Ashraf Qaytbay 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 6,603 1,725 4,326 15,543 

1209 Ibid vo1.10,pp.204-5. 
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22. Milk Salam b. Sa`dallah and others 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,570 - - 8,000 

23. Milk Samra' al- Ashrafiyya 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 170 - - 600 

24. Milk Sarghutmish al- Nasiri (d.75911357)121° 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 1,000 

1210 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal, vo1.6,pp.342-4. 
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25. Scattered Amlak 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 2,923 - - 2,100 

26. Milk Shaqra bint al- Sultan Faraj b. Barquq (d.after 877/1472)1211 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 820 - - 1,000 

27. Milk Taghri Birdi al- Tayyari1212 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 714 - 750 

1211 Al-Jawhari, `Ali b.Dawud, Inba' al-hasr bi-abna' al-`umr, ed Hasan Habashi, Cairo, 1970, 

pp.471-3. Cf.also al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.12, p.68. 

1212 Ibn lyas, Bada'i`, vol.2, pp.355,359. 
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28. Milk Tanam min 'Abd al- Razzaq, then to his inheritors (d.868/1463)1213 

He was an amir of one hundred and deputy of Damascus. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 400 - 2,000 

29. Milk `Umar Shah (d.after 840/1436)1214 

He was deputy of al- Karak. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 17 

30. Milk 'Uthman b. al -Zahir Jaqmaq (d.792/1486)1215 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - 1,130 - 2,500 

1213 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.3, p.44. Cf also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Manhal,vol.4, pp.175-7. 

1214 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, pt.4, vo1.2,p.990. 

1215 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.5,pp.127-8. 
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31. Milk Uzbak min Tutukh (d.904/1498)1216 

He was an amir of one hundred and an atabeg. (the tutor to a prince of the royal 

house) 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 868 - - 2,500 

32. Milk Yalbugha al- Ashrafi 

Total number of villages . Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs . 

/ Faddans 
Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 - - - 1,000 

33. Milk Yashbak min Mahdi al- Dawadar (d.885/1480)1217 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 970 - - 9,500 

1216 Ihn Iyas, Bada'i', vo1.3, pp.411 -2. 

1217 Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vo1.10,pp.272-4. 
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Overview of the milk category 

The total shares of the villages in the milk category, including those villages for 

which there is no mention of persons or institutions, is as follows. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

44 34,987 5,249 5,766 85,493 

Unspecified milk shares 

There were also unspecified shares in this category in a large number of Egyptian 

villages. 

1. Al-Amlak al-Sultaniyya 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / . 

Faddans 
Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,200 - - 5,000 

2. Milk 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

66 72,247 - - 194,534 
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3. Amlak 

Total number of 
villages 

Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans. 

Total Khirs / 
Faddans 

Total ibra/ dinar 
jayshi 

363 567,071 18,651 11,100 1,692,035 

4. Scattered Amlak 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

5 3,817 - - 5,300 

The total unspecified share of the milk category in Egyptian villages shared with 

other land tenures is as follows: 

Total number of 
villages 

Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ dinar 
jayshi 

435 644,335 18,651 11,100 1,896,870 

5.4 Rizaq 

In addition to those faddans mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an with area measurement 

(misaha) and which belonged to al -Rawk al- Nasiri, the author mentions for the 

period of al- Ashraf Qaytbay rizaq, or rizqa as a separate category of land tenure. 

This last category had a full share in a number of villages in Egypt as follows: 
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1. Rizqa for Ahmad b.Yusuf b.Munkalibugha and others 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,230 - - 2,600 

2. Rizqa for al- Shaykh Muhammad b.Ghazi (probably a Bedouin chief) 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 398 - - 320 

3. Rizqa for the sons of Burd Bak al- Ashrafi (d.868/1464)1218 

Because there is no mention of the exact category of the land tenure of the village 

Minyat Sadan in al- Daqahliyya province and the sons of the ranking amir are not 

mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an as having possessed any village or being endowed with 

any village, one may suggest that Minyat Sadan was assigned to the sons of Burd 

Bak al- Ashrafi in the form of rizqa. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement l 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 213 - - 500 

1218 A1-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.3, pp.5-6. 
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4. Rizqa of the sons of Sultan al -Zahir Khushqadam and others 

Ibn al-Wan mentions that a certain village was settled in the name of the sons of al- 

Zahir Khushqadam and those with them1219. 

One may surmise from these lines that the sons of Sultan al -Zahir Khushqadam were 

given this village in the form of a pension (rizqa) and that the possibility of milk, or 

waqf is unlikely. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total raga I 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 947 

5. Rizqa for the sons of Arghun Shah 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 240 

6. Rizqa for the sons of Muhammad al- Turkumani 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 

Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 25 - - 65 

1219 
Cf. Ibn al-Ji ` an , AI-tuhfa, fol.230A. 
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7. Rizqa for the sons of Muhammad b.Musa b.Khadir 

Total number of villages Total area 
measúrementfi/-`; 
Fäd"dans 

Total nagá`. 
,Fáddans > 

Total ichirr 
/ Faddans,_ 

Total ibrá/. 
-dinar jáyshi 

1 160 300 

8. Rizqa for the Shrine (darih) of al- Shaykh Ziyad b.Mughira al -Atki (d.191) 

According to al- Maqrizi, Ziyad had established a mosque in Darut Bihasa, a village 

in al- Bahnasa province.1220 This shrine (darih) was in this mosque which was rebuilt 

by Sultan al- Ashraf Qaytbay.1221 One may suggest therefore that this rizqa 

benefitted the mosque and the shrine and was probably established in the period of 

al- Ashraf Qaytbay. 

Tcital'ñumberbf villages 

1 2000 5,000 

9. Rizqa for the descendants (dhurriyya) of al- Shaykh `Uthman al- Sayyid 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / .. , . 

Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans . 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 100 - - 360 

1220 Al-Magrizi, Khitat, vo1.I, p.205. 

1221 Su'ad Mahir Muhammad, Masajid Misr wa awliyaha al-Salihun, Cairo, 1971, vo1.I, pp.312-3. 
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10. Rizqa for Fatima hint Muhammad and others 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 133 - - 250 

11. Rizqa for the water basin of a public fountain which was established by 

Inal al- Jamali 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total.naga / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 148 - - 400 

12. Rizqa for Sa'd al -Din, Ibrahim b.Sulayman al- Ansari 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 270 

13. Rizqa for Isma`il b.Faris al- Muhammadi 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 976 - - 2,000 
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14. Rizqa for Jawhar al-Yashbaki al-Zammam al-Khazindar (d.873/1468)1222 

He was one of the eunuchs (tawashi). 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 1,181 - - 6,000 

15. Rizqa for the mosque established by Tughan al- Tihayri al -Sayfi Shaykhun 

Total number o f villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total naqa I 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 559 _ - 2,400 

16. Rizqa for Muhammad b.Yahya b.Muhammad al- Khitai and his sons 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa I 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 327 - 1,200 

1222 AI-Sakhawi, al-Daw`, vol.3,p.86. 
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17. Rizaq 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

8 3,497 - - 7,450 

18. Rizqa 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

11 2,395 - - 6,555 

19. Rizqa for fountains at the hajj station of Ajrud 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement I 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans , 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 109 - _ 200 

20. Scattered rizaq (rizaq mutafarriqa) 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement! 
Faddans 

Total naqa I 

Faddans 
Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

18 8,763 - - 17,276 
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21. Rizqa for the sons of Lajin al- Zahiri and his Mamluks 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 2,689 2,376 312 10,000 

22. Rizqa for the sons of Qajmas al- Ishaqi 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 205 - - 700 

23. Rizqa for Yashbak min Mahdi al- Dawadar 

He was an amir of one hundred. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
I Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 347 - - 2,000 

Overview of rizaq 

The total full share of the rizaq category is as follows: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

57 26,912 2,376 312 65,576 
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Unspecified rizaq shares 

There were also unspecified shares for this category in a large number of Egyptian 

villages shared with other land tenures: 

These shares were as follows: 

1. Beneficiaries of rizaq 

Total number of villages Total area _ 

measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

5 7,800 - - 23,891 

2. Rizqa for the Sons of al -Zahir Khushqadam 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs . 

/ Faddans 
Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

2 263 - - 10,312 

3. Rizaq 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

595 838,494 21,821 16,083 2,352,415 
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4. Rizqa 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

32 18,394 - - 43,033 

5. Scattered rizaq (rizaq mutafarriqa) 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

6 5,147 - - 19,300 

The total of the unspecified shares in this category in Egyptian villages shared with 

other land tenures were as follows: 

Total number of 
villages 

Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ dinar 
jayshi 

640 870,098 21,821 16,083 2,448,951 

5.5. Diwans 

5.5.1 The sultan's diwan (al -Diwan al- Sultani li'l -Dawla al- Sharifa) 

This category had a full share in a number of villages in Egypt as detailed below: 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

128 187,366 17,792 13,766 419,620 

Many of the villages belonging to this category had no area or estimation figures. 

There were also unspecified shares for this category in a number of villages shared 

with other land tenures. 

These shares were as follows: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

14 21,682 - 33,700 

This category also had unspecified shares in another eight villages, as shown below, 

shared with various other diwans. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

8 10,919 - - 21,025 

5.5.2 Diwan al -Khass al- Sharif 

The total full share of this category in Egyptian villages was as follows: 
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Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

14 3998 - - 60,000 

5.5.3 Al-Diwan al-Mufrad 

The total full share of this category in Egyptian villages was as follows: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

140 364,267 21,728 23,483 1,420,242 

This diwan had the following unspecified share in 18 villages shared with other land 

tenures: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement! 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

18 43,751 2,722 7,264 87,191 

There was also an unspecified share for this diwan in a village shared with other 

diwans. This share was as follows: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

1 519 - - 1,500 
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5.5.4 Diwan al-Dhakhira or al-Dhakhira al-Sharifa 

The total full share of this category in Egyptian villages was as follows: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

29 62,640 221 4,452 171,604 

There were unspecified shares for this diwan in 8 villages shared with other land 

tenures. 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

8 12,489 - - 32,200 

In addition to the above, this diwan also enjoyed unspecified shares in another 9 

villages shared with other diwans. These shares were as follows: 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement / 
Faddans 

Total naqa / 
Faddans 

Total Khirs 
/ Faddans 

Total ibra/ 
dinar jayshi 

9 11,438 - - 22,525 
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5.6. Abbasid Caliph 

Total number of villages Total area 
measurement 
Fàddans} 

2 3,013 

naga/: Total Khira ibra/ al 
Í'Fáddans'. - 

Totdinar 

jàÿshi" 

8,000 

This table takes into account the fact that in a villlage named Bunha al -Asal in al- 

Sharqiyya province a relative of the caliph shared this village with him. 

5.7. The salary of Judges (Jamikiyyat al -Sada al- Hukkam) 

This category had an unspecified share in a village shared with other land tenures. 

Total nùmber óf vlláges T'otal area , 
.: 

measurment ! 
Faddans 

Tptal'naca f 
yr 

facdan'' 
: } . 

Total HIurs 
, 

lFáddans:. 
Total xbra! 
dinarjayslu 

1 3,420 - - 12,280 

5.7.2 Salaries (Ma'lum) 

These were divided into three groups: 

(1) Ma`lum al- Mawqain 

(2) Ma`lum al- Attiba' 

(3) Ma`lum Nazir al- Insha' 

All these three categories shared a village but the share of each of them was not 

specified. 
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Total number of villages Total area , Total naqa /. 
measurement /... .Faddans ì 
Faddáns 

Total Miffs. . :Total "ibra / 
Z:Fà'ddàns. dinar jayshi 

1 3,786 19,450 

5.8 Qaytbay 

This category is mentioned as sharing a village with other land tenures. 

Total number of villages Total area Total naqa`I.. Total, Khirs Total ibra/ 
measurement 
Fáddans 

Fáddans / Faddinsi, dinar jayshi 

1 1,384 1,000 

5.9 A comparison between the shares of land tenure in the reign of al- Ashraf 

Sha`ban and al- Ashraf Qaytbay 

The following discussion will focus on the changes in the land tenure shares in a 

number of villages, the area measurement (misaha), the quantity of naqa and khirs 

land, and the estimation of the yearly yield (ibra) of the villages. The above figures 

will be used as a basis for comparison between the two periods. 

This comparison will use only those villages under cultivation and the land tenures 

specifically mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an as belonging to the villages during the periods 

of Sha`ban and Qaytbay. 

A number of villages had unspecified shares in the land tenure system. In order to 

quantify these approximately, the share of each category of land tenure has been 

derived by dividing the village area measurement and ibra by the number of land 

tenures in the village. 
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6 Iqta - the share of the Mamluk army in the villages 

The Mamluk army's share (iqta) in the villages 

The iqta holders in Period A1223 acquired 1,874 villages or 82% of the total number of 

villages in Egypt, while in Period B1224 the Mamluk army held 1,031 villages or 45% 

of the total number of villages in Egypt. That means that the share enjoyed by the 

Mamluk army in the villages in Egypt dropped by 842 villages, which is equivalent 

to 45 %. 

As for the total number of villages for iqta land tenure, this decreased by 37% 

between Period A and Period B. 

Area measurement (misaha/faddan) 

In Period A, the Mamluk army obtained 2,612,883 faddans or 79% of the total 

cultivated area in Egypt. On the other hand in Period B, this category procured 

1,583,996 faddans or 48% of the total cultivated area in Egypt. That means, the share 

of the Mamluk army in the cultivated area decreased in Period B by 395% compared 

to Period A. Also, the area measurement of the cultivated land in Egypt decreased 

by 31% in Period B compared to Period A. 

The area measurement of naqa land/faddans 

The Mamluk army in Period A acquired 125,706 faddans or 72% of the total naqa 

land area in Egypt. In Period B, the iqta holders obtained 101,896 faddans or 58% of 

the total naqa land area in Egypt. That means, the share of the Mamluk army in 

Period B dropped by 23% compared to Period A. Also, the total area measurement 

of naqa land in Egypt decreased in Period B by 14% compared to Period A. 

1223 Period A, refers to the period of Sultan al- Ashraf Sha `ban. 

1224 Period B stands for the period of al- Ashrat Qaytbay. 
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The area measurement of khirs land/faddans 

In Period A, the iqta holders had 192,224 faddans or 70% of the total khirs land area 

in Egypt. On the other hand, in Period B the Mamluk army obtained 197,818 

faddans or 73% of the total khirs land area in Egypt. That means, the share of the 

Mamluk army in the khirs land area in Period B increased by 3% compared to Period 

A. Also, the total area measurement of khirs land in Egypt increased by 3% 

compared to Period A. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra expressed as dinar jayshi) 

The Mamluk army in Period A received 7,970,926 dinar jayshi which represented 

80% of the total ibra in Egypt, whereas the iqta holders in Period B possessed 

3,963,099 dinar jayshi or 44% of the total ibra in Egypt. That means, the share of the 

Mamluk army in the revenue decreased in Period B by 50% compared to Period A. 

Also, the proportions of the total ibra in Egypt dropped in Period B by 36% 

compared to Period A. 

6.1 The shares for certain sub -categories of iqta holders 

(1) Named Ranking Amirs 

The number of the ranking amirs in this group was 160 in al- Ashraf Sha`ban's 

period, whilst they numbered 86 in al- Ashraf Qaytbay's period. That means, the 

number of named ranking amirs assigned cultivated land as iqta dropped in Period 

B by 46% compared to Period A. 

Villages 

The named ranking amirs in Period A held 586 villages or 31% of the total villages 

belonging to the iqta category or 26% of the total villages in Egypt. On the other 

hand, in Period B, they obtained 301 villages or 29% of the total number of villages 

which belonged to the iqta category or 13% of the total number of villages in Egypt. 

That means that the share of the named land tenures from the villages in Period B 

decreased by 49 °i compared to Period A. Also, the share of this category from the 
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total villages belonging to the iqta category decreased by 12% in Period B compared 

to Per.(A). 

Furthermore, the share of the named ranking amirs from the total villages in Egypt 

decreased in Period B by 13% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

In Period A, the named ranking amirs acquired 1,270,060 faddans or 48% of the total 

cultivated area which belonged to the iqta category or 38% of the total cultivated 

area in Egypt. On the other hand, in Period B they obtained 802,950 faddans or 51% 

of the total cultivated area which belonged to the iqta category or 24% of the total 

cultivated area in Egypt. That means, the share of named ranking amirs from the 

cultivated land in Period B dropped by 37% compared to Period A. Also, their share 

from the total cultivated area which belonged to the iqta category in Period B 

increased by 3% compared to Period A. Furthermore, the share of named ranking 

amirs from the total cultivated area dropped in Period B by 14% compared to Period 

A. 

The area measurement of naqa area 

In Period A, the named ranking amirs acquired 94,357 faddans or 75% of the total 

naqa land area which belonged to iqta category or 54% of the total naqas land area in 

Egypt, while in Period B, they obtained 94,964 faddans or 93% of the total naqa land 

area which belonged to the iqta category or 54% of the total naqa land in Egypt. 

That means that the share of named ranking amirs in the naqa land area in Period B 

increased by 1 %, compared to Period A. Also, the share of these iqta holders from 

the total naqa land area which belonged to iqta category in Period B increased by 

18% compared to Period A. Furthermore, the share of named ranking amirs in the 

total naqa land area in Egypt remained the same for the two periods at 54 %. 
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The area measurement of the khirs land area 

In Period A the named ranking amirs received 156,664 faddans or 82% of the total 

khirs land area which belonged to the iqta category or 57% of the total khirs land 

area in Egypt. On the other hand, in Period B they procured 191,785 faddans or 97% 

of the total khirs land area which belonged to the iqta category or 71% of the total 

khirs land area in Egypt. That means that the share of named ranking amirs in the 

khirs land area increased in Period B by 18% compared to Period A. Also, their 

share from the total khirs land area increased in Period B by 15% compared to Period 

A. Furthermore, the share of named ranking amirs in the total khirs land area 

increased in Period B by 14% compared to Period A. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

The named ranking amirs in Period A received 3,973,607 dinar jayshi or 50% of the 

total ibra which belonged to the iqta category or 40% of the total ibra in Egypt. In 

Period B these iqta holders obtained 1,764,778 dinar jayshi or 45% of the total ibra 

which belonged to the iqta category or 20% of the total ibra in Egypt. That means 

that the share of the named ranking amirs dropped in Period B by 56% compared to 

Period A. Also, the share of these iqta holders from the total ibra which belonged to 

iqta category decreased in Period B by 5% compared to Period A. Furthermore, the 

share of named ranking amirs in the total ibra in Egypt dropped in Period B by 20% 

compared to Period A. 

(2) The villages of miscellaneous ranking amirs 

In Period A these iqta holders held 8 villages or 0.44% of the total villages which 

belonged to the iqta category or 0.36 of the total number of villages in Egypt. On the 

other hand, in Period B they had 24 villages or 2% of the total villages which 

belonged to the iqta category of the total villages in Egypt. That means that the 

share of miscellaneous ranking amirs from the villages in Period B increased by 67% 

compared to Period A. Also their share from the total number of villages which 
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belonged to the iqta category increased in Period B by 2% compared to Period A. 

Furthermore, the share of miscellaneous ranking amirs of the total number of 

villages in Egypt increased in Period B by 1% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

The miscellaneous ranking amirs in Period A procured 10,742 faddans or 0.41% of 

the total cultivated area which belonged to the iqta category or 0.32% of the total 

cultivated area in Egypt. On the other hand in Period B they acquired 48,275 

faddans or 3% of the total cultivated area which belonged to the iqta category or 1% 

of the total cultivated area in Egypt. That means the share of miscellaneous ranking 

amirs from the cultivated area increased by 78% in Period B compared to Period A. 

Also their share in the total cultivated area which belonged to the iqta category 

increased in Period B by 3% compared to Period A. Furthermore the share of 

miscellaneous ranking amirs from the total cultivated area in Egypt increased in 

Period B by 1% compared to Period B. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

In Period A, the miscellaneous ranking amirs received 42,933 dinar jayshi or 0.53% 

of the ibra which belonged to the iqta category or 0.42% of the total ibra in Egypt. 

On the other hand, in Period B they procured 351,055 dinar jayshi or 9% of the total 

ibra which belonged to the iqta category or 4% of the total ibra in Egypt. 

That means that the share of the miscellaneous ranking amirs from the ibra increased 

in Period B by 88% compared to Period A. Also, their share from the total ibra 

which belonged to the iqta category increased in Period B by 8% compared to Period 

A. Furthermore the share of the miscellaneous ranking amirs in the total ibra in 

Egypt increased in Period B by 4% compared to Period A. 
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3. Governors (wulat) 

Villages 

In Period A the governors held 32 villages or 2% of the total villages which belonged 

to the iqta category or 1% of the total villages in Egypt. In Period B they had only 

one village or 0.096% of the villages which belonged to the iqta category or 0.0437% 

of the total villages in Egypt. That means that the share of the governors from the 

villages in Period B decreased by 97% compared to Period A. Also, their share from 

the total villages which belonged to the iqta category in Period B decreased by 2% 

compared to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

In Period A these iqta holders obtained 35,399 faddans or 1% of the total cultivated 

area which belonged to the iqta category or 1% of the total cultivated area in Egypt. 

In Period B they obtained 287 faddans or 0.018% of the total area which belonged to 

the iqta category or 0.00867% of the total cultivated area in Egypt. That means, the 

share of the governors from the cultivated area in Period B decreased by 99% 

compared to Period A. Also, their share from the total cultivated area which 

belonged to the iqta category decreased by 1% compared to Period A. Furthermore, 

the share of governors from the total cultivated area in Egypt in Period B decreased 

by 1% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement of naqa land 

In spite of the non -existence of naqa land for the governors in Period B, these iqta 

holders in Period A obtained 5,410 faddans or 4% of the total naqa land which 

belonged to the iqta category or 3% of the total naqa land in Egypt. 

The area measurement of khirs land 

In Period A the governors received 7,067 faddans or 4% of the total khirs land which 

belonged to the iqta category or 3% of the total khirs land in Egypt. In contrast with 

Period A, there is no figure provided for khirs land in Period B. 
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The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

The governors in Period A received 68,619 dinar jayshi or 0.862% of the total ibra 

which belonged to the iqta category or 0.685% of the total ibra in Egypt. On the 

other hand, in Period B they procured 2,000 dinar jayshi or 0.05% of the total ibra 

which belonged to the iqta category or 0.022% of the total ibra in Egypt. That means 

that the share of the governors from the ibra in Period B dropped by 97% compared 

to Period A. Also their share from the total ibra which belonged to the iqta category 

decreased by 0.81% compared to Period A. Furthermore the share of the governors 

from the total ibra in Egypt in Period B decreased by 66% compared to Period A. 

If we consider the named ranking amirs, miscellaneous ranking amirs and the 

governors who belonged to the same category of the Mamluk ranking amirs, then 

the comparison in the two periods under analysis will be as follows: 

Villages 

In Period A, the ranking amirs had 626 villages or 33% of the total villages which 

belonging to the iqta category of 27% of the total villages in Egypt. In Period B they 

obtained 325 villages or 32% of the total villages belonging to the iqta category or 

14% of the total villages in Egypt. That means the share of the ranking amirs from 

the villages decreased in Period B by 48% compared to Period A. Also, their share 

from the total villages which belonged to the iqta category decreased in Period B by 

1% compared to Period A. Furthermore, the share of the ranking amirs from the 

total villages in Egypt decreased in Period B by 11% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddan) 

In Period A the ranking amirs acquired 1,316,201 faddans or 50% of the total 

cultivated area belonging to the iqta category or 40% of the total cultivated area in 

Egypt. On the other hand they procured 851,512 faddans or 54% of the total 

cultivated area in the iqta category or 26% of the total cultivated area in Egypt. 
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That means that the share of the ranking amirs from the cultivated area decreased in 

Period B by 35% compared to Period A. Also, their share from the total cultivated 
area belonging to iqta category increased in Period B by 4% compared to Period A. 

Furthermore, the share of the ranking amirs from the total cultivated area decreased 

in Period B by 14% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement of naqa land/faddan 

In Period A the ranking amirs obtained 99,767 faddans or 79% of the total naqa land 

area belonging to the iqta category or 57% of the total naqa land area in Egypt. In 

Period B they obtained 94,964 or 93% of the total cultivated area belonging to the iqta 

category or 54% of the total naqa land area in Egypt. That means, the share of the 

ranking amirs from the naqa land area decreased in Period B by 5% compared to 

Period A. Also, their share from the total naqa land area which belonged to the iqta 

category increased in Period B by 14% compared to Period A. Furthermore, the 

share of the ranking amirs from the total naqa land area in Egypt decreased in 

Period B by 3% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement of khirs land/faddans 

In Period A, the ranking amirs received 163,731 faddans or 85% of the total khirs 

land area belonging to the iqta category or 60% of the total khirs land area in Egypt. 

On the other hand in Period B they acquired 191785 faddans or 97% of the total khirs 

land area belonging to the iqta category or 71% of the total khirs land area in Egypt. 

That means the share of the ranking amirs from the khirs land area increased in 

Period B by 15% compared to Period A. Also their share from the total khirs land 

area which belonged to the iqta category increased in Period B by 12% compared to 

Period A. Furthermore the share of the ranking amirs from the total khirs land area 

in Egypt increased in Period B by 11% compared to Period A. 
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The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

In Period A, the ranking amirs received 4,085,159 dinar jayshi or 51% of the total 

ibra belonging to the iqta category or 41% of the total ibra in Egypt. In Period B they 

obtained the 2,117,833 dinar jayshi or 54% of the total ibra which belonged to the 

iqta category or 24% of the total ibra in Egypt. 

That means that the share of the ranking amirs from the ibra decreased in Period B 

by 48% compared to Period A. Also their share from the total ibra which belonged 

to iqta category increased in Period B by 3% compared to Period A. Furthermore, 

the share of this category from the total ibra in Egypt decreased in Period B by 17% 

compared to Period A. 

4. Iqta holders (al- mugta`in) 

Villages 

In Period A al- mugta`in held 1,011 villages or 54% of the total number of villages 

belonging to the iqta category or 44% of the total number of villages in Egypt, 

whereas in Period B these iqta holders were assigned 438 villages or 42% of the total 

villages belonging to the iqta category or 19% of the total villages in Egypt. 

That means that the share of al- mugta`in in the villages in Period B decreased by 

57% compared to Period A. Also the share of these iqta holders in the total villages 

which belonged to the iqta category in Period B decreased by 12% compared to 

Period A. Furthermore, the share of al-muqta'in in the total villages in Egypt 

decreased by 25% in Period B compared to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

Al- mugta`in in Period A obtained 1,083,498 faddans or 41% of the total cultivated 

area which belonged to the iqta category or 33% of the total cultivated area in Egypt. 

On the other hand, in Period B they acquired 474,213 faddans or 30% of the total 

cultivated area belonging to the iqta category or 14% of the total cultivated area in 
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Egypt. That means, the share of al -muqta ̀ in in the cultivated area decreased in 

Period B by 56% compared to Period A. Also their share of the total cultivated area 

which belonged to the iqta category dropped by 11% in Period B compared to 

Period A. Furthermore, the share of al- mugta'in in the total cultivated area in Egypt 

in Period B decreased by 19% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement of naqa land/faddans 

In Period A al- mugta'in got 25,939 faddans or 21% of the total naqa land area which 

belonged to the iqta category or 15% of the total naqa land area in Egypt. In Period B 

they acquired 69323 faddans or 7% of the total naqa land area belonging to the iqta 

category or 4% of the total naqa land area in Egypt. That means the share of al- 

muqta'in in the naqa land in Period B decreased by 734% compared to Period A. 

Also the share of these iqta holders in the total naqa land area belonging to the iqta 

category dropped by 14% in Period B compared to Period A. Furthermore, the share 

of al- mugta'in in the total naqa land area in Egypt decreased in Period B by 11% 

compared to Period A. 

The area measurement khirs land, faddans 

In Period A al- mugta'in acquired 28,493 faddans or 15% of the total khirs land area 

which belonged to the iqta category or 10% of the total khirs land area in Egypt. In 

Period B these iqta holders procured 6,033 faddans or 3% of the total khirs land area 

which belonged to the iqta category or 2% of the total khirs land area in Egypt. 

That means the share of al- mugta`in in the khirs land area in Period B dropped by 

97% compared to Period A. Also the share of these iqta holders in the total khirs 

land area which belonged to the iqta category decreased in Period B by 12% 

compared to Period A. Furthermore, the share of al- mugta'in in the total khirs land 

in Egypt decreased in Period B by 8% compared to Period A. 
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The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra, dinar jayshi ) 

In Period A al- mugta'in received 3,290,414 dinar jayshi or 41% of the total ibra 

which belonged to the iqta category or 33% of the total ibra in Egypt. In Period B 

they acquired 1,231,937 dinar jayshi or 31% of the total ibra which belonged to the 

iqta category or 14% of the total ibra in Egypt. That means the share of al- mugta`in 

in the ibra in Period B decreased by 63% compared to Period A. Also their share 

from the total ibra which belonged to the iqta category decreased in Period B by 10% 

compared to Period A. Furthermore, the share of al- muqta'in in the total ibra in 

Egypt dropped by 19% compared to Period A. 

5. Bedouin (`urban) 

Villages 

In Period A the Bedouin had 183 villages or 10% of the total villages which belonged 

to the iqta category or 8% of the total villages in Egypt. On the other hand in Period 

B they held 224 villages or 22% of the total villages belonging to the iqta category or 

10% of the total villages in Egypt. That means, the share of the Bedouin in the 

villages increased in Period B by 13% compared to Period A. Also the share of these 

iqta holders in the total villages which belonged to the iqta category in Period B 

increased by 12% compared to Period A. 

In addition to the land tenure already discussed, there were others which were 

attached to a specific period. 

For example, there were three types of land tenure mentioned only in the period of 

al- Ashraf Sha`ban, such as allowances (rawatib), court retinue (al- hashiya) and the 

family of Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban. 

For the period of al- Ashraf Qaytbay there was a new land tenure for the Abbasid 

caliph who usually received salary (jamikiyya) and allowances during most of the 
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Bahrid period. Presumably the Mamluk sultan began to assign the Abbasid caliph a 

cultivated land from the first half of the ninth /fifteenth century. 

6.2 The land tenures mentioned only for the period of al- Ashraf 
Qaytbay 

(1) The Abbasid caliph 

Villages 

This category had 2 villages or 0.08% of the total villages in Egypt. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

This category 3013 faddans or 0.09% of the total cultivated area in Egypt. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

The Abbasid caliph received 8000 dinar jayshi or 0.09% of the total ibra in Egypt. 

Furthermore the share of the Bedouin in the total villages in Egypt in Period B 

increased by 2% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

The Bedouins in Period A obtained 143,849 faddans or 6% of the total cultivated area 

which belonged to the iqta category or 4% of the total cultivated area in Egypt. In 

Period B they acquired 197,359 faddans or 12% of the total cultivated area which 

belonged to the iqta category of 6% of the total cultivated area in Egypt. 

That means that the share of the Bedouin in the cultivated area in Period B increased 

by 27% compared to Period A. Also the share of these iqta holders in the total 

cultivated area which belonged to the iqta category in Period B increased by 6% 

compared to Period A. Furthermore the Bedouin 's share in the total cultivated area 

in Egypt in Period B increased by 2% compared to Period A. 
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The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

In Period A the Bedouin received 314,077 dinar jayshi or 4% of the total ibra which 

belonged to the iqta category or 3% of the total ibra in Egypt. On the other hand, 

these iqta holders in Period B procured 412,547 dinar jayshi or 10% of the total ibra 

which belonged to the iqta category or 5% of the total ibra in Egypt. That means the 

Bedouin 's share from the ibra in Period B increased by 24% compared to Period A. 

Also, their share in the total ibra of the iqta category in Period B increased by 6% 

compared to Period A. Furthermore the Bedouin 's share in the total ibra in Egypt in 

Period B increased by 2% compared to Period A. 

6. Al-Ashraf in Hij az 

Villages 

In Period A al- Ashraf held 6 villages or 0.32% of the total villages which belonged to 

the iqta category or 0.26% of the total villages in Egypt. In Period B they obtained 6 

villages or 0.58% of the total villages which belonged to the iqta category or 0.26% of 

the total villages in Egypt. That means, the share of al- Ashraf in the villages was the 

same for both periods. Their share in the total villages which belonged to the iqta 

category in Period B increased by 0.26% compared to Period A. 

Furthermore the shares of al- Ashraf in the total number of villages in Egypt 

remained the same at 0.26 %. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

In Period A al- Ashraf acquired 10,040 faddans or 0.38% of the total cultivated area 

which belonged to the iqta category of 0.30% of the total cultivated area in Egypt. 

On the other hand in Period B they acquired 10526 faddans or 0.66 of the total 

cultivated area which belonged to the iqta category of 0.31% of the total cultivated 

area in Egypt. That means the share of al- Ashraf in the cultivated area in Period B 

increased by 5% compared to Period A. Also their share of the total villages which 
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belonged to the iqta category in Period B increased by 0.28% compared to Period A. 

Furthermore the share of al- Ashraf in the total cultivated area in Egypt in Period B 

increased by .01% compared to Period A. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

In Period A this category received 20,933 dinar jayshi or 0.26% of the total ibra 

which belonged to the iqta category or 0.20% of the total ibra in Egypt. However, 

there were no ibra figures mentioned for the villages belonging to al- Ashraf in Hijaz 

in al- Ashraf Qaytbay's period. 

Conclusion on the category of al- Ashraf 

In spite of ibra figures which cannot be compared, one can depend on the results of 

the comparison between the number of villages and the area measurement to draw a 

conclusion. These results point to the fact that the share of al- Ashraf in Hijaz 

probably remained the same or slightly increased in Period B as compared to Period 

A. 

7. Halga 

Villages 

In Period A the halqa had 23 villages or 1% of the total villages which belonged to 

the iqta category or 1% of the total villages in Egypt. On the other hand, in Period B 

they held 12 villages or 1% of the total villages which belonged to the iqta category 

or 0.50% of the total villages in Egypt. That means the share of the halga in the 

villages in Period B decreased by 48% compared to Period A. Also their share in the 

total villages which belonged to the iqta category remained the same for both 

periods. Furthermore, the halga's share in the total villages in Egypt dropped by 

0.50% in Period B compared to Period A. 
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The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

In Period A the halqa procured 19,739 faddans or 1% of the total cultivated area 

which belonged to the iqta category or 0.89% of the total cultivated area in Egypt, 

whereas in Period B they obtained 14,547 faddans or 0.91% of the total cultivated 

area which belonged to the iqta category or 0.43% of the total cultivated area in 

Egypt. That means the share of the halqa in the cultivated area in Period B 

decreased by 26% compared to Period A. Also the halqa share in the total cultivated 

area which belonged to the iqta category in Period B decreased by 0.09% compared 

to Period A. Furthermore, the share of the halqa in the total cultivated area in Egypt 

in Period B decreased by 0.46% compared to Period B. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

In Period A the halqa received 121,149 dinar jayshi or 2% of the total ibra which 

belonged to the iqta category or 1% of the total ibra in Egypt. On the other hand, in 

Period B the halqa obtained 52,856 dinar jayshi or 1% of the total ibra which 

belonged to the iqta category or 0.59% of the total ibra in Egypt. That means the 

share of halqa in the ibra decreased in Period B by 56% compared to Period A. Also 

their share from the total ibra which belonged to the iqta category decreased in 

Period B by 1% compared to Period A. Furthermore the share of halqa in the total 

ibra in Egypt dropped in Period B by 0.41% compared to Period A. 

8 Royal Mamluks (al- Mamalik al- Sultaniyya) 

In Period A the royal mamluks had 23 villages or 1% of the total villages which 

belonged to the iqta category or 0.99% of the total villages in Egypt, whereas in 

Period B, they held 27 villages or 3% of the total villages which belonged to the iqta 

category or 1% of the total number of villages in Egypt. That means the share of 

royal mamluks in the villages increased in Period B by 2% compared to Period A. 

Furthermore, the royal mamluk shares in the total villages in Egypt increased in 

Period B by 0.01% compared to Period A. 
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The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

The royal mamluks in Period A acquired 29,557 faddans or 1% of the total cultivated 

area which belonged to the iqta category or 0.89% of the total cultivated area in 

Egypt. On the other hand, in Period B they obtained 35,181 faddans or 2% of the 

total cultivated area which belonged to the iqta category or 1% of the total cultivated 

land in Egypt. That means the share of royal mamluks in the cultivated area 

increased in Period B by 15% compared to Period A. Also, their share in the total 

cultivated area which belonged to the iqta category increased in Period B by 1% 

compared to Period A. Furthermore, the share of royal mamluks in the total 

cultivated area in Egypt increased in Period B by 0.11% compared to Period A. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

The royal mamluks in Period A received 120,894 dinar jayshi or 2% of the total ibra 

which belonged to the iqta category or 0.89% of the total ibra in Egypt, while in 

Period B they possessed 135,063 dinar jayshi or 3% of the total ibra which belonged 

to the iqta category or 2% of the total ibra in Egypt. 

That means, the share of the royal mamluks in the ibra increased in Period B by 10% 

compared to Period A. Also, their share in the total ibra which belonged to the iqta 

category increased in Period B by 7% compared to Period A. Furthermore the share 

of royal mamluks in the total ibra in Egypt increased in Period (B by 1.11% 

compared to Period A. 

9 The Navy (al- Shawani), archers and soldiers of Damietta 

For Period A Ibn al -Ji`an mentions the navy (al- shawani) or the navy in Damietta 

(al- shawani bi Dimyat). For Period B Ibn al-Wan mentions archers and soldiers of 

Damietta (al -rumat ajnad Dimyat). One may assume that the term archers (al- rumat) 

referred to a group of naval soldiers stationed in Damietta. For this reason both al- 

shawani and the archers in Damietta have been considered as groups belonging to 

the Mamluk navy force. 
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Villages 

In Period A, al- shawani had two villages or 0.10% of the total villages belonging to 

the iqta category or 0.08% of the total villages in Egypt, while in Period B al -rumat 

obtained 0.25% of a village or 0.02% of the total villages which belonged to the iqta 

category or 0.01 of the total villages in Egypt. That means the share of the navy in 

the villages decreased in Period B by 88% compared to Period A. Also its share in 

the total villages which belonged to the iqta category decreased in Period B by 0.08% 

compared to Period A. Furthermore the navy share in the total villages in Egypt 

decreased in Period B by 0.07% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

In Period A, al- shawani obtained 6,344 faddans or 0.24% of the total cultivated area 

belonging to the iqta category or 0.19% of the total cultivated area in Egypt. On the 

other hand, in Period B the archers in Damietta received 949 faddans or 0.05% of the 

total cultivated area belonging to the iqta category or 0.02% of the total cultivated 

area in Egypt. That means the share of the Mamluk navy in the cultivated land 

decreased in Period B by 85% compared to Period A. Also, their share in the total 

cultivated land belonging to the iqta category decreased in Period B by 0.19% 

compared to Period A. Furthermore, the Mamluk navy's share in the total cultivated 

area in Egypt decreased by 0.17% compared to Period A. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

In Period A al- shawani received 18,300 dinar jayshi or 0.22% of the total bra 

belonging to the iqta category or 0.18% of the total ibra in Egypt, while in Period B 

al -Rumat in Dimyat procured 4,863 dinar jayshi or 0.12% of the total ibra belonging 

to the iqta category or 0.05% of the total ibra in Egypt. 

That means the share of the Mamluk navy from the ibra decreased in Period B by 

73% compared to Period A. Also, their share from the total ibra which belonged to 

the iqta category decreased in Period B by 0.10% compared to Period A. 
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Furthermore the share of the Mamluk army from the ibra decreased in Period B by 

0.13% compared to Period A. 

The sultan's domain (al- Dawawin al- Sultaniyya) 

Villages 

In Period A, the sultan's diwans held 186 villages or 8% of the total villages in Egypt, 

while in Period B they got 337 villages or 15% of the total villages in Egypt. That 

means, the share of the sultan's domain in the villages in Period B increased by 45% 

compared to Period A. Also its share in the total villages in Egypt increased in 

Period B by 7% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

The sultan's diwans in Period A obtained 268,519 faddans or 8% of the total 

cultivated area in Egypt. On the other hand, in Period B they acquired 662,900 

faddans or 20% of the total cultivated land in Egypt. 

That means the share of the sultan's domain in the cultivated area increased in 

Period B by 59% compared to Period A. Also, its share in the total cultivated area in 

Egypt increased by 12% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement of naqa land 

In Period A the sultan's diwan obtained 23,665 faddans or 14% of the naqa land area 

in Egypt, whereas in Period B they had 43,202 faddans or 25% of the total naqa land 

area in Egypt. That means the share of the sultan's domain in the naqa land area 

increased in Period B by 45% compared to Period A. Also its share in the total naqa 

land area in Period B increased by 11% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement of the khirs land 

The royal diwans in Period A obtained 35,406 faddans or 13% of the total khirs land 

area in Egypt. On the other hand, in Period B they obtained 45,333 faddans of khirs 

land area in Egypt, or 16% of the total khirs land in Egypt. That means the share of 
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the sultan's domain in the khirs land area increased in Period B by 22% compared to 

Period A. Also its share in the total villages in Egypt increased in Period B by 3% 

compared to Period A. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

In Period A the royal diwans received 854,170 dinar jayshi or 9% of the total ibra in 

Egypt, while they procured in Period B 2,160,534 dinar jayshi or 25% of the total 

ibra in Egypt. 

That means the share of the sultan's domain in the ibra increased in Period B by 60% 

compared to Period A. Also its share in the total ibra in Egypt increased in Period B 

by 16% compared to Period A. 

(1) The villages of al -Diwan al- Sultan li'1 Dawla al- Sharifa 

This diwan held in Period A 162 villages or 87% of the total villages belonging to the 

sultan's domain or 7% of the total villages in Egypt. On the other hand in Period B 

this diwan obtained 138 villages or 41% of the total villages belonging to the sultan's 

domain or 6% of the total villages in Egypt. That means this diwan's share of the 

villages decreased in Period B by 15% compared to Period A. Also its share in the 

total villages belonging to the sultan's domain dropped in Period B by 46% 

compared to Period A. Furthermore, the share of this diwan in the total villages in 

Egypt decreased in Period B by 1% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

The sultan's diwan in Period A acquired 226,070 faddans or 84% of the total 

cultivated area which belonged to the sultan's domain or 7% of the total cultivated 

area in Egypt, whereas in Period B this diwan obtained 200,814 faddans or 30% of 

the total cultivated area which belonged to the sultan's domain or 6% of the total 

cultivated area in Egypt. That means, the share of the sultan's domain in the 

cultivated area decreased in Period B by 11% compared to Period A. Also the share 
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of this diwan in the total cultivated area which belonged to the sultan's domain in 

Period B declined by 54% compared to Period A. Furthermore, its share in the total 

cultivated area in Egypt decreased in Period B by 1% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement of the naqa land/faddans 

In Period A the sultan's diwans procured 23,665 faddans or 100% of the total naqa 

land belonging to the sultan's domain or 14% of the total naqa land in Egypt. On the 

other hand, in Period B this diwan obtained 17,792 faddans or 41% of the total naqa 

land area belonging to the sultan's domain or 10% of the total naqa land area in 

Egypt. That means, the share of the sultan's diwan in the naqa land area decreased 

in Period B by 25% compared to Period A. Also its share of the total naqa land area 

which belong to the sultan's domain decreased in Period B by 59% compared to 

Period A. Furthermore, the share of the sultan's diwan in the total naqa land area in 

Egypt decreased in Period B by 4% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement of khirs land/faddans 

In Period A the sultan's diwan acquired 35,406 faddans or 100% of the total khirs 

land area belonging to the sultan's domain or 7% of the total khirs land in Egypt, 

while in Period B it obtained 13,766 faddans or 30% of the total khirs land area 

belonging to the sultan's domain or 5% of the total khirs land area in Egypt. That 

means the share of the sultan's diwan in the khirs land area dropped in Period B by 

61% compared to Period A. Also its share of the total khirs land which belonged to 

the sultan's domain decreased in Period B by 70% compared to Period A. 

Furthermore, the share of the sultan's diwan in the total khirs land in Egypt 

decreased in Period B by 2% compared to Period A. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

The sultan's diwan in Period A received 624,320 dinar jayshi or 73% of the total ibra 

which belonged to the sultan's domain or 6% of the total ibra in Egypt, while in 

Period B this diwan acquired 442,963 dinar jayshi or 21% or the total ibra which 
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belonged to the sultan's domain or 5% of the total ibra in Egypt. That means the 

share of the sultan's diwan in the ibra decreased in Period B by 29% compared to 

Period A. Also its share of the total ibra which belonged to the sultan's domain 

decreased in Period B by 52% compared to Period A. Furthermore the share of the 

sultan's diwan in the total ibra in Egypt declined in Period B by 1% compared to 

Period A. 

(2) Diwan al -khass al- sharif 

Villages 

In Period A the diwan al -khass al- sharif held 22 villages or 12% of the total villages 

belonging to the sultan's domain or 0.96% of the total villages in Egypt. On the other 

hand in Period B it acquired 14 villages or 4% of the total villages belonging to the 

sultan's domain or 0.60% of the total villages in Egypt. That means the share of the 

diwan al -khass in the villages decreased in Period B by 36% compared to Period A. 

Also, its share of the total villages belonging to the sultan's domain decreased in 

Period B by 8% compared to Period A. Furthermore, the share of the diwan al -khass 

of the total villages in Egypt decreased in Period B by 0.36% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

In Period A the diwan al -khass al- sharif procured 42,449 faddans or 16% of the total 

cultivated area belonging to the sultan's domain or 1% of the cultivated area in 

Egypt, while in Period B this diwan obtained 3,998 faddans or 0.60% of the total 

cultivated area belonged to the sultan's domain or 0.12% of the total cultivated area 

in Egypt. That means the share of the diwan al -khass of the cultivated area 

decreased in Period B by 90% compared to Period A. Also the share of this diwan of 

the total cultivated area which belonged to the sultan's domain dropped in Period B 

by 15% compared to Period A. Furthermore, the share of the diwan al -khass in the 

total cultivated area in Egypt decreased in Period B by 0.88% compared to Period A. 
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The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

The diwan al -khass al- sharif in Period A received 228,450 dinar jayshi or 27% of the 

total ibra which belonged to the sultan's domain or 2% of the total ibra in Egypt. On 

the other hand, in Period B this diwan acquired 60,000 dinar jayshi or 3% of the 

total ibra belonging to the sultan's domain or 0.68% of the total ibra in Egypt. That 

means the share of the diwan al -khass in the ibra declined in Period B by 74% 

compared to Period A. Also its share of the total ibra belonging to the sultan's 

domain decreased in Period B by 24% compared to Period A. Furthermore, the 

share of the diwan al -khass of the total ibra in Egypt decreased in Period B by 1% 

compared to Period A. 

3 Diwan al- dhakhira 

Villages 

In Period A the diwan al- dhakhira held 2 villages or 0.80% of the total villages which 

belonged to the sultan's domain or 0.04% of the total villages in Egypt while in 

Period B this diwan acquired 37 villages or 11% of the total villages belonging to the 

sultan's domain or 2% of the total villages in Egypt. That means the share of the 

diwan al- dthakhira in the villages increased in Period B by 95% compared to Period 

A. Also, its share of the total villages belonging to the sultan's domain increased in 

Period B by 10% compared to Period A. Furthermore, the share of the diwan 

aldhakhira in the total villages in Egypt increased in Period B by 2% compared to 

Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddans) 

In Period A the area measurement figure of the diwan al- dhakhira is not mentioned 

by Ibn al -Ji`an . On the other hand, in Period B this diwan obtained 72,755 faddans 

or 11% of the total cultivated area which belonged to the sultan's domain or 2% of 

the total cultivated area in Egypt. 
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The area measurement of the naqa land/faddans 

There is no mention about khirs land figures for the diwan al- dhakhira in Period A, 

but in Period B this diwan had 4,452 faddans or 10% of the total khirs land area 

belonging to the sultan's domain or 2% of the total khirs land in Egypt. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

The diwan al- dhakhira in Period A received 1,400 dinar jayshi or 0.15% of the ibra 

belonging to the sultan's domain or 0.01% of the total ibra in Egypt. On the other 

hand, in Period B this diwan received 195,534 dinar jayshi or 9% of the total ibra 

belonging to the sultan's domain or 2% of the total ibra in Egypt. That means the 

share of the diwan al- dhakhira from the ibra increased in Period B by 99% compared 

to Period A. Also its share of the total ibra which belonged to the sultan's domain 

increased in Period B by 9% compared to Period A. Furthermore, the share of the 

diwan al- dhakhira of the total ibra in Egypt increased by 2% compared to Period A. 

4 Al-diwan al-mufrad 

This diwan which was established after the period of al- Ashraf Sha ̀ ban became the 

most important diwan in the fifteenth century. 

Villages 

In Period B this diwan had 149 villages or 44% of the total villages belonging to the 

sultan's domain or 7% of the total villages in Egypt. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddan) 

In Period B the diwan al- Mufrad obtained 385,333 faddans or 58% of the total 

cultivated area belonging to the sultan's domain or 12% of the total cultivated area in 

Egypt. 
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The area measurement of naqa land/faddan 

The Period B the dian al- mufrad procured 23,089 faddans or 43% of the total naqa 

land area which belonged to the sultan's domain or 13% of the total naqa land area 

in Egypt. 

The area measurement of khirs land/faddan 

In Period B the diwan al- mufrad procured 27,115 faddans or 60% of the total khirs 

land area belonging to the sultan's domain or 10% of the total khirs land in Egypt. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

In Period B the diwan al- mufrad received 1,462,037 dinar jayshi or 68% of the total 

ibra which belonged to the sultan's domain or 17% of the total ibra in Egypt. 

6.3 Waqf 

Villages 

In Period A waqf held 104 villages or 5% of the total villages in Egypt. On other 

hand, in Period B this category had 479 villages or 21% of the total villages in Egypt. 

That means, the share of waqf in the villages increased in Period B by 78% compared 

to Period A. Also its share of the total villages in Egypt increased in Period B by 16% 

compared to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddan) 

In Period B waqf obtained 75,105 faddans or 2% of the total cultivated area in Egypt, 

whereas in Period B it acquired 469,374 faddans or 14% of the total cultivated area in 

Egypt. That means, the share of the waqf in the cultivated area increased in Period B 

by 84% compared to Period A. Also its share of the total cultivated area in Egypt 

increased in Period B by 12% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement of naqa land/faddans 

In Period A waqf obtained 3,288 faddans or 2% of the total naqa land area in Egypt. 

It procured 12,088 faddans or 7% of the total naqa land area in Egypt. 
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That means the share of the waqf in the naqa land area increased in Period B by 73% 

compared to Period A. Also its share in the total naqa land area in Egypt increased 

in Period B by 5% compared to Period A. 

The area measurement of the khirs land/faddans 

In Period A waqf obtained 10,959 faddans or 4% of the total khirs land area in Egypt, 

whilst in Period B this category had 12,938 faddans or 5% of the total khirs land area 

in Egypt. That means the share of waqf in the khirs land area increased in Period B 

by 15% compared to Period A. Also its share of the total khirs land area in Egypt 

increased in Period B by 1% compared to Period A. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

In Period A waqf received 23,909 dinar jayshi or 2% of the total ibra in Egypt. This 

category obtained 1,273,317 dinar jayshi or 14% of the total ibra in Egypt. That 

means the share of waqf in the ibra increased in Period B by 98% compared to Period 

A. Also the share of waqf in ibra in Egypt increased in Period B by 12% 

compared to Period A. 

6.4 Private Property (milk) 

Villages 

In Period A private property held 36 villages or 2% of the total villages in Egypt, 

while in Period B this category acquired 173 villages or 8% of the total villages in 

Egypt. 

That means the share of milk in the villages increased in Period B by 79% compared 

to Period A. Also its share of the total villages in Egypt increased in Period B by 6% 

compared to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddan) 

In Period A private property obtained 40,717 faddans or 1% of the total cultivated 

area in Egypt, while in Period B this category obtained 216,129 faddans or 6% of the 
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total cultivated area in Egypt. That means the share of private property in the 

cultivated area increased in Period B by 431% compared to Period A. Also its share 

in the total cultivated area in Egypt increased in Period B by 5% compared to Period 

A. 

The area measurement of naqa land/faddan 

In spite of no mention of a naqa land figure in the period of al- Ashraf Sha`ban, there 

were 10,065 faddans of naqa land belonging to the period of al- Ashraf Qaytbay. 

These faddans comprised 6% of the total naqa land in Egypt. 

The area measurement of khirs land/faddan 

In spite of the non -existence of khirs land figures for Period A, there were 8880 

faddans belonging to Period B, equal to 3% of the total khirs land in Egypt. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

In Period A private property received 127,800 dinar jayshi or 1% of the total ibra in 

Egypt. On the other hand, in Period B this category obtained 611,488 dinar jayshi 

or 7% of the total ibra in Egypt. 

That means, the share of private property from the ibra increased in Period B by 

378% compared to Period A. Also its share of the total ibra in Egypt increased in 

Period B by 6% compared to Period A. 

6.5 Al -rizaq al- ahbasiyya 

This category deals with those number of faddans which were devoted by the state 

for charitable and religious purposes. They were surveyed by al -Rawk al- Nasiri and 

mentioned by Ibn al -Ji`an as part of the total area measurement of the villages and 

called rizaq. 

There were 80,475 faddans scattered in upper and lower Egypt and they were 

probably naqa type of agricultural land. Ibn al -Ji`an does not mention the ibra 

figures for these faddans. The number of faddans were the same for both periods. 
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6.6 Al -rizaq (al -rizaq al- ahbasiyya or al -rizaq al- jayshi yya) 

This type of rizaq category was established after al -Rawk al- Nasiri and is mentioned 

by Ibn al -Ji`an under the categories ihbasiyya or jayshiyya as a form of land tenure. 

Villages 

In Period A, al -rizaq category held 12 villages or 0.51% of the total villages in Egypt, 

while in Period B this category had 264 villages or 12% of the total villages in Egypt. 

That means the share of rizaq in the villages increased in Period B by 95% compared 

to Period A. Also its share of the total villages in Egypt increased in Period B by 12% 

compared to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddan) 

In Period A, rizaq obtained 7,201 faddans or 0.21% of the cultivated land area in 

Egypt. On the other hand, in Period B this category acquired 287,862 faddans or 9% 

of the total cultivated area in Egypt. That means the share of rizaq in the cultivated 

area increased in Period B by 97% compared to Period A. Also the share of this 

category in the total cultivated area in Egypt increased in Period B by 9% compared 

to Period A. 

The area measurement of naqa land/faddan 

In spite of no mention of naqa figures for Period A, there were 8,369 faddans or 5% 

of the total naqa land in Egypt which belonged to rizaq category in Period B. 

The area measurement of khirs land/faddan 

In spite of no mention about khirs figures in Period A there were 5,101 faddans of 

khirs land or 2% of the total khirs land in Egypt in Period B. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

In Period B rizaq received 22,861 dinar jayshi or 0.22 of the total ibra in Egypt, while 

in Period B this category obtained 783,893 dinar jayshi or 9% of the total ibra in 

Egypt. 
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That means the share of rizaq in the ibra in Period B increased by 97% compared to 

Period B. 

6.7 Salary (jamikiyya) 

Villages 

In Period A the salary category had 6 villages or 0.26% of the total villages in Egypt, 

while in Period B this category had 1 village in Egypt. That means, the share of the 

salary category in the villages decreased in Period B by 83% compared to Period A. 

Also its share in the total villages in Egypt decreased in Period B by 0.26% compared 

to Period A. 

The area measurement (misaha/faddan) 

In Period A the salary category obtained 14,709 faddans or 0.44% of the cultivated 

area in Egypt. On the other hand, in Period B this category acquired 3980 faddans or 

0.12% of the total cultivated area in Egypt. That means the share of the salary 

category in the cultivated area decreased in Period B by 73% compared to Period A. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra/dinar jayshi ) 

In Period A the salary category received 34,580 dinar jayshi or 0.34% of the total 

ibra in Egypt, while in Period B this category had 18,681 dinar jayshi or 0.21 of the 

total ibra in Egypt. That means the share of this category in the ibra decreased in 

Period B by 46% compared to Period A. Also the share of the salary category in the 

total ibra of Egypt decreased in Period B by 0.13% compared to Period A. 

Conclusion 

Summary of trends 

From the above discussion, one may deduce a number of trends relating to the land 

tenure system in the period of al- Ashraf Qaytbay. 
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Firstly we may note the spread of mixed land tenures in large numbers of villages, in 

which each village had between two to five categories of land tenures. Secondly, in 

the villages which had mixed land tenures, each land tenure had fragmented into 

small portions which probably belonged to a number of people. Ibn al-Wan 

describes the fragmented condition of these land tenures as follows: 

Private properties (amlak) or scattered private properties (amlak mutafarriqa), 

endowments (awqaf) or scattered endowments (awqaf mutafarriqa), and allotments 

and pensions (rizaq) or scattered allotments and pensions (rizaq mutafarriqa). 

Thirdly, one may discern the dominance of private endowments (al-waqf al -ahli) 

where a large number of villages of waqf type were endowed to benefit the family of 

the benefactor and a small portion of the waqf was left to the religious institution. 

The private properties and endowments belonged mostly to higher ranking amirs. 

The iqtas of ranking amirs were scattered as a rule in different Egyptian provinces 

and a number of ranking amirs shared the village with others. 
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CHAPTER 6 

The development of land tenures and shares in the cultivated land 
of Egypt from 697/1297 to 923/1517 according to Mamluk sources 

6.1. The Cadastral Surveys 

6.1.1. The Husami Cadastral Survey (A1 -Rawk al- Husami) in 

697/1297 

This cadastral survey was the first survey in the Mamluk period and was 

undertaken by Sultan Lajin in 697/1297. Most of the villages in Egypt were 

surveyed and as a result the cultivated lands were redistributed between the 

Sultan and the Mamluk army1225. There has been much scholarly discussion on 

this survey in the past by scholars such as Turkhan1226 Rabie1227, Thayer1228 and 

1225 For a comprehensive and latest study of this survey. Cf. Sato, Tsugitaka, State and rural 

society in Medieval Islam: (Sultans, Muqtas and Fallahun), Leiden, 1997, pp. 124 -34. 

1226 Turkhan, Al -Nuzum al- Iqta'iyya, pp.93 -113. 

1227 Rabie, The Financial System, pp.52 -3. 

1228 Thayer, Land Politics, pp. 37- 41. 
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Sato. Because of this, I will concentrate my inquiry on the distribution process of 

the villages itself, the reasons for such a distribution and the results of the whole 

process. The oldest text in which Lajiri s cadastral survey is discussed is Dhayl 

Mir'at al -Zaman of al- Yunini (d.726/1326). 

According to al- Yunini, one of the clerks in the army bureau told him in 700/1300, 

that 

"he served in the army bureau for forty years and that the 

Egyptian lands were divided into 24 units (qirats): four qirats 

(16.6 %). The percentage of the whole has been added to each 

component mentioned by al- Yunini for the ruling Sultan for his 

expenses (kulaf), allowances and for his other expenditure; ten 

qirats (41.6 %) as an iqta for ranking amirs, for their grazing plots 

(utlaqat), and for increasing the portion of those who complained 

of less revenue; ten qirats, (41.6 %) as an iqta were allotted for the 

halqa cavalries. They said to the Sultan and Mankutamur the na'ib 

al- saltana that they had satisfied the requirements of the ranking 

amirs and halqa with 10 qirats (41.6 %), or 11 qirats (45.8 %), and 

that 9 qirats (37.5 %) can be used to put into military service extra 

cavalries as big as the army. We satisfied the ranking amirs and 

halqa with 10 qirats (41.6 %) and one qirat (4.1 %) was given to those 

who complained of less revenue, and the balance of 9 qirats (39.5 %) 

remained undistributed. When Sultan Lajin and Mankutamur the 

na'ib al- saltana were killed, the ranking amirs distributed the 

remaining 9 qirats among themselves and each ranking amir 

procured a village or two from the nine qirats. These 9 qirats were 
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more productive than the 11 qirats that had been assigned in the 
form of iqta.1229 

One can infer from al- Yunini's passage and from other sources that the part which 

was designated or assigned in the form of iqta to ranking amirs, halga and the 

Sultan's domain consisted of 24 qirats of cultivated land and financial resources 

excluding al -rizaq al- ihbasiyya,1230 wagf1231 and probably a tiny portion of private 

1229 Al- Yunini, Qutb al -Din, Musa b. Muhammad (d.726/1326), Dhayl Mir'at al -Zaman 

(697/1297 - 701/1301), ed. Guo Li in The Middle Bahri Mamluks in Medieval Syrian 

historiography the years 1297 -1302 in the Dhayl Mir'at al -Zaman attributed to Qutb al -Din 

Musa al- Yunini, unpublished Ph.D, Yale University, 1994, vol.2, pp.11 -12. Cf. also Al- 

Magrizi, al- Suluk, p.1, vol.3, pp.841 -3. Cf.also idem, Khitat, vol.I, p.88. Cf.lbn Taghri Birdi, 

Al- Nujum, vol.8, p.92. 

1230 Al-Nuwayri, Nihayat, vol.31, p.348. Cf.also al-Qalqashandi, Subh, vol.4, p.39; vol.11, 

pp.252-3. 

1231 There is clear evidence of waqf endowments in the Ayyubid period (and even earlier). The 

following places are mentioned in the sources: 

(1) Dhmaru in al- Bahnasa province was endowed by Salah al -Din Yusuf b.Ayyub for his 

Khanqah al- Salahiyya in Cairo. Cf. al- Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.415. 
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(2) A piece of cultivated land in a village Sandabis- Qalyub (ard bi nahiyat Sandabis) was 

endowed by al- Sultan al -'Aziz 'Uthman b.al- Sultan al -Nasir Salah al -Din Yusuf b.Ayyub 

for teaching Shafiite fiqh in the 'Amr b.al -'As Mosque. Cf. al- Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.255. 

(3) Al -A'lam and al- Hanbushiya in al- Fayyum were endowed by Salah al -Din Yusuf b. Ayyub 

for the school (Madrasa al- Qamhiyya) for the Maliki madhhab. Cf. al- Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2, 

p.364. 

(4) Abu Farin al -Jiza was mentioned by Ibn al -Jí an as an endowment for al- Madrasa al- 

(5) 

Salahiyya near the shrine of al -Imam al- Shafi'i. Cf.Ibn al- Ji'an, Al- tuhfa, fol. 195 B. 

Al- Rubiyyin and al -Ghaba in al- Fayyum are mentioned by al- Nabulsi and Ibn al -Ji'an as an 

endowment for al- Madrasa al -Shafi iyya. Al- Madrasa al- Shafi'iyya al- Taqawiyya is the 

name of Taqi al -Din, Umar b.Shahin Shah in the town of al- Fayyum Cf. Ibn al- Ji'an, Al- 

tuhfa, fols. 211A -B. Cf. also al- Nabulsi, Tarikh, p.60. Taqi al -Din, `Umar b.Shahin Shah had 

bought Jazirat al -Rawda near Cairo from the public treasury and endowed it for his school 

(al- Taqawiyya) in the city of Cairo . Cf. Ibn Duqmaq, Al- intisar, vol.4, p.93. 

(6) Balqas - in the countryside of Cairo (al- dawahi) was endowed by the Fatimid wazir Tala'i 

b. Ruzzik for the descendants of the Prophet (al- Ashraf). Cf. Ibn Duqmaq, Al- intisar, vol.5, 

p.45. Cf.also al- Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.294. 
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properties. According to al- Yunini, in the previous distribution of 24 qirats of 

cultivated land, 4 qirats or 16.6% were designated for the Sultan, 20 qirats, or 

83.3% in favour of the army (ranking amirs and halga), and the share of ranking 

(7) Naqada in Qus and one third of a village Sindbis in Qalyub province were endowed by 

Salah al -Din, Yusuf b.Ayyub for the servants of the Prophet's shrine in Medina. Cf. Ibn 

Duqmaq, Al- intisar, vol.5, pp.33, 49. 

Examples of Mamluk endowment until Sultan Lajin's period are as follows: 

(1) Birkat al -Fil, a village in the countryside of Cairo was endowed by al -Zahir Baybars 

for a maktab for teaching the Quran to Muslim orphans. Cf. al- Maqrizi, Khitat, 

vol.2, p.379. Cf. Ibn al- Wan, Al- tuhfa, fol.5B. 

(2) Pieces of cultivated lands on islands (jaza'ir) of al -Jiza and Atfih provinces were 

endowed by al -Malik al- Sa'id, Muhammad Barakat Khan for the Salihiyya (Najm 

al -Din Ayyub) school. Cf. al- Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.374. 

(3) Minyat Induwana in al -Jiza province was endowed by Sultan Lajin for the mosque 

of Ahmad b.Tulun in 696/1296. Cf. al- Nuwayri, Nihayat, vol.31, p.322. 

(4) Jazirat Disuq in al- Gharbiyya was endowed by al- Sultan Khalil b.Qalawun for the 

great Sufi called Ibrahim al- Disuqi. Cf. al- Maqrizi, al- Muqaffa', vol.I, p.265. 
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amirs was equal to that of the halqa. The new distribution decreased the army's 

share to nearly half of what they had previously enjoyed. 

It is interesting to note that al -`Ayni quotes another passage from the Nuzhat al- 

Nazir of al- Yusufi (d.759/1358) . It states: 

"When they wanted to survey the villages, they asked Taj al -Tawi 
to prepare the record papers of the estimation of yearly yields (ibra) 

of ranking amirs, the iqtas of the halqa and the area measurements 
of the villages. It was agreed that the whole Mamluk army would 
receive 14 qirats (58.3 %), the Sultan 4 qirats (16.6 %), two qirats 

(8.3 %) would be endowed as waqf, and the remaining 4 qirats 

(16.6 %) would be used (to pay) for the services of unemployed 

cavalry in order to strengthen the army. "1232 

Another passage with similar contents but with slightly varying details is provided 

by Ibn Taghri Birdi quoting from unknown sources. The narrative as mentioned 

by Ibn Taghri Birdi is as follows: 

They started the work, but they were not skilled in it 

because they changed the iqtas bearing the highest revenue of 

ranking amirs and halqa with others bearing less revenue and 

yield, and they restored the weak iqtas. Fourteen qirats (58.3 %) 

were assigned to the Mamluk army, four qirats (16.6 %) for the 

Sultan, and two qirats (8.3 %) were allocated (ursida) for those 

ranking amirs and halqa who might have complained about their 

1232 A1- 2Ayni, 'Iqd al-Inman vol.3, pp. 396 -7. This has been mentioned before. 
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lower yield. Four qirats (16.6 %) were kept for new cavalry, but 
Sultan al- Mansur Lajin was killed and no cavalry was put into the 
service "1233 

A comparison between the two accounts recorded by al -`Ayni and Ibn Taghri Birdi 

reveals agreement on the proportions of the revenue given to the Mamluk army, 

the sultan and a new cavalry: 

14 qirats to the army, 4 qirats to the sultan and 4 qirats to put a new cavalry into 

service. 

However, there are differences in the two accounts. According to al- Yusufi, as 

recorded by al- ̀ Ayni, 2 qirats were allocated to waqf. According to Ibn 

Taghribirdi, 2 qirats were allocated to those ranking amirs and halga who might 

sustain loss and complain about their lower yield. The similarities between the 

two accounts point to one source, al- Yusufi although there are slight differences. 

All three accounts point to the fact that the sole purpose of the survey and the 

distribution process that followed it was to put into service mamluks belonging to 

Sultan Lajin, and 16.6% or 37.5% of the total share of the Mamluk army was 

designated to finance such a process. 

1233 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol.8, p.92-3. 
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The aim then was to strengthen the Sultan's power against the power of ranking 

amirs and halga.1234 

Sultan Lajin and his vice -Sultan Mankutamur were killed and their plan for 

establishing royal mamluks disappeared. The 16.6% or 37.5% were distributed 

among the ranking amirs who inherited power; this was especially so for Baybars 

al- Jashinkir and Silar who each procured an iqta equal to nearly 40 iqtas of an amir 

of tablakhana.1235. The ranking amirs did not just revert to enjoying their previous 

share, but they also took over the share of the halga. As a result, the halga were 

lost in the game because they could not challenge ranking amirs in power to whom 

they were forced to give their previous share. 

This fact is confirmed by al- Yusufi who was himself a member of the halga cavalry 

years after the survey. According to him, the iqta of the halga before the survey 

was between 10,000 to 30,000 dirhams yearly. After the distribution process 

followed by the survey, most iqtas were fixed at 20,000 dirhams or below. 

Because of this an iqta which had previously yielded 20,000 dirhams yearly 

provided 10,000 dirhams yearly and what had previously yielded 10,000 dirhams 

yearly offered only to 6,000 dirhams yearly.1236 It was also mentioned that some 

1234 Sato, State and Rural Society, p.126. 

1235 A1-Ytuzini, Dhayl, pp.11-12. Cf.also al-Ayni, 'Igd, vol.4, pp.68-9,234. 

1236 Al-Ayni, ' Iqd, vol.3, p.397. 
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halqa cavalries had an iqta below that rate, as low as 5,000 and 2,000 dirhams 

yearly.1237 

Another reason for the decreasing revenue of their iqtas can be attributed to the 

redistribution of their iqtas from familiar villages to villages they had never 

experienced or known, or because of the transfer of some of them from cultivated 

to less cultivated lands or from easily accessible villages to far away ones.1238 The 

discontent among the members of the halqa regiment can be explained especially if 

we take into consideration that such changes in the iqtas of the halqa had not 

happened on this scale since the Ayyubid period. 

The distribution process which followed the survey was a turning point in the 

history of the halqa. From 697/1297 onwards the status of this unit in the Mamluk 

army started to decline and this trend continued until the second half of the ninth 

century /fifteenth century when the Mamluk sources neglect to mention them any 

longer as a separate unit in the army.1239 The decrease of iqta revenue of the halqa 

1237 Al-Ayni, 'Iqd, vol.4, p.69. 

1238 Al-Mansuri, Mukhtar al-akhbar, p.105-6. 

1239 Zettersteen, p.45. Cf. also al- Yunini, Dhayl, p.11 Cf.also al -'Ayni (al- Yusufi), 'Iqd, vol.3, 

p.397. Ayalon, Studies on the Mamluks of Egypt, pp.452 -6. Sato, State and Rural Society, 

p.134. 
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was one of the reasons responsible for the Mamluk defeat in the battle of Wadi al- 

Khazindar, as the passage of al -`Ayni quoting al- Yusufi suggests. 

Al- Yusufi mentions the low morale of halqa cavalries due to their dissatisfaction 

with the decrease in their iqta revenue.1240 One may also suggest that taxes for the 

halqa were abolished by al -Nasir Muhammad's survey in 715/1315. This probably 

happened after Husam al -Din Lajiri s survey, as an attempt by Baybars al- 

Jashinkir and Silar, the two powerful amirs, to compensate the halqa for their 

lower incomes.1241 The sources mentions that the provinces of al -Jiza, Atfih, 

Manfalut and its hamlets (kufur), Alexandria, Damietta and villages in Qus 

province such as Hawu and al -Kum al- Ahmar, in addition to other villages in 

Lower and Upper Egypt became the Sultan's domain (4 qirats, Khass al- 

Sultan).1242 Also the yield of the iqta of the Sultan's deputy (naib al- saltana) was 

increased sharply. It consisted of Marj Bani Humaym plus hamlets, Samhud plus 

hamlets including water wheels (dawalib) and presses (ma'asir), and the villages 

Hirja and Udfu in Qus. The yearly production of grain by these villages was more 

than 110,000 irdabbs in addition to cash, sugar honey (qind), dates, woods and 

other incomes. Also there were villages (nawahi) and presses belonging to his iqta 

1240 Al -Ayni, 'Iqd, vol.4,pp.10,68 -9. 

1241 For these taxes. Cf Chapter 3, pp.63 -6. 

1242 Al- Nuwayri, Nihayat, vol.31, p.346. 
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in every Egyptian province. In his private domain (khass al -amir) there were 27 

sugar refineries.1243 

6.1.2. The Nasiri Cadastral Survey (Al- Rawkal -Nasiri) 715/1315. 

This survey was carried out by Sultan al -Nasir Muhammad b. Qalawun in 

715/1315. In it Egyptian cultivated lands were investigated meticulously, 

according to the categories of agricultural land, taxes in cash and kind, the area 

measurement of the villages, the estimations of their yearly yield and other details 

concerning the financial affairs of the villages.1244 After completion of the 

investigation process, the Egyptian lands with all their financial resources, 

excluding endowments and tiny shares of private properties, were divided 

between the Sultan and the Mamluk army. According to al- Maqrizi, who quotes 

from al- Yusufi, after the Sultan had finished fixing the iqta of ranking amirs and 

halga, he designated to his domain (khass al- Sultan), the province of al -Jiza, 

Manfalut, Hawa, al -Kum al- Ahmar, al -Marj, al- Khusus and other areas - the 

equivalent of 10 qirats or 41.6% of the financial resources. Moreover, 14 qirats or 

1243 Ibid, vol.31, pp.346-7. 

1244 Al Magrizi, Khitat, vol.I, pp. 88 -90. Cf.also Rabie, The Financial System, p.54. Cf. also Sato, 

State and Rural Society, pp.138- 9,142 -3. 
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58.3% of the financial resources were distributed in the form of iqta for ranking 

amirs and halqa.1245 

There were several reasons for such an initiative. Baybars al- Jashinkir and Silar 

and their followers had taken over the province of al -Jiza which in Al -Rawk al- 

Husami had been designated to the Sultan's domain. The new survey could 

weaken the power of the followers of Baybars and Silar who had procured high 

revenue yielding iqtas by confiscating their iqtas and their private properties.1246 

The new survey could moreover increase the Sultan's share to enable him to 

acquire the needed financial resources to establish a strong body of mamluks, 

while at the same time weakening the power of ranking amirs by cancelling or 

decreasing their large igtas.1247 

The revenue of the halqa did not improve much from what they had been allocated 

previously. The introduction of poll tax in their ibra had no great effect on 

increasing their income. The collection of the new tax increased the expenses 

1245 Al-Maqrizi, Khitat, vo1.I, p.90. 

1246 Ibid, pp.88-90; Idem, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.1, pp.146, 153-4. Idem, Al-Muqaffa', vol.2, p.77. Ibn 

Taghri Birdi, Al-Nujum, vol.9, p.42, 50. 

1247 Al- Magrizi, Khitat, vol.1, p.88. Idem, Al- Muqaffa', vol.2, p.77. Cf. also Rabie, The Financial 

System in Egypt, p.53. Cf. also Sato, State and Rural Society, p.148. 
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because dhimmis moved all over the country thus rendering the collector's task of 

gathering the shares of the muqta all the more difficult. More clerks had to be 

employed to perform this collection process, especially since the iqtas had been 

scattered in small shares all over Egypt. Therefore, the expenses of collection 

increased and the halqa did not benefit from such reforms.1248 

One may suggest that the process of collection became doubly difficult because of 

the non -existence of government officials in the army iqtas. This happened as a 

result of the reforms of the Nasiri survey; such officials might have helped the 

halqa to obtain their shares in the land from the fallahin.1249 Therefore, one may 

conclude that although the figures for halqa income in both surveys were very 

close, the scattered nature of iqta shares all over Egypt and the non -existence of 

government officials after the Nasiri survey may have caused the halqa income to 

drop to a lower level than that mentioned for the Husami survey.1250 

1248 Cf. al- Maqrizi, A1- Su1uk, p.2, vol.I,pp.153 -4; Idem, Khitat, voll, pp.89 -90. Rabie, The 

Financial System, pp.55 -6. 

1249 Ibn Taghri Birdi, Al- Nujum, vol.9, p.49. Al- Maqrizi, al- Suluk, p.2, vol.I, p.153. 

1250 For the iqta revenues in the Husami survey, cf. Chapter .6. For the iqta revenues in the 

Nasiri survey. Cf. al- Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.219. 
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The changes brought about by the survey were the probable cause of the practice 

of exchanging Muqaida iqtas between members of the halqa and the selling of 

iqtas to non -military persons. This point will be discussed in the following pages. 

On the other hand, the revenue from the iqtas of ranking amirs, as one can judge 

from al- Magrizi's figures, might have changed to less than before because of the 

new measures undertaken by the Sultan al- Nasir. The ranking amirs outside the 

royal mamluk elite (Kharijiyya) was given less income as iqta than the elite of the 

royal mamluks (Khassikiyya). However, the ranking amirs enjoyed a high status 

because they could employ clerks and use their power to improve their revenue in 

contrast to the humble halqa horsemen.1251 

Also, a number of villages were designated as salary for the court retinue (al- 

hashiyya), as salary for diwan officials, and as allowances (rawatib), excluding the 

Sultan's domain (khass al- Sultan).1252 Furthermore, the lands which had been 

bought from the public treasury and endowed were returned to their previous 

1251 Al Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2,pt.218. 

1252 Al-Nuwayri, Nihayat; al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vo1.I, pp.153, 154, n.7. 
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status as iqta.1253 Also, old and disabled ajnad were excluded from the iqta grants 

and were given instead 3,000 dirhams yearly as a pension.1254 

The rizaq which belonged to Baybars, Silar and Burlaghi al- Jawkandar were 

confiscated and transferred back probably to the diwan al- ahbas.1255 According to 

al- Shuja'i, al -Nasir Muhammad had cut 908 halqa horsemen's iqtas in his reign, in 

712/1312, 721/1321, and in 741/1340.1256 On the other hand, Ibn Aybak al- 

Dawadari mentions that Sultan al -Nasir had dismissed (qata'a) 200 horsemen 

from the service because they were amateurs in military service, (muhdathi 

jundiyya), disabled or were unfit for military service. However, the Sultan 

reformed iqtas of a large number of horsemen at the same time.1257 Fourteen iqtas 

1253 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol.9, pp.50, 52. al-Maqrizi, Khitat, vo1.I, p.90. 

1254 Al-Magrizi, Khitat, vo1.I, p.90. Cf. idem, al-Suluk, p.2, vo1.I, p.156. Cf.also Ibn Taghri Birdi, 

al-Nujum, vol.9, p.52. 

1255 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol.9, p.52. 

1256 Shams al-Din al-Shuja'i, Tarikh al-Malik al-Nasir Muhammad b.Qalawun wa awladih, ed. 

1257 

Barbara Schafer, Wiesbaden, 1977, p.114. 

Al-Dawadari, al-Durr al-fakhir, p.244. 
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belonging to the awlad al -nas were cut in 721/1321.1258 In 741/1340, the iqtas of 65 

horsemen were cut.1259 According to the sources the total number of cancelled 

iqtas amounted to 1279. 

The reason mentioned by the sources for the Sultan's desire to cut the iqta of the 

halga was that they were amateurs in military service (muhdathi jundiyya), 

disabled (`ajizin), and were not fit for military service (la yasluh li`l- Khidma al- 

sharifa)1260. The sources also mention elderly horsemen (al- mashayikh), those 

who worked in a craft (al- muharrifin)1261, those chronically ill (al- zamna'), blind 

people ('umyan), those who were infirm (du'afa'), those affected by diseases 

(arbab al- ahat), and those who had sold their iqtas.1262 

1258 Al-Ayni, 'Iqd, Ms.Dar al-Kutub, Cairo, no.1584, Tarikh, fol.1301. 

1259 Al-Shuja'i, Tarikh al-Malik al-Nasir, p.97. 

1260 Al-Dawadari, al-Durr al-Fakhir, p.244. 

1261 Cf. al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.2, p.517, n.7. 

1262 A1-'Ayni, 'Iqd, Ms. Dar al-Kutub, Cairo, No.1584 Tarikh, fol.1301. Al-Shuja'i, Tarikh al- 

Malik al-Nasir, p.97. Cf. also AI-Magrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.2, pp.517-8. 
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Those iqtas which had probably been cut were returned to the public treasury 

(bayt al -mal), reassigned to the royal mamluks or kept for those Mongol Kurdish 

or Georgian tribesmen who might have entered the Mamluk kingdom in quest of 

asylum (al- Wafidiyya).1263 

In contrast, the Mamluk sources point out that al -Nasir Muhammad reassigned the 

iqtas of deceased horsemen to their sons, increased some of the iqtas of the halga, 

and compensated the elderly and disabled with pensions.1264 

6.2. The exchange of iqtas between halga horsemen and the purchasing by 

the common people of the iqtas of the halga 

In 721/1321, al -`Ayni records the following: 

"The Sultan immediately summoned the naqib al- jayshi, Shihab al- 

Din b. al- Mihmandar and ordered him to ask all the nuqaba' al- 

jaysh to write to all the awlad al -nas and to investigate those who 

had sold their iqtas and those who worked in a craft (muharrif) and 

the number of horses owned by each of them. They started and 

wrote papers, recording therein the details of those who had sold 

their iqtas and those were in debt. Then the naqib al -jaysh brought 

1263 Al-Magrizi, a1-Suluk, p.2, vol.2, p.518. 

1264 Al-Dawadari, al-Durr al-fakhir, pp.237-8, 244, 353; Zettersteen, p.138; Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- 

NJum, vol.9, pp.52-3: al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.2, p.163; al-Yusufi, Nuzhat al-nazir, 

p.416. 
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them one after another in front of the Sultan. Among them was a 
group of the sons of ranking amirs who had been impoverished 
and reduced to poverty. Some were whipped and some 
imprisoned. He also cut the iqtas of fourteen sons of ranking amirs 
and of a group of awlad al -nas. "1265 

For the same year al- Maqrizi mentions that: 

"a paper on a pigeon's wing found in al- Istabl criticised the Sultan 
for neglecting the kingdom and his mamluks. The army's morale 
had declined and the awlad al -nas out of necessity had sold the 
iqtas in their names and become beggars "1266 

In another passage, al- Shuja'i points out for the year 741/1340 that some halqa 

horsemen had sold their iqtas of cultivated land to a buyer who probably paid in 

cash. In this year and after the investigation Card) they were ordered to reclaim 

ownership of the iqtas and to pay back the buyer in instalments for three years.1267 

Therefore, one can conclude from the above information that a large number of 

iqtas of halqa horsemen had been confiscated, especially in the beginning of the 

third rule of al -Nasir Muhammad. This may mean that they were removed not 

1265 Al -Ayni, 'Iced, Ms. Dar al- Kutub, Cairo, No.1584 Tarikh, fol.1301. 

1266 Al Maqrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vo1.I, pp.228-9. 

1267 AI-Shuja'i, Tarikh al-Malik al-Nasir, p.97. 
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because those halqa horsemen were unfit for military service, but because they 

were probably shifted to be assigned to royal mamluks or their income was used 

to purchase more mamluks for the Sultan. 

One may also assume that the existence of the cases in which iqtas were sold 

during this period was probably mostly due to the low income derived from these 

iqtas. The main cause of the lower income from the iqtas, as we have discussed 

before, was as a result of the division of the iqtas into shares scattered over vast 

areas, on account of the Nasiri survey. This made the expenses higher and the 

revenue lower. One can also explain this phenomenon in the case of the awlad al- 

nas as a result of their being used to a higher style of living which they could not 

keep up after their fathers' deaths. This may have forced them into debt and made 

them sell their iqtas to pay off their loans or to spend on luxuries. 

According to al- Magrizi, a ranking amir called al -Malik cancelled the handing 

over (al- nuzul) of iqtas and the exchange of iqtas after these practices had spread 

among halqa horsemen. In one such case a horseman exchanged his iqta with 

another one (probably more productive) for 2500 dirhams. He paid 2000 dirhams 

out of it, but al -Malik forced the horseman who received the money to pay that 

sum to the public treasury. From this time on, the horsemen stopped exchanging 

their iqtas.1268 

1268 AI-Magrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.3, p.643. 
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In 746/1345, Agharlu Shad al- Dawawin started authorising the exchange and 

handing over of iqtas and collected money from both parties. Based on the 

estimation of the yearly yield (ibra), one gold dinar was collected from each dinar 

jayshi from those people who held iqtas and exchanged them, and also from those 

muqtas who relinquished their iqtas and from the new muqtas.1269 The money 

paid by both the parties and the amount paid was recorded in a diploma 

(manshur) and the amount started from 300 dirhams and above.1270 

On the other hand, Ibn Iyas mentions that Sultan al -Kamil Sha'ban assigned iqtas 

to those who paid a certain amount of money. He took iqtas from the original 

owners, even when they were still alive, and transferred them to other holders 

without their knowledge, but they could not do anything to stop the 

transaction.1271 For this purpose, Agharlu established a separate bureau, called the 

diwan al- badhal, to deal with this new tax.1272 The ranking amirs criticised the 

collection of such a tax, but the Sultan countered them saying that this type of 

1269 Ibn Aybak al-Safadi, al-Wafi, vol.9, p.295, Cf. also ibid, vol.16, p.154. Al-Magrizi, Khitat, 

vol.2, p.219. idem, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.3, p.687. 

1270 Ibn Aybak al-Safadi, al-Wafi, vol.16, p.154. Cf. also al-Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.219. 

1271 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vo1.I, p.1, p.508. Cf. also al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.3, p.713. 

1272 Ibn Aybak, al-Wafi, vol.9, p.295. 
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dues had been previously collected by the diwan al- jaysh1273 or by the nazir 

diwan al- Jaysh.1274 However, the ranking amirs persuaded the Sultan to abolish 

the exchange and the relinquishing of igtas.1275 

In 748/1347, papers were written by the diwan al- jaysh, noting the names of 

craftsmen who had bought the iqtas of the halga, and twenty iqtas belonging to 

them were cut. In 749/1348, the vizier Manjak al- Yusufi opened the doors again 

for the exchange and relinquishing of iqtas by which horsemen could sell their 

iqtas to anybody who could pay. Because of this, a large number of civilians 

acquired iqtas from the halga. The selling price of some of the iqtas went up to 

20,000 dirhams and some below that, based on the yield from them. A certain fee 

was collected for such transactions by the vizier (manjak) in order to deal with the 

administrative procedure of such acts.1276 

1273 A1 Maqrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.3, p.687. 

1274 'Abd al- Basit, Nayl al -Amal, Ms. Bodleian Library, Oxford, No. Hunt 285, fol.10A. 

1275 Al Maqrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.3, p.689. Idem, Khitat, vol.2, p.219. Cf.also 'Abd al-Basit, Nayl, 

fol. lOB. 

1276 Al-Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.219. idem, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.3, p.759. 
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A great epidemic struck Egypt in 749/1348 and as a result of that most of the 

halga horsemen died. Because of this, craftsmen such as shoe makers and tailors 

acquired the iqta of the halga horsemen and rode the horses dressed in military 

uniforms.1277 

In 753 /1352 when Amir Sayf al -Din Qubilay became na'ib al- saltana, he permitted 

the exchange and relinquishing of iqtas in the unit of the halqa. Even the 

commanders of the halga relinquished their iqtas for money. Three hundred 

brokers persuaded the horsemen to relinquish or exchange their iqtas, and as a 

result, shopkeepers and craftsmen bought them.1278 When the situation reached its 

peak in 754/1353, the amir in power, Shaykhu al- ̀ Umari ordered the abolishing 

of the exchange and relinquishing of the iqtas.1279 

There is no mention of the exchange or relinquishing of iqtas after 754/1353 by al- 

Magrizi or other historians. However, the job of brokers in iqta continued to 

survive as one can understand from a passage quoted by al- Sakhawi. He mentions 

a person called Muhammad al -Azma (d.892/1486) who was a broker of iqtas. This 

activity was probably similar to what had been going on in the first half of the 

1277 Al Maqrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.3, pp.781, 783, 785. 

1278 Al Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.219. Idem, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.3, p.860. 

1279 A1 Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.219. Idem, a1-Suluk, p.2, vol.3, pp.890-1. 
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eighth century.1280 Al- Maqrizi also indicates that most halga horsemen in his time 

(the first half of the ninth /fifteenth century)1281 consisted of craftsmen and that 

the cultivated land which belonged to their iqtas had gone to rack and ruin. Both 

passages stand as evidence of the continuation of the process of exchange, 

relinquishing and selling of iqtas. 

After civilians had joined the halqas, the unit became transformed from a military 

contingent which could participate in war to mere groups enjoying the income of 

the iqta without any military qualifications or performance of any real military 

obligations. Nor was there much money collected for the state from the exchange 

or relinquishing and selling of the iqtas. The greatest beneficiaries from such acts 

were brokers, the clerks of diwan al -jaysh and of course Agharlu and Manjak and 

other such high -ranking figures in the government.1282 

On the other hand al- Maqrizi notes that: 

1280 A1-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.10, p.109. 

1281 According to Ayman Fú ad Sayyid, al- Maqrizi wrote most of the material of Khitat 

between 818/1415 and 827/1422. Cf. Ayman Fuad Sayyid, the manuscript autographed al- 

Mawa'iz, Introduction p.24. Cf.also al- Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.219. 

1282 'bid, Idem, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.3, pp.860, 890-1. Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw', vol.10, p.109. 
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the Mamluk army had been divided into three divisions, the halqa, 
Royal Mamluks and the amir's Mamluks. The halqa served the 
Sultan and they received an iqta; the Royal Mamluks received a 

monthly salary and a daily allowance of meat and the amir's 
Mamluks received their income from their lords' iqtas. Because of 
this arrangement, the Mamluk army was large in number. 
However, this situation changed in the time of Sultan Barquq and 
after him the ranking amirs took the iqta of halqa cavalries in the 
name of their mamluks and eunuchs. The halqa cavalries came 
under the control of the ranking amirs and the Royal Mamluks 
acquired iqtas in addition to their salaries. As a result, the number 
of soldiers decreased and the income of the group increased. The 

income from the iqta for others decreased and a number of villages 

were ruined because of the high expenses and the incompetence of 

its' mugtas.1283" 

In 821/1418 Sultan al- Mu'ayyid Shaykh reformed the halqa units which were 

under the control of the ranking amirs and asked them to choose between the 

service of the amirs or to remain in their iqtas and leave the service of the amirs. 

The iqtas of the halqa cavalries who preferred to be in the service of the ranking 

amirs were taken back, while those who preferred to remain in their iqtas were 

dismissed from the ranking amirs' services. The Sultan also increased the revenue 

of those halqa cavalries who complained about a shortage in the income of their 

igtas.1284 

1283 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, p.4, vo1.1, p.462. 

1284 Ibid, p.4, vol.1, pp.463-4. 
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6.3. From iqtas to private properties (milk) and endowment (waqf and rizaql. 

The development of land tenure from 715/1315 to 882/1477. 

As we have mentioned before, ranking amirs who came to power after Sultan Lajin 

bought cultivated land and endowed it, but their endowments were confiscated 

and transferred to iqta. Also there are indications that Baybars al- Jashinkir had 

made a number of endowments in Jiza province and upper Egypt and in 

Alexandria for the grand mosque of al -Hakim bi -amr Allah.1285 These 

endowments surely were cultivated lands or some of them at least were cultivated 

lands and were probably confiscated after al -Rawk al- Nasiri and transferred to 

iqtas. This assumption is based on the fact that no mention is made in Ibn al- Ji'an's 

work of an endowment for this mosque in spite of al- Maqrizi's information. 

A waqf document mentions that Sultan Muhammad b.Qalawun bought a village in 

Qalyub province called Siryaqus1286 from the public treasury (bayt al -mal) in 

724/1323. He endowed 75% of the income for himself and his descendants, 4.1% to 

help pilgrims to return to their countries, 2% to release Muslim prisoners of war, 

and 2% to release other prisoners. Additionally 16.6% of Siryaqus village was 

1285 Al-Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.278. 

1286 Siryaqus belonged to al -diwan al- sultani in the period of al- Ashraf Sha'ban. Cf. Ibn al- Ji`an, 

Al-tuhfa, fol.10B. 
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endowed for Ahmad b.Baktamur al- Sagi.1287 Excluding the area measurement of 

the village, there were 74 faddans which belonged to al -Rizaq al- ihbasiyya.1288 

The second waqf probably endowed by al -Nasir Muhammad was the village of 

Muna Ja'far in Qalyub province for his khanqah in Siryaqus.1289 The third waqf 

which belonged to al -Nasir Muhammad was a village in al -Jiza called al -Hissa bi'l- 

talibiyya.1290 Both Muna Ja'far and al -Hissa bi'l- talibiyya were probably bought 

from the public treasury and then endowed. No evidence to support this 

contention is available, but as the state was the owner of cultivated lands at this 

time in Egypt, there was no other way to own such property other than buying it 

from the Bayt al -Mal. In addition, there were two villages - Damalij -Ibyar and al- 

Khirba -Minuf - endowed by al -Nasir Muhammad for his Madrasa al- Nasiriyya 

near the mosque of 'Amr b. al -`As in Fustat.1291 

1287 Ibn Habib, Tadhkirat al- nabih, vol.2, appendix, Waqf document No.30 /5 ed by 

Muhammad Muhammad Amin, pp.357-85. 

1288 Ibid, p.373. 

1289 Ibn al-Wan, A1-tuhfa, f.13B. 

1290 Ibid, f.196B. 

1291 Ibn al-Wan, Al-tuhfa, fols. 141B, 159B. Cf.also al-Maqrizi, Khitat, vol.2, pp.363-4. 
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In the same way we can find villages endowed by the amirs Baktamur al -Saqi and 

Qusun al- Nasiri, two mamluks of al -Nasir Muhammad.1292 However, Ibn al -Ji'an 

mentions that the Qusun endowment shared villages with other waqfs, which 

might explain the reason why his sons or grandsons sold their shares in these 

villages to other endowers.1293 

After al -Nasir Muhammad's death the number of villages transferred to waqf and 

private properties increased sharply. This trend is confirmed by references from 

Mamluk sources and in particular by Ibn al -Ji`an who mentions a large number of 

villages endowed by persons who lived in the eighth century A.H. Al- Suyuti 

mentions that Mamluk waqfs had been first established at the end of the 

seventh /thirteenth century and increased in the eighth /fourteenth century.1294 In 

other Mamluk sources, there are a number of indications pointing to the spread of 

endowment in cultivated land. These indications are as follows: 

1292 Ibn al-Wan, Al-tuhfa, fol.36A, 218A, 212A, 5A, 208B. 

1293 Ibn al-Ji'an, Al-tuhfa, 208B, 218A, 5A. 

1294 A1- Suyuti, 'Abd al- Rahman b.Abi Bakr b.Muhammad (d.911/1505), Al -insaf fi tamyiz al- 

awqaf, in Muhammad Muhammad Amin, Tarikh al -awqaf fi Misr fi asr al- Mamalik, Ph.D., 

No.1967, Cairo University, 1972, vol.2, p.561. 
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(1) Manjak al- Yusufi bought a village in al- Gharbiyya province called Balgina in 

751/1350 or thereafter for 25,000 dinars from the Bayt al -Mal and endowed it for 

his mosque.1295 

(2) A Karami merchant, Nasr al -Din Muhammad b. Musallam al- Bawlisi 

(d.776/1374), endowed a piece of cultivated land from Qalyub province for his 

madrasa (al- Musallamiyya).1296 

(3) Arghun al- ̀ Ala'i (d.748/1347) endowed a village in al- Sharqiyya province called 

Dahmasha al -Humam for the Mansuriyya dome for teaching Islamic studies.1297 

(4) Al -Malik al- Salih, Salih b.Muhammad b.Qalawun (d.761/1359) endowed in 

754/1353 a village Sardus in Qalyub province for the covering of the Ka`ba.1298 

1295 Al-Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.320. 

1296 Ibid, vol.2, p.401. 

1297 A1-Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.380. 

1298 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vol.3, p.898. 
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(5) Al -Malik al- Salih, Ismail b. Muhammad b.Qalawun endowed in 743/1342, two 

thirds of Sandabis village in Qalyub province for sixteen servants servicing the 

Prophet's shrine in Medina.1299 

(6) Al -Malik al -Salih Isma`il b.Muhammad b.Qalawun endowed in 746/1345 a 

village Baysus in Qalyub province for the covering of the Ka`ba.1300 

(7) Shaykhu al- Umari endowed in 757/1356 a number of villages or pieces of 

cultivated land (diya) in al- Sharqiyya and Gharbiyya provinces for his mosque and 

khangah.1301 

According to Ibn al- Ji`an, the following persons who lived in the fourteenth 

century acquired villages as waqfs and private properties: 

Waqf: 

(1) Al-Sultan al-Ashraf Sha`ban b.Husayn (d.778/1376). 

1299 Ibid, p.633. 

1300 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i' p.1, vol.1, p.505. 

1301 Ibid, p.558. 
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(2) Al- Sultan al -Nasir Hasan (d.762/1360). 

(3) Barka mother of al- Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban (d.775/1373). 

(4) Muhammad b.Budayr al- ̀ Abbasi for the Madrasa al- Budayriyya (established in 

758/1356). 

(5) Manjak al-Yusufi (d.776/1374). 

(6) Shaykhu al-Umar al-Nasiri (d.758/1357). 

(7) `Ali b.Muhammad al-Hasani or al-Husayni (d.769/1367). 

(8) Al-Sultan al-Salih, Isma'i1 b.Muhammad b. Qalawun (d.746/1345). 

(9) Arghun Shah al-Ashrafi (d.778/1376). 

(10) Baybugha 'Arus al-Qasimi (d.778/1376). 

(11) Sarghatmish al- Nasiri (d.759/1357) for the Madrasa al- Sarghatmishiyya 

(established in 757/1356). 

(12) Iljay al- Yusufi (d.775/1373) for the Madrasa Iljay (established 768/1366). 

(13) Mankalibugha al-Fakhri (d.748/1347). 
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(14) Muktas al-Ashrafi (d.778/1376). 

(15) Qastamur al-Mansuri (d.770/1368). 

(16) Qubilay al-Nasiri (d.756/1355). 

(17) Sudun al-Shaykhuni (d.756/1355). 

(18) Uzdamur al-Nasiri al-Khazindar (d.769/1367). 

(19) Yalbugha al-'Umari (d.768/1366). 

The village endowed by this amir was bought from the public treasury in 

761/1359.1302 

(20) Aydamur al -Anuki al- Dawadar (d.776/1374). 

Private Properties (milk, amlak) 

(1) Sultan al- Ashraf Sha'ban's d. 778/1376 private domain (al -amlak al- sharifa). 

(2) Anuk b. Husayn, brother of Sultan al- Ashraf Sha`ban. 

1302 Ibn al-Ji'an, AI-tuhfa, f.63B. 
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(3) Bakalmish al-Nasiri Hasan (d.753/1352). 

(4) Maliktamur al-Hijazi al-Nasiri (d.748/1347). 

(5) Aljbugha al-Muzaffari 

The village which belonged to the private property of this amir was bought 

from the public treasury.1303 

(6) Maliktamur al- Maridini (d.767/1365). 

(7) Sarghatmish al- Nasiri (d.759/1357). 

(8) `Umar Shah (d.771/1369) 

From the above list one may pinpoint a number of trends relating to the 

endowments and private properties mentioned by Ibn al- Ji`an. 

Firstly, most of them belonged to the Sultan, his family and ranking amirs of the 

upper ranks, or to institutions established by them. Only a very tiny portion 

belonged to civilians. Secondly, such a transformation can probably be dated to the 

period from the death of al -Nasir Muhammad in 741/1340 to 777/1375. In 36 

1303 'bid, fol.159B. 
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years, 63 villages were transferred either to endowment or private property, 

bearing in mind that this calculation includes only those persons whose dates of 

death are recorded. 

Ibn al- Ji`an's data for the period of al- Ashraf Sha'ban shows that iqtas comprised 

89% of the number of villages, 79% of area measurements, 72% of the naqa type of 

agricultural land, 70% of khirs land, and 80% of ibra villages in Egypt. Waqf and 

al -rizaq al- ihbasiyya compromised 4% of the area measurement, 2% of naqa land, 

4% of khirs land and 2% of ibra. Milk comprised 1% of the villages, 1% of the area 

measurement, and 2% of ibra. The diwans were allocated 8% of the number of 

villages, 8% of area measurement, 14% of naqa land, 13% of khirs land and 9% of 

ibra. The family of Sultan Sha`ban owned 2% of the villages, 6% of the area 

measurement, 12% of naqa, 13% of khirs and 7% of ibra. 

If we add the diwans' share of ibra with the share of ibra of Al- Ashraf Sha'ban's 

family, we get 16% of the total yield of the Egyptian revenue, taking into 

consideration the Sultan's private domain (al -amlak al- sharifa) and the fact that 

many villages which belonged to the diwans were mentioned by Ibn al -Ji'an 

without ibra figures. 

Overall we can say that iqtas dominated the types of land tenure in Egypt in al- 

Ashraf Sha`ban's period in which they comprised 80% of the yield (ibra). All other 
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types of land tenure comprised only 20% of the yield, considering that a number of 

villages had no ibra figures which might leave some gaps in our calculations.1304 

In 780 /1378, al -Amir Barquq asked the judges and scholars to discuss together and 

to seek legal opinions to change the legal status of lands endowed for grand 

mosques, mosques, schools, cloisters, hospices, for the sons of kings and amirs, 

and for al -rizaq al- ihbasiyya. The villages that had been endowed and owned in 

Egypt and Syria were recorded and their revenue amounted to a large sum of 

money. The scholars refused to give permission to change the legal status of land 

tenure from waqf to iqta. However, some of the endowments were changed to 

igtas.1305 

Barquq's attempt to change the legal status of the lands from endowments and 

rizaqs to iqtas probably had a political motive and depended on forged data to 

persuade the scholars. A person like Barquq who came to power after a number of 

conspiracies and who himself was one of the great endowers had surely an interest 

1304 Cf. the discussion in Ch. 5, pp.668 -9, 675, 676. 

1305 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, p.3, vol.1, pp.345-6. Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', p.1, vol.2, pp.235-6. Ibn Hajar, 

Inba', vol.1, pp.273-4. 
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in showing himself as a defender of the army's interests.1306 This conclusion 

comes from two facts. First, the share of the army in al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period 

consisted of 80% of the total revenue of Egyptian land, and waqf, and milk shares 

did not exceed 5% of the total revenue. Therefore, it is far from likely that the 

share of army decreased in two years (778 - 780) to a degree that would create a 

problem and necessitate a change. Moreover, al- Qalqashandi mentions in the 

beginning of the ninth /fourteenth century that most of the Egyptian lands were 

either assigned to the ranking amirs or were in the Sultan's domain and that only a 

tiny portion was endowed for grand mosques, schools, and so on.1307 

On the other hand, one can understand from this that the buying of kharaj land 

from the Treasury started to spread during this time. However, the sources suggest 

that some dealings were on paper only and that the public treasury did not receive 

any money for its land.1308 One can also understand that Muslim scholars at this 

time were in favour of such transactions. They were prepared to look indulgently 

1306 For Barquq's biography cf. Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Manhal, vol.3, pp.285 -342. For his waqfs cf. 

Ibn al- Ji'an, A1- tuhfa, 140A, 154A, 225B, 200A, 203A, 114B, 213A, 211A, 219A, 216A, 213B, 

216B, 215A, 210B. 

1307 Al-Qalgashandi, Subh, vol.3, p.522. 

1308 A1-Magrizi, al-Suluk, p.3, vol.1, p.346. 
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at the process of selling kharaj land, when the lands were transferred to waqf for 

religious purposes, as this meant more income for the religious elite.1309 

This trend of transformation of kharaj land from being state held to endowment, 

private property and rizaq continued until the end of the Mamluk period. The 

evidence for such process can be gleaned from Mamluk chronicles as well as from 

Ibn al- Ji'an's manual. As far as Mamluk chronicles and biographical dictionaries 

are concerned, they frequently mention the transformation of kharaj lands into the 

properties of individual people.1310 

As pointed out by Ibn al -Ji`an in his manual, villages endowed in al- Ashraf 

Qaytbay's period and possessed or held as waqf, private property or rizaq were 

great in number in the ninth /fifteenth century. They amounted to 296 villages as 

waqf, 57 as rizaq and 44 as milk, plus the faddans which belonged to al -rizaq al- 

ihbasiyya which were scattered in many villages around Egypt. Other than that, 

there were unspecified shares for waqf in 573 villages, 435 for milk, 640 for rizaq. 

One can also observe that the number of villages held as waqf, milk, and rizaq had 

increased by 8% compared by al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. The area measurement 

of the villages increased by 6% compared to al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. The ibra 

of the villages also increased by 6% compared to al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. 

1309 Ibid. 

1310 Ibid, vol.3, p.1106; p.4, vol.1, pp.175-6. Idem, Khitat, vol.2, p.402. 
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There were also unspecified shares for waqf, milk, rizaq in 1648 villages in Egypt, 

which probably means that in al- Ashraf Qaytbay's period their share from the total 

yield, and the area the measurement of land in Egypt reached approximately 30 - 

50% of the total area and ibra. This change in state domain had far reaching 

consequences upon the army, the state and wealth distribution in Egypt. 

6.4 The reasons and the circumstances of the changes in land tenures in 

Egypt. 

As we have said before, the kharaj lands were under state control. The change in 

the legal status of land from kharaj to private land was possible only through 

purchasing it from the public treasury. This fact is frequently mentioned by the 

sources and recorded in the waqf documents.1311 

The development of such a process is highlighted by al -Asadi (d. second half of 

ninth /fifteenth century) in two examples. 

The first is as follows: 

"A village which belonged to the state with a yield enough to 

suffice 10 horsemen, was assigned to one of the ranking amirs of 

ten. This amir had a kind of intimacy (khususiyya) with the Sultan. 

1311 Ibn al-Ji'an, AI-tuhfa, fols. 5A, 9A, 12A, 63A, 149B, 153B, 159B, 181B, 191B, 195B, 200A, 

239B, 253A. Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, p.3, vol.1, p.346. Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol.9, p.50. 

Al Asadi, al-Taysir, pp. 79-80. Muhammad Amin, Al-Awqaf, pp.40-7, 95. 
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Then he could not perform his military duty and asked the Sultan 
to transfer the village which had previously been assigned to him 
in the form of iqta to a pension (turkhan). The Sultan granted him 
the village as a pension. Again he asked the Sultan to change the 
status of the village from iqta to rizaq in his name and his sons after 
him. Then someone relinquished his rights to rizaq to another 
person, and another rented the village to someone else. Thus the 
village became shares for a number of people; someone damaged 
the land, someone abused it and someone destroyed it. The 

situation turned the village to disorder and decay. "1312 

The second passage is as follows: 

"Someone (fulan) bought by the Sultan's diploma through an agent (wakil) of the 

public treasury (Bayt al -Mal), a village or a piece of land and paid the money or 

did not pay the price as practised on such occasions. Then the buyer endowed the 

village for himself during his lifetime and to his sons and their descendants after 

that or set aside a share from a village for a mosque or school or grave yard and so 

on. "1313 

These two passages of al -Asadi point out two ways of transforming the kharaj land 

from the state to the people. The first one indicates the method used to change the 

status of iqta land from iqta to pension (rizqa jayshiyya) which was then 

1312 

1313 

Al-Asadi, al-Taysir, pp.81-2. 

Ibid, p.82. 
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transferred to a kind of waqf. In this case the state permitted the owner to enjoy the 

revenue from the village for generations without changing its legal status as kharaj 

land. In other words, the holder of rizqa enjoyed all benefits without paying any 

money. The second way points to the fact that the legal status of kharaj land had 

changed to private property then to waqf for money or in most cases as presents 

from the Sultan. 

If the Sultan or Wakil bayt al -mal under his authority allowed the transformation 

to take place, then what were the Sultan's motives or reasons to allow such a 

process to take place? There are indications that the Sultan sold a village for the 

sum of money he needed to pay for military expeditions, as Sultan Faraj had done. 

He obtained 16,000 gold dinars (mithqal) from the orphans of Amir Qulmatay al- 

Dawadar and instead he sold them a village in al -Jiza province called al- Baraji1.1314 

Alternatively, as mentioned in Sultan Ghawri's waqf document, the process took 

place to pay for the expenses of the army and war.1315 This pretext seems to have 

existed years before al- Ghawri's period. Ibn Taghri Birdi, criticising the selling of 

public treasury properties, mentions: 

"at what time did the public treasury need to sell a village and 

spend that money for the interest of the Muslim people ?" 

1314 Al-Magrizi, al-Su1uk, p.3, vol.3, p.1156. Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol.12, p.316. 

1315 Muhammad Amin, al-Awqaf, pp.300-1. 
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This question asked by a contemporary historian and eyewitness is illuminating. 

The public treasury did not need to sell a village to spend its money on Muslim 

interests. Secondly, the justification for such selling was well known in al- Magrizi's 

time. On the other hand, the Mamluk Sultan himself was one of the great 

endowers and a number of waqf documents record in words that the property was 

bought by sultans from the public treasury.1316 Ibn al-Fan mentions that a 

number of villages which belonged to their waqfs were previously assigned in a 

form of iqta to the Mamluk army.1317 

The Sultan's attitude towards the kharaj land under his authority was that he 

regarded it as his own property that he could transfer to his waqf or milk and 

1316 Muhammad Amin, Catalogue des documents, pp.9, 24, 27, 29, 32 -3, 37, 42, 57, 60, 71, 91, 93, 

105 -6, 119, 125 -6, 134, 150, 158, 188, 197, 248, 260, 263 -5, 301, 303, 311, 314. Cf. Also idem, 

al- Awqaf, p.300. 

1317 Ibn al- Ji'an, lists the following sultans as having transferred property from iqta to waqf 

Barquq, ff. 210B, 213A, 215A, 216B, 213A, 216A, 219A, 211A, 213A, 114B, 203A, 200A, 255B, 

154A, 140A, 253A; Barsbay, ff. 238B, 217B, 211A, 85B, 133A, 113B, 194B, 148B, 11B, 178B, 

246A, 134B. Al- Ashraf Inal, ff. 63B. Al- Mu'ayyid Shayikh, ff. 213A, 212A, 8B. Al -Zahir 

Baybars, ff. 5B. Al -Nasir Muhammad, f. 159B, 141B, 13B. Al- Muzaffar Baybars al- Jashinkir, 

ff. 203B, 79B. Al -Nasir Hassan, ff. 7A, 123A, 13A Al- Ashraf Qaytbay, ff. 229A, 182B, (119B, 

258B = milk) Al- Ashraf Sha'ban, f. 191A. 
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grant to his favourites.1318 In order to explain the Sultan's attitude towards kharaj 

lands, we have to look over the development of the functions of the Bayt al -Mal 

during the Bahrid and Cireassian periods and to consider the opinion of Muslim 

scholars on the selling of the property of the public treasury. 

The Public Treasury 

According to al- Nuwayri, who wrote his work Nihayat al -Arab before 715/1315, 

the function of the public treasury was to administer the financial resources of the 

state (khass al- Sultan), excluding the part that was assigned in form of iqta to the 

army. Taxes like kharaj, poll tax (jawali) and zakat were collected and the money 

stored in the treasury. Then it was allocated to the Sultan's treasury (al- khizana), 

the Sultan's kitchen, palaces, building activities, salaries, and allowances.1319 This 

administrative role had started to decay after the establishing of the Sultan's 

private diwan in the first half of the fourteenth century, in al -Nasir Muhammad's 

period.1320 The decay continued until al- Maqrizi's time, the first half of the 

fifteenth century. By this time there was no known function for it and there was no 

money in its coffers, as mentioned by al- Maqrizi: 

1318 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, pt.3, vo1.I, p.346. Cf. also Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol.9, p.50. 

1319 Al- Nuwayri, Nihayat, vol.8, pp.218 -9. 

1320 Al- 'Umcri, al- Masalik, p.61. Cf. also Rabie, The Financial System, p.144. 
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".... Then the money drained away and the Treasury disappeared 
with its name and its function. Nowadays nobody knows where 
the Treasury is in the Cairo citadel and nobody knows who is the 
administrator (nazir) of the Treasury. "1321 

The disappearance of the function of the public treasury for the administration of 

state resources in the Muslims' interests does not mean that the name of the agent 

(wakil) had also disappeared. We can still observe his name in the contracts of sale 

of the properties of the public treasury, as a shadow of the Sultan probably to 

justify the transaction. Al -Asadi asks mockingly; 

"This poor insignificant slave has a question here. If (we) assume 

that the agent of the Bayt al -Mal is officially authorised by the 

Sultan - is the agent of Bayt al -Mal in a probable position to sell a 

property from the Bayt al -Mal which he does not lawfully know? If 

he lawfully knows the property he is selling in one way or another, 

does he allow the property to be sold without the right price for it 

or not? If the agent of public the treasury knows that the money 

paid will be lost in unlawful interests, does he have to proceed 

with the deal or not? If he continues with the deal, will his action be 

blamed or not? If (we) assume that the deal is lawful at the right 

price, is the seller obliged to buy at this price a property more 

productive than the one which has been sold that can fit in with the 

interest of the public treasury or not? Can the agent sell a property 

of the public treasury without gaining any interest for the public 

treasury or not? If he is not allowed to do it, can he be charged with 

an offence? If he colludes in it does he have to pay the price or 

not? Does his offence forbid him from proceeding with a deal or 

1321 Al-Magrizi, Khitat, vol.2, p.224. 
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not? If he is deceived in the deal can he change his mind or not? If 

he is forced to proceed with the deal, can the sale deal be lawful 
given the existence of coercion and constraint or not? Is the Sultan 
obliged to confiscate the sold property if he knows that the contract 
is unlawful and give it back to the public treasury or not? Does the 
Sultan gain God's pleasure if he does so according to Islamic law or 

not? Please give us your legal opinion, may God bless you, may 

God may be pleased with you. "1322 

One can understand from the above passage from al -Asadi that the agents of the 

public treasury were not qualified, and that their dealings were unlawful. The 

price paid for the property was not the right one, and that the money received was 

not spent in the interests of the Muslim community. Powerful officials forced the 

agent to process the contract in their own interests. The Sultan rarely intervened to 

support the agent and safeguard the interests of the treasury. 

The discussion will now turn to a second aspect of selling properties of the public 

treasury. Islamic law gave the Sultan (Wali al -amr) the authorisation to deal with 

financial resources according to his opinion to help the interests of the Muslim 

community. The legal opinion of Muslim scholars on waqf and their interest in 

spreading the waqf system will be discussed as evidence that the selling of kharaj 

land had some justification in Islamic law. 

In his work Kharaj in Islamic Law Tabatabai comments as follows: 

1322 Al-Asadi, al-Taysir, p.80. 
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"Muslim jurists agreed that all authority over kharaj is exclusively 
vested in the Imam, including decisions concerning its rate, 
collection and use "1323. 

Although the jurists agreed in general on the authority of the Sultan or Imam over 

kharaj and kharaj land, they did not agree on the authority of the Sultan or Imam 

to sell state lands. Some of the jurists held that the Imam had such authority in 

genera1.1324 Others were more generous and accepted that he could buy a village 

from the public treasury for himself.1325 On the other hand, some of the Sunni 

jurists rejected the view that the Imam had any authority to sell the lands of the 

public treasury.1326 

1323 Hossein Modarressi Tabatabai, Kharaj in Islamic Law, London, 1983, p.155. 

1324 Ibn Rajab, 'Abd al -Rahman b.Ahmad al- Baghdadi al- Hanbali (d.795/1392 -93)L al- Istikhraj 

li -ahkam al- kharaj ed. 'Abd Allah al- Siddiq, Cairo, 1934, p.85; Ibn Nujayim, Zayn al -Din b. 

Ibrahim b. Muhammad (d.970/1563), Al -tuhfa al- mardiyya fi'l aradi al- misriyya, 

Ms.Cambridge University Library, Cambridge, no. Add. 3690, 49A. 

1325 Ibn Hajar, Ahmad b.Ali (d.852/1449), (Risaia) hal al- Sultan an yashtariya bi malih li- nafsih 

min and Bayt al -Mal, Ms. Princeton University, Princeton, No.488, Yahuda, 93B. 

1326 Ibn Rajab, al- Istikhraj, pp.86, 105. 
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However, Mamluk jurists and scholars accepted the transformation of the kharaj 

land to waqf through selling from the Bayt al -Mal. According to al- Suyuti, 

(d.911/1505), endowments began to be established from the end of the 

seventh /thirteenth century and increased in the eighth /fourteenth century. In the 

fifteenth century, the salaries (arzaq) of the faqihs which had been paid every year 

by the public treasury since the caliph `Umar b. al- Khattab's period were stopped. 

So the jurists held that these endowments came to them from the public treasury 

instead of the money they had previously received from the public treasury in 

return for their work as teachers of the Quran, hadith and fiqh.1327 It was argued 

that these endowments belonged to Mamluk ranking amirs who themselves were 

slaves of the public treasury and there were doubts about their freedom. 

Therefore, according to this view, they were still slaves of the public treasury and 

because of this whatever possessions they held were the property of the public 

treasury.1328 Similarly the Chief Qadi `Umar al- Balgini al- Shafi`i, refused Sultan 

Barquq's attempt to legalise the changing of waqf land to iqta. His refusal was on 

the basis that the 'ulama' had a right to the income of the waqf because what they 

actually received was less than what they should receive from the public treasury. 

1327 Al-Suyuti, al-Insaf, pp.560-1. 

1328 Al-Suyuti, al-Insaf, pp.557-9. 
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The waqf land which had been bought truly from the public treasury could not be 

changed to iqtas in any circumstances.1329 

From al- Balgini, Ibn Hajar, al- Suyuti and other jurists, one may deduce that the 

Mamluk jurists were probably responsible for creating legal justification for the 

Mamluk Sultans to change kharaj land to milk and then to waqf for themselves, 

Mamluk ranking amirs and the rest of the Turkish community. This was also the 

case for bureaucrats, merchants and other civilians.1330 

Another important factor was the nature of the Mamluk system which depended 

on the Mamluk oligarchy to rule the country, defend it against the enemy and 

safeguard its wealth. Instability always existed because of the struggle among the 

Mamluk ranking amirs for power and wealth. This might have resulted in the 

loss of existing posts and properties to the winners. Therefore, in order to enjoy the 

benefits of iqtas and protect themselves against confiscation as a result of a change 

in sultan, the ranking amirs looked to the waqf as a legal cover for their properties. 

They found moreover a legal base for selling kharaj land through the religious 

community who themselves benefited from the revenue of the lands endowed for 

educational and religious institutions. The ranking amirs bought the land from the 

public treasury with money they collected from their iqtas or which had been 

1329 Al Magrizi, al- Suluk, p.3, vol.3, p.346. 

1330 Al- Balatunusi, Tahrir al- Su'al, fol.7B, 22A. Cf. also Lapidus, Muslim cities, pp.130 -1. 
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given to them as a present from the Sultan. This private property was then 

endowed by the amir for himself during his life time and to his sons and their 

descendants after his death; he also left as a cover a small share from the income of 

the waqf for charitable purposes or religious institutions. In this way, the Sultan 

and ranking amirs could protect legally some or most of their wealth against 

changes in power and they could pass on some or most of their wealth to their 

sons.1331 

One may also bear in mind that there were long periods of peace with its 

neighbours enjoyed by the Mamluk state from the third reign of Sultan al -Nasir 

Muhammad at the beginning of the fourteenth century. This tranquility was 

interrupted only by the conquest of Syria by Timur at the beginning of the fifteenth 

century. This situation remained for a short period only and the Mamluks soon 

returned to peace and harmony until their struggle with the Ottomans at the end 

of the fifteenth century. This long period of peace might have been a factor in the 

Sultan's decision to allow the spread of the selling of properties. If war was not the 

first priority, then there was no need for a large army to defend the state. The 

change in practice mainly affected the share of the halqa unit which lacked 

numbers, solidarity and training as a result of epidemics and the entering of the 

common people into its ranks. 

1331 Muhammad Amin, al- Awqaf, pp. 72 -87. 
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6.5. The development of rizaq category 

As we have said before, the rizaq were pieces of land in Egyptian villages 

designated by the state to support religious institutions or for particular persons, 

(al -rizaq al- ihbasiyya) or as pensions (al -rizaq al- jayshiyya) for ranking amirs and 

cavalries who had reached old age or become affected by illness. 

According to Ibn al- Ji`an's data in Al- tuhfa, the number of faddans of rizaq in al- 

Rawk al- Nasiri in 715/1315 reached eighty, scattered in Egyptian villages in both 

Upper and Lower Egypt.1332 Al- 'Umari mentions that in 737/1336, Sultan al -Nasir 

Muhammad 

"had continuous charities and productive allowances, some of 

them pieces of land in villages. As far as pieces of land, cash, grain 

and bread were concerned, they were very plentiful and widely 

available and in most cases inherited from fathers to sons, from 

brother to brother, and from uncle's son to uncle's son ".1333 

One can understand from al- ̀ Umari's passage that large numbers of people were 

assigned a piece of land in the form of rizaq and they could pass on these lands to 

their sons and relatives. 

1332 Cf. The discussion of the rizaq belonging to al -Rawk al- Nasiri in Chapter 2. 

1333 Al-'Umari, Masalik, p.50. 
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The wide spread of rizaq category in al -Nasir Muhammad's period is confirmed by 

both al- Shuja'i and al- Maqrizi, who mention for the year 740/1339 that al- Nashu, 

the administrator of the private diwan (al -Khass al- Sharif), asked the sultan to 

collect kharaj tax from the land designated for charitable purposes (al -rizaq al- 

ihbasiyya). He persuaded the sultan by saying that rizaq had reached 130,000 

faddans and all of these rizaq were assigned by the clerks of diwans for bribes to 

ranking amirs, judges and some people from the country who did not know 

Islamic law or possess any kind of knowledge. The clerk wrote these rizaq in the 

name of ruined mosques and mortgages which did not exist in reality.1334 Al- 

Nashu's attempt was short lived and he was killed in the same year.1335 

However, the number of faddans of rizaq (130,000) mentioned by al -Nashu is not 

confirmed by other Mamluk sources and there is no indication in the sources that a 

new distribution process ever took place after al -Nasir Muhammad's period. This 

probably means that al -Nashu provided al -Nasir Muhammad with false 

information. On the other hand, the above passage does indicate that the rizaq 

category was prevalent in cultivated land and that some of this at least had 

occurred through maladministration and bribes. 

1334 Al-Shuja'i, Tarikh al-Malik al-Nasir, p. 59. Cf. Also al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vol. 2, pp.473- 

5. 

1335 Al-Magrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vol. 2, pp. 478- 81, 485-6. 
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In 755/1354, Sultan al -Salih Salih b. Muhammad b. Qalawun ordered the 

confiscation of 25,000 faddans of rizaq located in the boundaries of the ranking 

amir's iqtas, endowed them for mosques and monasteries and distributed them to 

the ranking amirs in addition to their igtas.1336 

The most dramatic change happened in the ninth /fifteenth century when the army 

pensions (al -rizaq al- jayshiyya) were changed from temporary to permanent, not 

just for the ranking amir during his lifetime, but for his sons after his death. The 

government also permitted unofficial exchanging of rizaq between people and 

gave them the freedom to sow the land in whatever way they felt appropriate.1337 

A third development was the purchasing of rizaq land from the public treasury 

and the changing of its status to private land. Al- Maqrizi mentions among the 

events of the year 746/1345 that Sultan al -Kamil Sha`ban became famous in taking 

bribes (baratil) for requesting rizaq and allowances which belonged to iqta.1338 Al- 

Sakhawi mentions in his biographical dictionary a biography of Muhammad b. Abi 

Bakr al- Husayni who paid money for his rizaq.1339 Ibn Iyas also mentions that a 

1336 Idem, Khitat, vol. I, p. 69. Also, al- Suluk, p.2, vol. 3, p. 921. 

1337 Al-Asadi, al-Taysir, pp. 81-2. 

1338 Al-Maqrizi, al-Suluk, p.2, vol. 3, p. 696. 

1339 A1- Sakhawi, al -Daw', vol. 7, p. 161. 
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ranking amir, Taghri Birdi al- Shamshani died with a number of iqtas and rizaq 

which he had purchased. 

Furthermore, the rizaq were inherited like private property.1340 Al- Sakhawi 

mentions in the biography of Yusuf b. Shahin b. Qutlubugha al- Karaki "that he 

sold his books and whatever he had inherited from his grandmother like rizaq and 

private properties ".1341 

In addition to the above -mentioned examples, it is important to mention that there 

are two waqf documents published by Muhammad Amin dealing with the selling 

of rizaq. The first one discusses the selling in 868/1366 of pieces of land in Ibshan 

village in al- Gharbiyya which were a rizaq of `Umar b. Dawlat Bay al- 

Muhammadi. It belonged to the public treasury and was sold to `Umar for 550 

Zahiri gold dinars.1342 The second document deals with the selling of pieces of 

land in rizaq, in Dahshur which belonged to the Abbasid caliph, to his wife Fatima. 

1340 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i' , vol. 5, p. 59. 

1341 A1- Sakhawi, al -Daw', vol. 10, p.316. 

1342 Muhammad Amin, Catalogue des Documents, pp.367 -80. 
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In the contract between the Abbasid caliph and his wife which is dated in 

922/1516, his wife paid him 10,000 half dirhams.1343 

From the above discussion one may understand that rizaq became wide spread in 

al -Nasir Muhammad's period. In the reign of al -Kamil Sha`ban the rizaq were 

acquired by money, a practice which can be seen in the ninth /fifteenth century. 

The rizaq could be inherited and exploited like private property. In the 

ninth /fifteen and tenth /sixteenth century rizaq lands could be bought from the 

public treasury and transferred to private property, although the two documents 

did not mention this specifically. This category which was devoted by the state to 

religious institutions at the beginning of the Mamluk era1344, was held in the 

course of time by segments of society such as Bedouin chiefs1345, servants, slaves, 

eunuchs1346, bureaucrats1347, awad al- nas1348, ranking amirs1349, the religious 

1343 

1344 

Ibid., pp. 355-62. 

Al- Nuwayri, Nihayat, vol. 31, p. 348. 

1345 Al-Yusufi, Nuzhat al-Nazir, p.344. 

1346 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol. 10, p. 156. Idem Hawadith, p. 562. Al-Sakhawi, al-Daw', 

vol. 13, p. 840. 

1347 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol. 3, p. 110. 
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elite1350, and ordinary people.1351 Overall, all the segments of Mamluk society 

could and did acquire rizaq either through purchasing them from the public 

treasury, mal- administration or as a gift from the sultan. 

1348 Al- Sakhawi, al -Daw', vol. 11, p. 37. Ibn lyas, Bada'i', vol. 5, pp.91, 223 

1349 A1- Sakhaw, al -Daw, vol. 3, p. 64. 

1350 Al- Sakhawi, al -Daw', vol. 9, p. 171. 

1351 Ibn Iyas, Bada'i`, vol. 5, pp. 424 -25, 465. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From the above discussion one may derive a number of general points 

concerning the data presented in Ibn al- Ji`an's manual and the development of 

the land tenure system in Mamluk Egypt. 

The data presented in Ibn al- Ji`an's manual 

As far as the area measurement (misaha) figures are concerned, these were 

probably obtained from the records of al -Rawk al- Nasiri which took place in 

715/315. This conclusion is supported by the author himself, as he mentions 

in a number of cases that the area measurement figures he cites belonged to 

the above cadastral survey. He also mentions that some of the villages were 

not surveyed by al- Nasiri Muhammad's cadastral survey and that the number 

of faddans related to rizaq for some villages belonged to al -Rawk al- Nasiri. 

This idea can be further supported by the fact that Ibn al -Ji`an disclosed only 

one figure for each village for both the periods under discussion in this thesis. 

This strongly suggests that Ibn al -Ji`an did not depend on contemporary 

records of each period, which means that he used the reliable records of the 

comprehensive cadastral survey of al -Rawk al- Nasiri. 

Furthermore, one can observe that the villages (two or three) which were 

under one administrative unit and had a single area figure at the time of al- 

Ashraf Shaban (probably also at the time of al -Rawk) reached the period of al- 

Ashraf Qaytbay as two separate administrative units. The area figure which 

was mentioned before remained the same and Ibn al-Fan cites it for one 
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village (A) and refers to the other village (B) by saying that the village (B) area 

figure is included with the village (A).1352 Although the survey's figures may 

be accurate, more than one hundred years of changes had left their impact on 

the size of the cultivated land and its revenues and it is this which induced 

the author to trace the development of land conditions in order to provide 

updated information. 

Proof of this may be derived from the fact that the cultivated area of some 

villages increased from what it had been in al -Nasir Muhammad's period, due 

to new land being put under cultivation in the villages. Ibn al -Ji`an points to 

such an increase in the size of cultivated land: "there is a distinct 

characteristic in it (mutamayyiz) ".1353 

Moreover the categories of cultivated lands (naqa, khirs, mustabhir) and their 

area figures mentioned for a number of villages cannot be considered as 

having stayed static for 167 years. Indeed, there are many indications in the 

Mamluk sources which point to a decline in the size of cultivated land which 

surely suggests that other categories of lands such as pasture lands (khirs), 

marshy lands (mustabhir) and salt lands (sibakh) must have increased 

significantly in the ninth /fifteenth century in comparison to the situation in 

the reign of al -Nasir Muhammad. This leads one to believe that the area 

measurement (misaha) and area figures of these categories of cultivated land 

cited above probably developed after al -Rawk al- Nasiri. However, there is no 

1352 Ibn al-Ji'an, al-Tuhfa, fols. 6,10B 

1353 Ibid, fols. 28A, 61B, 95B, 117B, 205A. 
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solid evidence to support such a contention. Furthermore, the transformation 

of state lands into private properties (milk) or endowment (waqf) was 
certainly accompanied by a process of changing the ownership of the land 

and inheritance which usually caused the division of a single village 

previously held by a single lord into separate pieces of land. The state 

registers did not have accurate records of the land area figures controlled as 

private properties. So one may assume that Ibn al -Ji`an consulted oral sources 

to declare the real area figures for these villages. But there is no firm evidence 

to support this hypothesis. 

Overall, one may conclude that the area figures of the villages and the area 

figures of the categories of agricultural lands were originally obtained from 

the records of al -Rawk al- Nasiri but that Ibn al-Fan had presumably kept his 

data up to date. 

The estimation of the yearly yield (ibra) from the villages calculated by al- 

dinar al- jayshi was equal to 7, 8, 9, or 10 dirhams at the time of al -Rawk al- 

Nasiri or 13 1/3 dirhams after that. The connection between the ibra as an 

estimation and the real revenue on the one hand and al -dinar al- jayshi and the 

circulated currency on the other hand is a complicated issue. There is not 

enough information provided by primary sources to help to shed light on this 

obscurity nor are there any proper, meticulous explanations contributed by 

Mamluk historians. However, one can observe depending on the Mamluk 

sources that there was a connection between al -dinar al- jayshi as an 

administrative measure and the silver dirham and gold dinar on the one hand 

and between the ibra and the prices of grain on the other. 
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Also, the use of ibra as a standard measurement of the revenue from 

cultivated villages and iqtas in Egypt from the Ayyubid period to the end of 

the Mamluk era seems proven, although the procedure and method of the 

calculation of the ibra were not acknowledged and disclosed by the 

contemporary authors of the two periods, but they were certainly well known 

to the clerks of the diwans. Furthermore, one must emphasise that ibra was 

not just an estimation of the revenue from the agricultural production (crops), 

but also probably from taxes imposed on the villages and towns in all 

Egyptian provinces. The most important value of the ibra figures, according 

to Haarmann's assessment is that they yield historical information not in 

absolute terms and not in isolation but rather as indicators of a ratio.1354 

Indeed, the ibra figure can be applied as an indicator of the prosperity or 

decline of agriculture in general and agricultural production in particular. 

Udovitch concludes that Egyptian agriculture had reached a state of severe 

crisis in the fifteenth century, by comparing the data furnished by Ibn al -Ji`an 

of the total ibra of the Egyptian provinces in the periods of al- Ashraf Shaban 

and al- Ashraf Qaytbay.1355 

Taking into consideration only those villages for which ibra figures are 

available for both periods and which were under cultivation, there were 485 

villages that had changed their ibra figures. From these 485 villages, there 

1354 Haarmann, Ulrich, The sons of Mamluks as fief -holders in late medieval Egypt ", p. 

146. 

1355 Udovitch, Abraham, "England to Egypt, 1350 -1500: Long term trends and long 

distance trade ", in Cook, M.A. ed., Studies in the Economic History of the Middle 

East from the rise of Islam to the present day, London, 1970, p.115._ 
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were 15 villages that had increased their ibra, while the ibra of the rest of the 

villages had decreased by a half or a third or a quarter of their original ibra 

figure in al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. 

The majority of the villages had the same ibra figures for both periods. This 

means that for those villages whose ibra figures had dropped after al- Ashraf 

Shaban's period, their agricultural production and the amount cf land under 

cultivation had declined. We may agree that the decline in ibra points to a 

diminution of the revenue obtained from the cultivated land which was itself 

caused to a great extent by the shrinking of the size of lands under cultivation. 

Although the reasons behind the diminution in the amount of land under 

cultivation are various, high taxation, Bedouin encroachment, neglect of the 

irrigation system, and epidemics were probably the most important factors in 

the whole process of decline. The plague which devastated Egypt led to a 

steady decline of the population of rural areas in the latter half of the 

fourteenth and throughout the fifteenth centuries.1356 In general, the 

diminishing number of peasants left a heavy shortage of manpower needed 

for the construction and repairing of the irrigation system and other 

agricultural works which in turn severely affected the cultivation.1357 Dols 

who studied the effect of the Black Death on the rural population suggests 

that the decay of the ibra figures (assessments) can be used as an indicator for 

1356 Ibid, p. 118, cf. also Dols, Michael, The Black Death in the Middle East, Princeton, 

1977, pp. 154 -69. cf. also Ashtor, A social and economic history, pp.301 -4. 

1357 Dols, The Black Death, pp.168 -9. 
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the depopulation of the villages which dropped in ibra figures. But he does 

not specify the amount of the Black Death mortality in these villages.1358 

A question arises here. How can we explain the unchanged figures for such a 

large number of villages? There is no definite answer to this question but we 

can assume that either these villages were not affected by the epidemics or 

that they had large populations and the mortality rates were low. The 

decrease in the size of agricultural production per unit area as represented by 

static ibra figures may be explained by the lack of effort expended in medieval 

society in Egypt to develop science and technology to expand the production 

from the land. 

Land tenures 

A comparison between the share of the same land tenures in both periods by 

the number of villages, area measurement (misaha) and the estimation of the 

yearly yield (ibra) indicates clearly that the shares of private property (milk), 

endowment (waqf), stipends and pensions (al -rizaq al- ihbasiyya, and al -rizaq 

al- jayshi), the Sultan's domain (al -diwan al- sultani li`l -dawla al- sharifa, diwan 

al- khass, al -diwan al- mufrad, diwan al- dkakhira) and the Bedouin tribes grew 

very rapidly.1359 On the other hand, other land tenures mentioned for al- 

Ashraf Sha`ban's period, such as the Sultan's family, court retinue (al- 

1358 Ibid, pp.166-7. 

1359 Cf. The discussion in Chapter 6. 
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hashiyya), and allowances had completely disappeared from Ibn al- Ji`an's list 

of land tenures for al- Ashraf Qaytbay's period. 

Iqta - the Mamluk army share 

The most dramatic development is the decline of the share enjoyed by the 

Mamluk army in the number of villages, area measurement and revenue in 

the period of al- Ashraf Qaytbay compared to al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period. This 

phenomenon is confirmed by both Ibn Taghri Birdi1360 and Ibn al- Ji`an.1361 

The shares of ranking amirs, halga, and other iqta holders diminished, while 

the shares of the Royal Mamluks and the Bedouin tribes increased sharply. In 

addition to the reasons provided in Chapter 6 for the transformation of public 

land to private property (milk), endowment (waqf), rizaq and a 

preponderance of the iqtas designated for the Mamluk army one may include 

epidemics as one of the prime factors behind such a development. Dols 

reports that: 

"plagues diminished the manpower of the army and caused 

considerable revenue to be spent to replenish its depleted 

numbers at a time when the cost of slaves from the Russian 

steppe was increasing substantially ".1362 

1360 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Nujum, vol.14, pp.70 -1. 

1361 Cf. The discussion in Chapter 6. 

1362 Dols, The Black Death, p.190. 
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The diminishing amount of manpower needed for the exploitation of the 
cultivated land, and the lesser number of tax payers, decreased sharply the 
rural production and its wealth which led to the decline of state revenues. 

One may then assume that the state's need for large sums of money to 

accomplish the replacement of dead Mamluks, caused the sale of the iqtas of 

halqa cavalries and the sale of state lands to the people. The demand for 

money was also responsible for the spreading of rizaq lands at the expense of 

the Mamluk army's igta's.1363 One can also assume that because of the 

diminishing state revenues, the state was encouraged by the need for money 

to sell ruined cultivated land, caused by highly intensive exploitation by 

some of the iqta holders, or by the shortage of manpower as a results of 

epidemics or other causes. There was an increase in per capita wealth of 

urban dwellers such as artisans, merchants, Mamluk amirs and other wealthy 

strata of urban society owing to abundant inheritance resulting from the 

deaths from the plague at the end of the fourteenth century and the first half 

of the fifteenth century. They might have invested some of this wealth in 

purchasing cultivated land from the public treasury.1364 This process 

presumably increased in rate in the second half of the fifteenth century, 

because of state monopolisation of the spice trade and other commodities and 

its increased intervention in the urban economy in the form of taxes, and 

confiscation which probably caused the investing of large sums of money 

belonging to merchants and wealthy Mamluks in purchasing the cultivated 

1363 For the common people purchasing the iqtas of the halqa for the selling of public 

land and taking fees for requesting the rizaq lands, cf. Chapter 6, pp. 

1364 Udovitch, "England to Egypt" p. 122. 
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lands.1365 In contrast to the decline of ranking amirs' shares, the Bedouin 

shares increased sharply as compared to al- Ashraf Shaban's period.1366 This 

increase in the share of Bedouin in the cultivated land is an indication of their 

importance as an independent force able to challenge Mamluk power and to 

plunder trade caravans and rural areas especially at the end of the fifteenth 

century when the Mamluk state was on its way to collapse.1367 

This situation is described by the contemporary Mamluk historian Ibn Taghri 

Birdi who mentions the oppression of the Bedouin: 

"Because now most of the villages in upper Egypt (al- Sa`id) 

have fallen into the hand of the Bedouin and they have taken 

over most of it by means of cultivation.1368 

Ibn Taghri Birdi also writes: 

"I have said that we do not know a time or specific period in 

which the Bedouin reputation has spread all over Egypt and 

their power has grown as vigorously as nowadays (872/1467), 

for the Bedouin have expanded in al- Sharqiyya, al- Gharbiyya, 

al- Minufiyya, and al- Buhayra. They have settled in these 

provinces and seized the people's wealth (amwal). As far as 

1365 Ibid., p.123. 

1366 Cf. Chapter 6. 

1367 Ashtor, A Social and Economic History, pp.285 -8. 

1368 Ibn Taghri Birdi, Hawadith, p.458. 
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al- Buhayra's province is concerned, it has become like their 
igta ".1369 

Ibn Shahin (d.872/1468) mentions that there were a large number of villages 

in al- Shariqiyya province which had no names in state registers. They were 

inhabited by Bedouins in salt lands (sabkha, sibakh) not suitable for any 

cultivation; they settled there to use these lands as pasture lands.1370 The 

increase of Bedouin power and wealth indicates that they probably held 

private properties (milk), endowments (waqf) and pensions (rizaq) in 

addition to their igtas.1371 This situation prompted Ulrich Haarman to use the 

term 'Bedouinisation' to describe the expansion of Bedouin rule to major parts 

of the Egyptian provinces.1372 

A second trend was the increase of the Sultan's domain in Qaytbay's period 

compared to that of al- Ashraf Sha`ban. This development was caused by a 

number of reasons such as plagues, the replacement of dead Mamluks, the 

1369 Ibid, pp. 537,631,673,678,711,721. 

1370 Ibn Shahin, Zubdat kashf al-mamlik, p.34. 

1371 Al- 'Umari points out in his encyclopaedia Masalik al -absar that some Bedouin tribes 

in his time possessed large cultivated lands and most of them were semi -settled 

Bedouins. Cf. al- 'Umari, Masalik as -absar (Qabail al -Arab) p.174. Idem, al- Tarif, 

vol.2, p.100. Cf. also al- Yusufi, Nuzhat al- Nazir, pp.344 -5. At the end of the 

fourteenth century al- Maqrizi mentions that the chief of Bedouin of al -Ayid became 

the governor and inspector of al- Sharqiyya province. Cf. al- Maqrizi, al- Suluk, pt.3, 

vol.2, pp.544, 585. 
For the wealth of Bedouin chiefs in the fifteenth century, cf. Ibn Taghri Birdi, 

Hawadith, p.721. 

1372 Haarmann, "Misr ", EI2, p.174. 
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decrease of the revenue from the agricultural estates due to the plague, and 
the increase in the number of beneficiaries from the Sultan's allowances. 

Both Udovitch and Dols are convinced that the plague diminished the 

revenue from the agricultural estates.1373 The decrease in the revenue was 

caused both by a decline in the amount of land under cultivation and the 

quantity of agriculture production from it. At the same time "the price of 

cereals remained comparatively low and stable after the Black Death as a 

result of depopulation. "1374 This situation caused the revenue from the 

Sultan's domain to decrease and was accompanied by the inflation caused by 

the decline of the monetary system that led the revenue to decrease even 

farther. The Mamluk state needed to replace the large number of Mamluks 

who had died and it had to pay large sums of money for this replacement 

process, especially as epidemics would strike at intervals of between ten and 

twenty years. 

There is no evidence of any increase in either the volume of agricultural 

production of the price of food stuffs. Nor does it seem likely that the 

Mamluk state managed to overcome the problem of inflation. The Mamluk 

state, forced to lavish huge expenditure on royal Mamluks and the Sultan's 

households, increased its source of income horizontally by expanding the 

number of villages or the amount of cultivated land to compensate for the 

decline in the revenue. The diminished number of royal Mamluks, as shown 

1373 Udovitch, "England to Egypt" p. 123. Cf. also Dols, The Black Death, pp.191,275. 

1374 Ibid., pp.260-1. 
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by Ayalon1375, could be adduced as evidence that the expenditure of the 

Sultan might have declined because of the decline in their number. But the 

Mamluk historians mention higher expenditure on the part of the Sultan's 

domain. This can be explained by the large number of those who were 

beneficiaries from the Sultan's diwans. Ibn Taghri Birdi mentions in his 

chronicle Hawadith al -duhur for the year 873/1468 the following: 

"We do not know any royal Mamluk who has more than two thousand 

dirhams (salary), a zubdiyya of meat (3 ritls = 1.350 kg), and three aliqas 

fodder (aliqa, pl. alaiq = 1/25 of a barley irddab = 3.6 litre of 2.24 kg).1376 

Most of them received instead of a zubdiyya of meat 250 dirhams. This 

happens if he is a royal Mamluk. What is the matter with you today; when 

already a large number of people from the religious class awlad al -nas, 

merchants, common people and even Christians who cannot count or 

calculate have joined the Sultan's service. The matter has gone beyond the 

boundaries and transgressed the limits, and the ministers have failed to 

supply allowances of meat. Similarly the Ustadars have not been able to 

provide the salary and the fodder. The Sultans have been obliged to 

contribute money every month from the treasury and even after all of this 

their weakness intensified further. This was because the two diwans (al- 

wizara and al- ustadariyya) carried out expensive works which have no 

relevance to day's need nor was it for defending the frontiers. This situation 

1375 Ayalon, "Studies on the structure of the Mamluk army ", pp.222 -8. 

1376 Idem, "Payment in Mamluk Military Society ", pp.261, footnote 12. 
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has not happened since the period of al -Zahir Jaqmaq until today's date (15 

Rabi II 873/4 November 1468) ".1377 

From the evidence of Ibn Taghri Birdi, we may infer that Sultan Qaytbay gave 

some of the royal Mamluks pensions (turkhans) and cut the allowance and 

fodder and salaries of a large number of people, most of whom were from the 

religious class (al- muta`ammimin and awlad al -nas). Because of this measure 

large quantities of meat and fodder and a very small amount of salary were 

saved.1378 One may assume from Ibn Taghri Birdi's information that the 

Mamluk state in Qaytbay's period was experiencing a problem in dealing 

with the high expenses of the Sultan's diwan which reached their peak limit in 

his time.1379 

However, the introduction of these reforms did not mean that the whole of 

the religious class and the awlad al -nas had been forbidden the allowances of 

meat, fodder and salary. The Sultan's diwans still had to pay out large sums 

of money to cover these expenses. One may also infer from Ibn Taghri Birdi's 

information that there had been a need to pay out vast expenses since the 

reign of Sultan Jaqmaq (842- 857/1438- 1453). Indeed, there is substantial 

evidence in Mamluk sources which points to the inability of the wazirs and 

1377 Ibn Taghri Birdi, Hawadith, pp.690 -1. 

Cf. also Hinz, Walther, Islamische Masse (Arabic translation), pp.32,58. 

1378 Ibn Taghri Birdi, Hawadith, pp.694-5. 

1379 Ibid., pp.689-90. 
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ustadars to cover these expenses years before the period of al- Ashraf 

Qaytbay.1380 

The Abbasid caliph in Cairo who was installed by al -Zahir Baybars in the 

second half of the seventh /thirteenth century, was given a salary and 

allowances every month.1381 The caliph continued to receive the salary and 

allowances certainly until the end of al- Ashraf Sha`ban's period.1382 In the last 

years of the reign of al- Ashraf Barsbay in 841/1437, Ibn Iyas reports that 

Sultan Barsbay added Jazirat al- Sabuni as a supplement to the iqta which the 

caliph already had.1383 There was a further increase to the caliph's iqta in 

859 /1454 when Sultan Inal granted him what Ibn Iyas calls a heavy igta.1384 

This probably means an iqta which yielded especially high revenues. In 

865/1460 -61 the caliph was granted by al- Mu'ayyid Ahmad the village of 

Inbaba in al -Jiza province.1385 However, in the first year of al- Ashraf 

1380 Ayalon, "Payment in Mamluk Military Society", pp.279-85. 

1381 Ibn Iyas, Badai' , vol.I, p.320. 

1382 Ibn al-Ji'an al-Tuhfa p. 

1383 Ibn Iyas Bada'i', vol.2, p.192. 

1384 

1385 

Ibid, p.327. 

Ibid, vol.3, p.13. 
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Qaytbay's regime, in 872/1467, Inbaba village and half of Jazirat al- Sabuni 

were taken from the caliph's iqta.1386 

One of the developments in the structure of the land tenure system in 

Qaytbay's period was the disappearance of the shares of the Sultan's family 

and relatives and the court retinue in the cultivated land in Egypt. Moreover, 

the private properties (al -amlak al- sharifa) of the Sultan shrank from twenty - 

two villages to only two villages. His share in the allowances from the 

cultivated land had disappeared by al- Ashraf Qaytbay's period. The share 

allotted to the Mamluk navy and coastal defences shrank from two villages to 

a quarter of a village, but there were other sources of income coming to the 

navy from the two villages which belonged to the waqf al -Burj al- Zahiri in 

Alexandria in addition to the waqfs "of the Muslim people. "1387 

In general waqf, private property (milk) and rizaq increased markedly 

compared to al- Ashraf Shaban's period. Most of these estates belonged to the 

Mamluk elite, ranking amirs or their descendants, awlad al -nas , eunuchs, as 

well as important bureaucrats, the religious elite, merchants and women. As 

merchants' names are not mentioned, it is highly probably that small shares of 

waqf and private property in the Egyptian villages belonged to the 

merchants, artisans and other wealthy strata of urban society. It can also be 

said that the smaller shares with non -mentioned holders did not only belong 

1386 Ibn Taghri Birdi, Hawadith, p.633; cf. also Ibn Iyas, Bada'i', vol.3, p.13. 

1387 Muhammad Amin, al- Awqaf, pp.224 -31. For Mamluk naval policy, cf. Ayalon, The 

Mamluks and naval power - A phase of the struggle between Islam and Christian 

Europe, pp.1 -12; cf. also EI2 Supplement, art. Bahriyya. 
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to lesser known people but they were presumably also a result of the process 

of inheritance and selling throughout the fifteenth century and had reached 

Qaytbay's period in this form. 

Although the rizaq was assigned mainly by the state to support religious 

institutions and religious elites in the rural areas, and as pensions for the 

Mamluk army personnel and their families, other strata of the society and 

common people had acquired these pieces of land through purchases or mal- 

administration. The practice of handing over the right to land by the holder 

to other people might have increased the possibility for the common people to 

have access to the cultivated land which belonged to rizaq category. 

The results of the changes in status of the land tenure system 

The most important development which occurred was the expansion of 

private properties and land devoted to pensions and stipends and the 

dwindling of army shares. In his discussion of the transformation of the 

Egyptian economy from one comprised of great capitalists to a large stratum 

of wealthy bourgeois Ashtor writes: 

This was the great change in social stratification which had 

occurred in Egypt and Syria in the second half of the 

fourteenth and the first half of the fifteenth century The 

cloth merchants (bazzuzun), the slave dealers and with them 

grain dealers were a class of rich, influential bourgeois... . 

But the wealth of the bourgeoisie originated probably just as 

much from its landed property. The progressive dissolution 

of the feudal system had enabled the rich bourgeois to acquire 

a great part of the rural estates which had been iqta. Perhaps 

the income that the bourgeois obtained from their rural estates 
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was much more substantial than that from their commercial 
activities. "1388 

In addition to those mentioned by Ashtor, other strata of Egyptian society 

acquired lands; these included the Mamluk elite, ranking amirs, Sultans, 

awlad al -nas (both male and female), eunuchs, wives of the ranking amirs, 

bureaucrats, Bedouins and artisans. 

Did the change in land tenure system from the domination of iqta to private 

property and rizaq have any effect upon the size of cultivated land and 

agricultural production? Theoretically the land owned by people rather than 

by the diwans was more likely to have been extensively exploited and they 

probably obtained the maximum revenue from it in kind (grains or cash - 

gold, silver and copper). 

In reality, the land under cultivation declined and the agricultural production 

decreased, because of depopulation of rural areas as a result of the epidemics, 

the state's neglecting of irrigation systems and the frequent intervention of the 

Bedouin in rural areas in their confiscation of the wealth of peasants and iqta 

holders. This change led to the expansion of waqf and rizaq which were 

exempted from taxes. This situation created a number of difficulties to the 

state, such as the losing of revenue from these lands and the decrease of lands 

which could be assigned in the form of igta.1389 As a result the size of the 

1388 Ashtor, A Social and Economic History, p.321. 

1389 Ibn Taghri Birdi, al-Nujum, vol.14, p.71. 
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Mamluk army diminished and the state accelerated its intervention in urban 

areas through taxes, forced purchase and the state monopoly of a number of 

commodities. As far as the relationship between the peasants and the private 

owners is concerned, one may presumably believe that it became more 

relaxed and far removed from the power of the state represented by the 

diwan al- jayshi.139° Moreover, as a consequence of the decline of the 

administrative and financial system and the expansion of rizaq lands the 

holders of rizaq treated these lands as their private properties.1391 

1390 For the peasants and diwan al- jaysh. Cf. al- Subki, Muid al- ni'am, pp.48 -9. 

1391 Al-Asadi, al-Taysir, p.80. 
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A LIST OF THE NAMES OF PROMINENT AMIRS 

`Abd al-Aziz b. Ya`qúb b.Muhammad al-Jaybughá or Aljibughá al-Muzaffari 

'Abd al-Basit b. Khalil b. Ibráhîm 

'Abd A11áh b. Baktamur al-Hajib 

'Abd Allah b. Muhammad b. Targhiyya 

`Abd al-Rahim b. Mankalibughá a1-Shamsi 

`Abd al-Rahman b. Ayid 

`tiilamdàr al-Muhammad a1-Násiri 

'Ali al-Máridàni 

Ali al-Qaradalanji 

`Ali b. al-Ashraf Sha`bàn 

`Ali b. al-Azjaki 

`Ali b. Manjak al-Yúsufi 

'Ali b. Muhammad al-Hasani or Husayni 

'Ali b. Muhammad b. Kulbak or Kulfat a1-Turkümád 

'Alf b. Muhammad b. Salám 

Ali b. Qaraja al-Turkúmáni 

`Ali b. Qumari al-Hamáwi 

Ali b. Qushtamur al-Mansúri 

'Ali b. Tavbughä al-Tawil 
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'Ali-Bay al- Muhammadi 

'Ali Bay al- Za-hiri Timürbughá 

Arús al- Mahmtidi 

'Aydamur min Siddfq al- Khitá'i 

Abrak min Nabriah 

Abia Bakr al- Qurmáni 

Abú Bakr b. Buluktamur 

Abú Bakr b. Qundus 

Abú Bakr b. Sayf al- Jamáli 

Abu Bakr b. Sha`bán 

Abd Bakr b. Sunqur al- Jamáli 

Abú Bakr b. Táz 

Ahmad b. al- Ashraf Inal 

Ahmad b. al- Ashraf Sha'ban 

Ahmad b. Al -Malik al- Jawkandar 

Ahmad b. Aqtamur ̀ Abd al -Gháni 

Ahmad b. Arghun al- Ahmadi 

Ahmad b. Baktamur al- 'Alá'i 

Ahmad b. Muhammad al -(2adi al- Jamáli 

Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Lajin 

Ahmad b. Qutlubak al-Muhammadi 
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Ahmad b. Yalbugha al-Umari 

Ahmad b. Yalbugha al-Yahyawi 

Ahmad b. Yusuf b. Manklibugha 

Aljibugha al-Muzaffari 

Aljibugha or Aljunbugha al-Muhammadi 

Allan min Tutukh al-Ashrafi 

Almas al-Muhammadi 

Altunbugha `Abd al-Malik 

Altunbugha al-`Ala'i 

Altunbugha al-Uthmani Tataq 

Altunbugha al-Rukni 

Altunbugha min Taybugha 

Ahmad Amir Tibr 

Ahmad b. `Abd al-Ghaffar 

Amir Hajj or Amir Hajji or Hajji b. al-Ashraf Sha`ban 

Anuk b. al-Ashraf Sha`ban 

Anuk b. Husayn b. Muhammad b. Qalawun 

Aqbirdi al-Yusufi 

Aqbirdi min Asbay 

Aqbirdi min Yalbay 

Aqbugha `As al-Shaykhuni 
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Aqbughá Shaykhlzn or Agbughá al-Shaykhúni 

Aqtamur `Abd al-Gháni al-Nasiri 

Tkqtamur al-Sahibi al-Hanbali 

Arghún al VIu`izzi or al-'Izzi al-Afram al-Ashrafi 

Arghún Shah 

Arghún Shah al-Ashrafï 

Arghúnshah al-Ashrafi al-Jamali al-Khassaki 

Arslán b. Ahmad 

Asanbughá al-Tavvári 

Asandamur al-'Llthmáni 

Asbay al-Sayfi Qurugmas 

Asnbughá al-Sayfi Arghún Shah 

Asnbughá al-Sayfi Shaykhú 

Atlamish al -Sayfi Argun Shah 

Avdamur al- Anuki 

Avdamur al-Shamsi al-Násiri 

Aytamush al-Bajasi 

Aytamush min Azubay 

Bahádur al-Jama-li 

Bahádur al-Manjaki 

Bahadur Wali al-'Arab 
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Bakalmish al-Nasiri Hasan 

Baktamur al-`Alami 

Baktamur al-Saqi 

Baktamur b. `Ali al-Husayni or al-Hasani 

Baktamur Ustadar al-Tawil 

Balat al-Ashrafi 

Balat al-Sarghatmishi 

Balat al-Sayfi 

Bardi Bak al-Sultani 

Barsbay al-`Ala'i al-Bawwab 

Al-Ashraf Barsbay 

Barsbay Qara al-Muhammadi 

Bashtak al-Nasiri 

Bashtak min `Abd al-Karim al-Ashrafi al-Khassiki 

Baybugha `Arus al-Qasimi 

Baybugha al-Sabiqi al-Khassiki al-Ashrafi 

Bayram al-Sayfi al-`Alami 

Burd Bak al-Ashrafi 

Burd Bak al-`Ala'i al-Mua'yyadi 

Burd Bak al-Muhammadi 

Burd Bak al-Taji 
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Burd Bak min Qasruh 

Buri al- Ahmadi 

Buri al- Halabi 

Damurdash al- Muhammadi 

Dawlat Bay al -Abu Bakri 

Dawlat Bay al- Dawadar 

Dawlat Bay al- Hasani 

Dawlat Bay al- Ibrahimi 

Dawlat Bay Haman min Taghri Birdi 

Dawlat Bay min Timur 

Faraj b. Manjak al- Yusufi 

Faris al -Sayfi Dawlat Bay 

Fayruz al- Ashrafi 

Fayruz al -Inasi 

Fayruz al- Nawruzi 

Fayruz al- Zammam 

Hajj Bak b. Alta b. `Ashiq 

Hajj or Amir Hajj b. Mughultay 

Hamza b. Sunqur al- Muhammadi 

Hasan b. 'Ali al- Ku'rani 

Hasan b. al- Ashraf Sha`ban 
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Hasan b. Surghatmish al- Nasiri 

Husayn b. `Ali al- Kawrani 

Ibn al- Kuways, Muhammad b. Sulayman 

Ibn Muslim, Muhammad b. Muslim b. Husayn 

Ibrahim al- Disuqi 

Ibrahim b. Husayn b. Muhammad b. Qalawun 

Ibrahim b. Tashtamur al- 'Ala'i 

Al- Ashraf Inal 

Inal al- Abubakri 

Inal al- Hasani 

Inal al- Ishaqi 

Inal al- Kamali 

Inal al- Nawruzi 

Inal al- Yusufi al- Yalbughawi 

Inal min Santbay 

Inbak al -Badri 

`Isa b. Babjakk 

Isma'il b. al- Ashraf Sha`ban 

Isma`il b. Faris al- Muhammadi 

Isma'il b. Rajab 

Iyas al- Maridani 
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Iyas al- Sarghatmishi 

Jakm Qura al- ̀Ala'i 

Jani Bak al- Dawadar 

Jani Bak al- Hasani 

Jani Bak al- Muhammadi 

Jani Bak Habib al- ̀ Ala'i 

Jani Bak min Mahmud Shah 

Jani Bak min Tutukh al-Faqih 

Jani Bay al- Muhammadi 

Janim al- Ashqar 

Janim al- Ashrafi Barsbay 

Janim al- Mahmudi 

Janim al- Muhammadi 

Janim al- Zardakash 

Janim min Qani Bay 

Janim min Yalbay 

Janin al- Sharifi 

Jaraktamur al- Ashrafi al- Khassiki 

Jarbash min `Abd al -Karim 

Jarbash min Yalbay 

Al -Amir Jarkas 
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Jarkas al-Ahmadi 

Jawhar al-Julbani al-Tawashi 

Jawhar al-Khazindar 

Jawhar al-Khazindar Kizil al-Shaykhuni 

Jawhar al-Nawruzi 

Jawhar al-Yashbaki al-Zamma 

Juban al-Taydamur 

Julban al-`Ala'i 

Julban Na'ib al-Sham 

Kajbugha al-`Ala'i 

Karakoz al-Ashrafi 

Kasbay al-Ahmadi 

Kasbay min Qurqamas 

Khalil b. Tankazbugha 

Khalil b. al-Ashraf Sha`ban 

Khalil b. Aydamur Qara 

Khalil b. Muhammad b. Arran 

Khalil b. Qaratay al-Karaki 

Khalil b. Timurbugha Khadir b. Ahmad b. Baktamur al-Saqi 

Khayr Bak al-Muhammadi 

Khayr Bak min Hadid 
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Al-Ikhmimi, al-Shaykh Shihab al-Din 

Khushqadam al-Sayfi Jani Bak 

Khushqadam al-Yashbaki 

Khushqadam al-Zammam al-Zahiri Barquq 

Khwaja al-Khita'i 

Khwaja Sudun al-Sayfi Nawruz 

Kizil al-Arghuni 

Kumushbugha al-Umari 

Al-Amir Lajin 

Lajin al-Zahiri Jaqmaq 

Ma'ruf al-Bashtaki 

Malaj al-Yusufi 

Al-Malik al-Sayfi 

Maliktamur `Abd Allah al-Safawi 

Maliktamur al-`Ala'i 

Maliktamur al-Hijazi 

Maliktamur al-Hijazi al-Nasiri 

Maliktamur al-Maridini 

Maliktamur b. `Abd Allah al-Mansuri 

Manjak al-Yusufi 

Manklibugha al-Ahmadi 
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Manklibugha al- Fakhri 

Manklibugha al- Salahi 

Masayid al- Ibrahimi 

Mithqal b. `Abd Allah al- Jamali al- Habashi al- Zammam 

Mubarak al -Tazi 

Mubarak Shah al- Zahiri 

Al -Atki, Ziyad b. Mughira 

Mughultay al -Badri al- Jamali 

Mughultay al -Saqi 

Mughultay al- Sharafi 

Al- Bayri, Yusuf b. Ahmad b. Muhammad 

Al- Hanafi, Muhammad, al- Shaykh Shams al -Din 

Al -Hasan b. Muhammad b. Nasrallah 

Al- Khalifa, Abu'l -Muzaffar Yusuf b. Muhammad 

Muhammad al- Turkumani 

Muhammad and Ahmad, sons of Sallam 

Al- Shaykh Muhammad b. Shazi 

Muhammad b. Surtuqtay 

Muhammad b. `Abd Allah b. Baktamur al -Hajib 

Muhammad b. al- Ashraf Sha`ban 

Muhammad b. Arsha 
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Muhammad b. Ayaz al- Dawadari 

Muhammad b. Baktamur al -Saqi 

Muhammad b. Bayram b. Kawjara 

Muhammad b. Bazlar 

Muhammad b. Budayr al- ̀ Abbasi 

Muhammad b. Jarbash 

Muhammad b. Kakbugha 

Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Tankiz al- Husami al- Nasiri 

Muhammad b. Musa b. Arqtay 

Muhammad b. Musa b. Khadir 

Muhammad b. Qashtamur al- Mansuri 

Muhammad b. Qumari 

Muhammad b. Qutlubugha al- Dhahabi 

Muhammad b. Qutlubugha al- Muhammadi 

Muhammad b. Sunqur al- Muhammadi 

Muhammad b. Tankizbugha al- Maridani 

Muhammad b. Taz 

Muhammad b. Tuqtamur or Tughaytamur al- Nizami 

Muhammad b. Uzbak min Tutukh 

Muhammad b. Yahya b. Muhammad 

Muhammad b.Yalbugha al- Yahyawi 
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Mukhtar al- Ashrafi 

Mukhtar al- Husami al- Tawashi 

Musa al -Lamti 

Musa b. `Umar al- Askashi 

Musa b. Askashi 

Musa b. Dandar b. Qaraman Sharkas or Jarkas al- Rasuli 

Musa b. Qumari 

Musa b. Shams `Abd al -Ghani 

Al -Nasir Hasan 

Nasr al- Balisi 

Nawruz al- Hafizi 

Al- Ashraf Sha`ban 

Al -Nasir Muhammad b. Qalawun 

Qajmas al- Ishaqi 

Qalbars 

Qalbarsa 

Qani Bak al- Jarkasi 

Qani Bak min Khasht 

Qani Bay al- 'Ala'i 

Qani Bay al- Yusufi 

Qani Bay min Asbay 
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Qani Bay min Shad Bak 

Qanim Abi Yazid 

Qanim al-Muhammadi 

Qanim min Safr Khwaja 

Qansuh min Tarabay 

Qarabugha al-Ahmadi 

Qarabugha al-Sayfi Aytamush al-Khadiri 

Qaraja al-Zahiri Barquq 

Qaraquja al-Hasani 

Qarasunqur min `Abd al-Karim 

Qarbugha al-Ashrafi 

Qashtamur al-Mansuri 

Qasim b. al-Ashraf Sha`ban 

Qawsun al-Nasiri 

Al-Ashraf Qaytbay 

Qurqams al-Muhammadi 

Qurqmas al-Ashrafi 

Qurqmas al-Sha`bani 

Qurtay al-Ashrafi 

Qurtay al-Karaki 

Qusun al-Nasiri 
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Qutuqtamur al-`Ala'i al-Tawil al-Khassiki 

Qutlubak al-Sayfi 

Qutlubak al-Zini 

Qutlubugha al-Bizlari 

Qutlubugha al-Fakhri 

Qutlubugha al-Kawka'i 

Qutlubugha al-Maridani 

Qutlubugha al-Sha`bani 

Qutlubugha al-Shamsi 

Qutlubugha Jarkas 

Qutluqtamur al-Jamali 

Qutluqtamur al-Muhammadi 

Quzman al-Balisi 

Al-Rakraki, Abu `Abd Allah Muhammad 

Salam b. Sa`dallah 

Al-Salih Isma`i1 b. Muhammad b. Qalawun 

Saraytamur al-Muhammadi 

Saraytamur al-Muhammadi al-Khassiki 

Sarbugha al-Nasiri 

Sarghatmish al-Ashrafi 

Sarghatmish al-Ashrafi al-Khassiki 
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Sarghatmish al-Nasiri 

Saslan al-Mansuri 

Shadi Bak al-Muhammadi 

Shahin al-Muhammadi 

Shaykhu al-Nasiri 

Shaykhu al-Umari 

Shaykhu Aqbugha 

Sudun al-`Ala'i al-Tawil 

Sudun al-Ashraf 

Sudun al-Ashrafi 

Sudun al-Fakhri Shaykhu or al-Shaykhuni 

Sudun al-Sayfi Jani Bak 

Sudun al-Shaykhuni 

Sudun Amir Akhur 

Sudun Duqmaq al-Sarimi 

Sudun Jarkas al-Manjaki 

Al-Ansari, Ibrahim b. Sulayman 

Sunbugha or Asunbugha al-Ashrafi 

Sunqur al-Jamali 

Taghri Birdi al-Baklamshi 

Taghri Birdi al-Shamsi 
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Taghri Birdi al-Tayyari 

Taghri Birmash min Hamid al-Din 

Taghri Birmash b. Iljay al-Yusufi 

Taghri Birmish al-Sayfi Yashbak 

Tamraz al-Shamsi 

Tanam al-AbuBakri 

Tanam min `Abd al-Razzaq 

Tani Bak al-Ilyasi 

Tani Bak al-Jamali 
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